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SANTA NEW MEXICA
VOL 49 SANTA FE,' NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1913. NO. 288
DAD UP AGAINST IT ALL IN A 3UNCH! BURRAGE TELLS MONEYAMERICANS IN DANGER;
TRUST COMMITTEE HE
CAN'T RECALL GAINS
WARSHIP IS ORDERED
TO MEXICAN WATERS
THE "DENVER" SAILS TOMORROW FROM SAN DIEGO WITH 270 "JACKIES"
!
FOR PORT OF ACAPULCO WILL PROTECT UNITED STATES CITIZENS
FROM REBELS UNDER JULIO
WHETHER HE MADE MORE OR LESS THAN $5,000,000 WITH ROCKEFELLER,
DALY AND ROGERS, ASSISTING HIM IN ORGANIZING AMALGAMATED
COPPER, IS NOW BEYOND HIS MEMORY.
STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS
ALARMED OVER REPORTS RECEIVED
GIGANTIC DEAL PUT THROUGH
WITHOUT SCRATCH OF THE PEN
Washington. Jan. 15. Albert C Perkins was the first to take the stand
when the committee resumed the
hearing.
PERKINS A HUMOROUS STUDENT.
Samuel Intennyer, consul for the
committee, asked:
"What is your present occupation'.'"
'Well, 1 am a student just now,"
XXXXXXXXXXXXh' Although the number of Americans!
ACAPULCO. in the city of Aeapulco proper is not
Aeapulco, port in, Guerrero, large, there are large numbers in the
Mexico, is on the Pacific ocean, V surrounding country engaged in
230 miles southwest of the City V ranching and mining. Grave fears
of Mexico. It is one of the best were entertained for their safety by
V harbors in the country. Exports x;6late department officials, as soon as.
hides, cedar and fruits. Its clim- - u w a9 iean,ed that refugees from the
ate is hot and unhealthy and it is outyjng country were seeking safety
subject to earthquakes. Popula- - V Jn Acapuico an(j aiso at Casas Ciran-- ,
Hon, 4,932. V des, where they have forced the sus-- 'XXXXXXXXXX-- pension of operations on the railroads, j
'Dun-age- , of Boston, was a witness
the house money trust iuvesti-- ,
gating committee today, lie- - l est i lied
he was an organizer of the Amalgama-
ted Copper company in J!tOti. He nam-
ed as his assistant William Roekefel-- ,
lei', Marcus Daly, II. II. Rogers and!
others. Mr. Burrase could not re-- ;
member how much was made by the,
oisrmiizers in turning over the var-- !
answered Mr. Perkins, with a smile.
"I also spend considerable time tes- -
AMERICANS IN UANUtn. t?0,.,u in the Ktnte denartment to-- : ions properties to the Amalgamated, .lii'ying before congressional commit-"Wer- e
the profits $:U,00,iHm," ask-- tecs."A ashlngton, D. c Jan. 15. The! riav were more optimistic concerning
cruiser Denver has been ordered from j ,... ,. fh, WHr in Snnnra ed Mr. rnterniyer. .
"1 could not say,. San Uiego, Calif., to Acapuico, Mexi-
-
chlhuah but the 8itUation is
Mr. Perkins told of having been a
answered Bur-- I member of the firm of J. P. Morgan &
Company and of his connection withrage.
He could not remember his own; (lie I'nited States Steel corporation.
co, where the lives or American a. gm (o b(j bad ,u gan Ulg Potosl
said to be in danger., She will sail gQme jm m.eg n(jrtn Qf Mexlco citv,tomorrow and should arrive atthe REBELS ARE DISPERSEDMexican port in about four days.Com- - El Paso Texas, Jan. I"--?-
mander Washington has about 270
numbering fifty, who were burning,nfi
"jaekies' aboard and a company Nortnwe8tern ,
mnnnes. tJ railroad, were dispersed by a com- -The decision to send a waisnip short
profits nor thOBe ol i nomas i.awson, in; was huh a auecior aim uiumuer in
William Rockefeller and Mr. Rogers. the finance committee of the corpora-- .
Mr. Bun-ag- said he got lis profit Hon. and bad a great deal to do with
;in securities so fur as he could business organization after it was
member, and did not get any Butte-- ; farmed. Mr. Perkins is a director of
Boston or Boston-Montan- i the Steel corporation and the Interna- -
"Will you say that your profit was tinnnl Harvester company.
not more than asked Mr.' HARVESTER TRUST A DEFEND-rutermye-
ANT.
mand of one hundred federals a
protect Americans was reached early distance below Juarez, according to ;
advices received in Juarez this morn- -
15. The
is a
'
"I could not say, answered .n I, in-- , Wasliingtou. I). ('.. Jan.
rage. He knew of no records of the: lnU.rnational Harvester Co.,
SECRETARY NAGEL
WILL DECIDE IT
lug. The rebels were moving north
toward the border city, destroying all
bridges as they proceeded. A sharp
fight occurred when the federals met
STATES BALLOT
FOR SENATOR deal. '
today after alarming reports 01 xne
activity of rebels under Julio Uadillo
had been received through Ambassa-
dor Wilson at, Mexico City.
Consul Kd wards at Acapuico had
suggested that inasmuch as the Mex-
ican commander of the town had ad-
mitted his inability to reinforce the
garrison, a warship should be sent.
"Then this entire deal, involving
Washington, Jan. 15. The fate of $15,0O(l,Om was accoinplislied without;
feinlant in the government's suits
the dissolution of these concerns.
As Samuel Ciiterniyer, counsel
the committee began to question h
about those two companies, there w
much speculation among lawyers ami
pt to the scratch of a pen .' asueu tne eoun-- ;General Cipiiano Caslio's attem
them and the rebels retreated after ,
making brief resistance to the I'eder- - Augusta, Me., Jan. 15. Former Clon-
al advance. ' gressman Kdward C. Burleigh, repub--
COMPLETED TARGET PRACTICE, , was elected T'nited States sen-- !
San Diego, Jan. 15. Hurried pre pa- - j ;,tor by the Maine legislature in joint
enter the I'nited States is now large- - sel.
"Yes. so far as 1 know."
ly in the hands of Secretary ,agei,
HARD RAPS FOR
STAND PATS
TODAY
GOVERNOR M'DONALD READS PROG-
RESSIVE MESSAGE THAT IS START
"The nublic came in shoals, didn't i,u, t uu t, niiothui. Mi- -
jwbo today received a report from the itr nHk(,d Mr vntermyer. Perkins' answi rs would give him im- -i' ;.,,. it... ol Vmv nrU.i .... i..,.. .i.... At..sprenu uua.u ki . i es, you uiigiii e.ij uwi, am numi y from Hiiy possible govern- -
The last report from Acapuico said j
Radillo was operating in the country,
about there and refugees from every
direction were pouring into the town,
which is one of the most important
Mexican ports on the Pacific. Depre- -
dations and atrocities by the ap- - j
proachlng rebels were reported.
WILL BE TAKEN ABOARD.
Americans and other foreigners will
be taken aboard the Denver when she l
men! prosecution.
Mr. I'erkit( paid the corporation
brought its own sloe!; only, so far as
he knew, to be sold to employes un- -
II is understood that tlio uoarti uiu liurnige.
not. uiinounce its conclusions as to! About $:ST5,UHO,(H)0 of offers were
the admissibility of Castro, but sub-- . received for the $T5,IIOn,(HIO of slock,
mitted the record for Secretary Xa-- j FORGETS OTHER DETAILS.
..i
.lutui.ininiiip' M lln,...ifro .miiIH nut rpnionilrf'l'
rations are being made on board the SCS8i0n today. "
cruiser Denver to sail tomorrow for Tne votH was aa follows:
Acapuico. The Denver has completed Uardner,i
target practice and except for docking Thompson, I Prog.), 7.,pis ready to sail. The cruiser has been ' t 'aavwere neceswry fo. aNenty-on- oout of dry dock and in service in Cen--
tial American waters for some time :"01(;e-
and the bottom is believed to be foul, Boston, Mass., Jan. 15 The official;
The Denver was to have sailed for proclamation of the election of Con-- ;
the Nicaraguan station Friday, con-- j gressman Joh.i W. Weeks as senator;
j Kcquently preparations fc," departure from Massachusetts, was made today'
were well under way when the orders by President Greenwood of the sen- -
j were received. late before a joint session of the legis- -
lature.
s uo.c. ......... r, .geJ ptriisui ue' blK iriim
whether Castro should be deported or details of operation by which Amal-- ! '"ont ,nlPS-
:. n, ., i ilnn.; "We never knew ol corporationaammi"' r: r." " ,,; .!buy'iig its own to protect u HI
to
LING TO THE Q1MHARD EXPOSES
THEIR METHODS. -t -
The board must make a decision a ?u- - lritl and lloslon. .r"V.lthe market and io of no nools....... . j...i..,.i..., ami lire, .Ml. iiuriage saiu, wnti ac..iii ,r if ii in irtr vua I uhii'iih iniin hisiiiii steelreaches there if so desired. The Den-ver is the nearest snip to the danger
point. " ..
'
liiuiuuuniie iue uiai ht-- i ill
of Sec-- cuuuuaieu on n j- -.r.. ..i-- jit would be beyond the power
retary Xagel to consider the case un-- ;' me uione nan 01 nus.u.,. iu,.e.,,
some member of the board of Holding a large block of Boston and.iuimi AUATf 1 1
stock," he said.
He did not "believe that directors
should be allowed to trade in the
slock of their own corporations on
IAAAIIUN Moltm - j!-- him. alli blu- -inquiry should appeal to
Xpiv York. Jan. 15. The special :""'"-."- "IS SCORED TOOSENATORS VOTEIN COLORADO
CANVASSED
' the government.
The senate today passed the short
appropriation bill on second reading.
The house was occupied this morn-- i
ing with the introduction of
portant bills. v, ,v
Concord, X. II., Jan, 15. The legi-
slature failed today to elect a IT. S.
senator. The join ballot follows:
Henry F. liollis, (Dem.), 199;
'Henry B. Qulnby, (Rep,), 108; U. W.
Pillsbury, (Rep.), 5S; Sherman E.
(Rep.), 22; Robert P. Basa,
(Prog.), 17; scattering, 12.
board of Inquiry at Kllis Island today
decided that Cipriano Castro,
ident of Venezuela, should be ex-
cluded from entering the United
ed a vigorous campaign, "bulling auvance information securea Dy mem
Butte and Boston and "bearing" Bos-- j through their connection with the
ton and Montana. corporation.
Mr. Burrage said he had taken noj "Now as to the organization of the
part in the negotiations by which the! Harvester company, that was more
Amoliromutoit nrminrfurs Kuciivpri f hp DartiCUlaH V VOUr lob. WBS it nOt?"
'I move that ,(,;. vote of thanks be
extended to the governor for his able. States.
and instructive message." ,.
t i . Im uihifh Castro's attorneys immediately an- - Bos(m) anc Mon(ana stock neId by thB ..Jt wa8 Baid Mr. Perkins.I RIB WBS 1MB iurini iii t....w..i
.. I..J.R' .u. .tnrf. nounced that the decision ol the local' ... . . ... n . , . ieve the Mr. Lntermyer told Mr. Perkins
Denver, Colo.,. Jan. senate
and house met in joint session at noon j
today, canvassed and certified yes- -
terday's vote by which C. S. Thomas
and J. F. Shafroth were elected to
FORTY THO USAND
GIRLS JOIN
A STRIKE
LOOKS LIKE BIG pat niaiorl'tyso toadly discredited by immigration aulboritleB would be ap-
-
j , awson advel.tislng campaign had any that he did not wish to ask any fines- -of coin--lon pealed to. the department relation to the Globe failure. tions that might bear upon the suitOdll DA An HPAi its gyrations during the. first sess ' merce and IWior.iiiiiMiww legislature, today
the U. S. senate from Colorado for j - Ion behalf of the first joint assembly,,
Mr. Burrage said that Butte and of the government against the liar-Bosto-
stock was exchanged for Am- - vester "trust."
algamated, at a rate of four shares of: "In fairness to myself, and the
Amalgamated for one of Butte and committee," said Mr. Perkins, "I sng- -
the short and long term respectively.; ew York, Jan. 15,Fifty--thousan- New York,. Jan. 15. It 'was learn-- ! B,ied t0 the message of the chief ,TWf RFPURf ICANSUanotni. Thninae 111 Ilia enafrh tt ' fin v, i n tr rnH nnetao lo t !V. krA O.Ct' , . !..!.... !( t W ! WULlWl 1IVWw. ... ... "i- - w. ....... .,.B CU puoic.a, u.o..iuUiru mi i ea irom ,an uuuiui nanye suunu 111 executive of the state, wmiam i.. me-- , DADTU
acceptance declared in favor of tariff j girls' dress and shirt waist factories ;New!V6rk today -- that the Union fdlowina the reading by the- - UrOCl YHK I Y V oston, which, with Amalgamated atjgest that 1 have just testified in that
governor of his message to the legis-- j ii;io, made a price of 520. Ilutte-Mon-- suit and it would be difficult for me
Ipture. j, Cheyenne, Vyo., Jan. 15. Upon tana, he said, was exchanged share; to testify about the Harvester com- -
Whether it aot to Mr. Holt or tojthe convening Of 'the two houses of j for share with Amalgamated in the'uany without infringing upon the
reduction and explained that undertoday, turned nearly 40,000 workera cn-- Railroad company plans to take
the democratic theory, It should be aj i)to the ranks of the strikers in tli9 over the Central Pacific Railway com-gener-
downward revision. He said garment making trades, now number- - pany Dy lease from the Southern Pa-th-
It was not In accordance with ing nearly 200,000. The posters were cinc company, and this way meet the
democratic principles to demand 'be official call for a strike among tlirt requirenients imposed by the supreme
merger. matters at issue.'his standoat friends, it was a mes-- 1 the Wyoming legislature this after Mr. rutermyer asked if Mr. Rogers: M. XTnterniv(,r .a!iUpil if M
and Mr. Rockefeller had not acquired, kns had fo.m(1(i any dpa as ,0. 1Paownwaru revision on an prouucis " w inunei, wuo uau pic--
-
r,,,.rt ! i.a (iprree ordering the dis the opinion of the progressive house members who Hutte and Boston and Butte and Mon- -except those of a particular state. He vteurty sanctioned such action by an ,0,ntlon 0f the Union and Southern bcrs the ,egi..ature and while there . aockJ wIth ,he democrats yester- - ' desirability of "placing the 6tock ex- -overwhelming vote. All of those emfavored stronger federal control , of Pacific were many points on which full con.jday t0 pel.fect the organization of the t'"lil,and llad, th,vntui) Indirectorshiiv'lhlo ofurinli.the chang, under le(;a cont,.0l.ployes are girls, some of them under
Just-no- the Union Pacific is to currence with the governor was not holls(1 i.ad allv intentions of retreat- - Mr. Perkins said he favored puttingK years old, and their organization
corporations and prohibition of. inter-
locking directorates. He also favor-.- .
more effective banking laws. .....
the stock exchange under federalfor themselves. I!ut Mr. Burrage didnot remember. '
HUGE PROFITS.
have appointed a committee to euard ' assume the Central's obligations to j expressed, the message on the whole ,ng froln tne stand tUey took at the
of the Sothe,'n Pacific has not et beeu " r" h frst session. Republican leadersThis vear the Colorado legislature the' idle workers against agents j control.j! "What legislation would you rec- -determined, dir u is supposed meim i""-- p "" have been unable to gel eitner oi
. . . . . r I A I . ... I. U nrnkl.m. mil. ... ...spent 20 minutes electing two U. S. J,lle 'n,t? 8lave trade. The first de "Hut you know that the value ol
these stocks Increased from $:'0,000,mand of" the rtreRB mid mntmm transfer or tne lease, u consummat- - e " them to divulge tlieir purposes anusenators, wuere previously rrom two) . . j ...m .,viuo iho r onmp'its earnest and convincing language. ...... ,,
oinmenu to remedy aDiises on me
stock exchange? '
"Well, that is a matter that leadsde-- ;
,a no 'ocnea aoors:' rney declare c "'- - - T. h.-,.- H th. m...,a. i y.w. - ooo to $ 04,000,000 when they werelBZ sA t .he l,?,t.ght by the.Asch of the.JOOO to the Ama.gamated7" into detail. I believe that many ofiiuiiuiug nre tn wmcn 14 girls lost " i" k..i.L"r "f - "Yee a profit for those who heldBUWCU . Ul auuciFLauue. lino wo t tlie abuses oi.'.''.c.-ire.i,her- irule.' (he shares," answered Mr. Burrage. ..... .... .
.ii.,,..,,distinctly read it, could not but be tffcialor P. E. Warren .whose pros-- i .,Mr. Burrage said that in 1901 he tlV('" wlul I)lelu OI puunuij, saiumentioned as
one of the "benefits of " ,'""
"lat
,hf are forced to work in un- - j -the. direot election Bystem for choos- - safe
,; -ing,U;, S. ,. senators.". The speaker, shops.-
- PROCRESSIUE impressea
witn tne tact inai me eniei ;. j v
...I, . . nani nf rn.olppflpn la lonnn rn i'.pfl hV r.rlui'u1 till lnu naniira mill al'finnnla .ir. f'eiKins. lie auueu inai ne would
''executive of the state was enaeavorng:! - ,...u ,.. .......destroyed because Mr. Uwson and BUO '''
" "PP"81 1 '
BILLS IN IOWn;.,". MWthe duty wUMukJy'- oteitor eenator does notcongratulated Colorado on the inaug-- ; TAYLORuratlon of this system and thanked, HAS FULLY RECOVERED, :Mi in alter "'"y x KIlow m 'h'c vbiubRogers were engaged an of securities in relation to the stockcation.and without favor. That fact atone """' Januarythe republican members of the legis-- ; Denver, Colo., Jan, .15. Congress-- ;
lature who, under pledge number 1, man K. T. Taylor,' who has just re-- ! Des Moines, la., Jan. 15. Bills made the message a singularly pro-
voted for the successful democratic ; covered from an operation of appen- - (providing for a judiciary gressive one in the new state,
Governor McDonald spoke plainly,candidate. He characterized oonser-.- : dicitis, expects to leave for Washing- - In the state, nuupors, pensions, ana
EXPLOSION IN
WINDY CITY
INJURES SEVERAL
They were both friends of mine exchange quotations. :"v:
I did not wish to become involv-- j "What would you do ubout manipu-ed,- "
Bald Mr. Burrage. lation of prices to false values?" ask- -
Vilh the conclusion of his. exiimina t'd Mr. Untermyer.-- ' ' t
tion the committee recessed for lunch, "Well, that is a very difficult ques-BI-
MEN TO BE CALLED. tion," said .Mr. Perkins. "That form
With Dr. Richardson and Albert C. of gambling is indulged In even down
Burrage, who was concerned in the! to the farmer who sells his 'wheat
'
for a constitutional amendnn for; even bluntly, on subjects not touched.vatlon as the most vital problem of; ton tomorrow.
Income ana occupation taxes; were cerore oy tne puonc men m
among nineteen bills introduced in Mexico. . .
the lower house of the Iowa legisla-- ! Especially did he lay stress uponCOURT DISAPPROVES BONDS Chicago. Jan. 15. One man was kilture today. the deplorable conditions in new wex- - ... ... . ...
..j ul.. ...... I..- - inn nti.,A.,. . i. . . & nnnti... la ronAftaii tn iniva nur. rp.nrirnn I y.u j inn nr rnfi a niflmipn nun iiii.ci iui ucuirii iiv-- dijiiiia.
nFFFiJFn- RV WXrAAfirFBQ: houseB 8hort 8eE8iolls!.lI"::;" list ofl Mr. rntermyertd,Pped the quev MAmm mA miVAA. A AAW and announced until tomorrow when, ' . exDi0iion iu a cty water. leaders waited to be called, tions into the Harvester company af--
:
.
- : ? :, .. ., . Governor-elec- t Clarke will be inaugu ... i tu. i ni n Cm! HAventv-fiecnn- d atreet and : TBv were President nines of the ter the witness said he was a member
rated. iMii-j.-
'. -
' " .' " vIt'Wl lllipnijll,':.lli jjv.vmiwi ,,
guage was plain and to the point as! Cottage drove avenue today. National City Bank of Newv York,
he showed up clearly and fearlessly! Abraham Beerlan's body was taken George W.. Perkins, Thomas W. La- -
Chicago, 111., Jan. 13. Bonds sub- - wrlt of supersedeas admitting to ball
for the release of' Prank M. I Herbert: Hockin, of Indianapolis, who
of its finance committee.
Mr. Perkins said he was one of the
original voting trustees of the Bank- -what this newsoaoer asserted. . that frnm ilm innnel h..vhi-h- I hom-- al'ler uiuiil, il. 1'. Uuwsou anu ueqige.. 1Ryan. F. H. Houlihan an4 WIlltain J wi9 stJhtenced to six years in the fed--- 1 SUFFRAGE CARRIES IN - ;
oral f 1 a.n...ll, Ci.i " w " ' """" " so long as dishonest business set the: the explosion.Schupe, sentenced to terms in prison the latter theerB 1 ruBl company,Baker, Jr., a son .ofleading figure in the First National "Wnat useful Purpose is served by
bunk placing the voting power of a trust,,Hockih was the 6nly convicted labor ;
tax ratt, neiwn Duatnesa eouio not
man for whom a Euffraee mBMiiUBaJ amendment make an hone8t return on property v V A ' 'V X
wa no asked nSr lth8.!n?ih.'V.u.tIn and Uve. . , RECEPTION W.LL BElor conspiracy, in me niegai
traiu-pcr-tatlo-
of dynamite were disapprove J
by District Attorney Charles V. Mil-
ler, of Indianapolis, , in the Vnlted
The committee will take. , up the """ir" " ". ' "
ees?" asked Mr. Cntermyer.upid TnMonpow NIGHT. V onestion of whether Mr..' Rockefelleroppoa voie tne. That section alone of thenhteri t th e,.t ffiro .nf : governors,,,first time it has gone tjirougfi .. without j message was a stinging rebuke to the 1 ' Governor and Mrs. William C. is to be examined at an executiveClntnn r I il 1 1 gtTt ff uinimitu 1 . 1.1 . r i 1. 1 .i. i.. i .. . j i.i. nuiu aireauy uau vuiiiesseu ma flght. old gang politicians, land grabbers UcDonlad will Hold a public re- - V meeting late today.ium aim mere is no necessity in uisaay. doouu oi ji,uuu ioi iue inmnffe
of Charles N. Beum, of Mlnneapolti, case for a writ of supersedeas pend .fnhelr clique of attorneys who have; eption at the executive mansion ROCKEFELLER HA8 PALSY.X X X X X X- - X X X Xbeeir-s- prominent before lgistatis'fronr-'- l0 n- - tomorrow night, Washington, D. C.. Jan. .15.
SMOKER AND ;LUWCH.,:- - Xiassemblies in the past. The governor! Lt,Ki8iators and their wives and though suffering from "shaking palsy"
- vatv BnnmvMi nv intf cuuri. liHfrici ing the decision of the appear," saidUllnrniiv . Wlllor donlared that tbn District Attorney Miller. IX Do not-- forget to attend , the XJwaa applauded by the anti-saloo- n etes relaUvc8 visitors in the city and and unable to speak above a whisper.It. Dor fc cmni,.P anH lMifch 1 imrh nt ths V rrnt wtn hi darlared for either, m . .. ' ... . . mm: n i...n ..i. u. .1.1. . -.Attorneys for the convictedproperty scheduled for the
' bonds of
tbii and Schune did ' not j U..1V...W r . .... - --- . - - i santu r eaiis will De weicoinea Dy "iuui iiuumlciici wuuiu ue uuie iu
. idrwitKninn 4hnn f :!7.500. -- while
Mr. Perkins answered that he be-
lieved a voting trust was used in or-
ganizing a new concern, to insure its
being run along certain lines endorsed
by the trustees. . - -
"A few young men in New York
who met occasfonally at "dinner and
about town felt that there was an
opening for another trust company m
New York and we organized this one,"
which he said was the first financial
Institution organized under ,a voting
trust. -
"Do you approve of the continu-
ance of this voting trust?" asked Mr.
I'ntermyer.
"Probably not," said Mr. Perkins,
leaders said they had bonds ready for
Wilford B. Brown and William J. Mc-
Cain, of Kansas City, but they wer?
X Palace. notei tonigiu ai B.ociocK, jiooai option or a aayiigrn iooni tne cnef executive and the first X undergo a "brief examination" before
X given in honor of the members of Xj lw such as the Nebraska iw. He; ,ad of Xew Mexico, It wU1 j,ex'the house money trust committee, if: 2W,tHJp should have been scheduled.
Attorheys for the Chicago labor i uT Ik X an excellent opportunity ."to get X: his testimony is or "paramount im- -message, i,ltj., anA tt l fi a 'm V--' nortnnci. " So nr. C. W niotiaWlannnot presentea in court. - !X. elation, and boosters and muni- - X Before beginnDistrict Attorney. Miller left for
wasmngton later in the day to confer ViRal
league delegates. " ' X; governor spok. a
'"'f'l;!;!,, point o attendance the XI told the committee today.X. Arrangements have been made X' in which he asserted that hs Z--
reception will surpass all others He said that to submit the o.l mag- -Xto" care for 250, sure, and a most XI the 'member, of the legi.latur. to for- -
X' is X In their endeavors to r ,,K,U- - '"Cr .1 p,,.. y. Mu"".6enjoyable time expected, one get partisanship . . .' i . I , . V. I nfpnt r a hminirrliaira n. o a woll . n ir nf
leaders said they would' make another
effort to obtain sureties. j
Later, the court .declined t,o approve
a bond for 130,000 ottered tor tie re-
lease of William E. Reddln, of
waukee, because of the insufficiency
of the surety.
. The court ateo declined to Issue a
that . will be memorable in the X
with United States Attorney General
Wlckersham in regard to the labor
cases. He will return to Chicago next
Monday when the question of admit-
ting the other leaders to bail will
again be taken up by the court.
pass good laws for the people and "to n '""Dl "J""""5 o". - -o - -- ..w..WB
unite for ths good of the new state) No cards have been issued as th. XJ the larynx . which would stop hishistory' or Santa Fe. Admission X
'is by ticket only. ' X reception is puunc. . ., x .ureuimnis. (Continued ou page eight).Washington, D. C Jan. . 15. Mr.x .x .x. X.!:x x x x x x x x(Continued on page eight).X'X"X X X X X X X X x x'
PAGE TVO SAKIA FE REW MEXICAN WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 15,1913.
MISERYSTOMACHWf... Cough.Cold
DEMOCRAT ANTICS
AMUSE TAFT -
VANISHESJUSTThe Little Store
Everything Good to Eat in
SOLITAIRE CANNED GOODS
Try Our Mocha and Java Coffee
Fresh Cream iiTPiiit Bottles Daily.
THE REORGANIZATION OF CUSTOMS
AND THEIR CONSOLIDATION IS
NOT WHAT DEMOCRATS WANT THEY
ARE TRYING TO BLOCK OWN REFORMS.
Ski No indigestion, Gas or Sour-- j
Js; n ess After Taking "Pape's
Diapepiin."
f": If what you Just ate Is souring on
SoreThroat
Sloan's Liniment gives
quick relief for cough, cold,
hoarseness, sore throat,
croun, asthma, hay fever
and bronchitis.
HERE'S PROOF.
Mb. AtBiRT W.PicE,of Freaonlft,
Kan., write : " We ur.e Slouii's lini-
ment in the fatnilv ami Awl it an ex-
cellent relief fr colds and liny lever
attacks. It stops coughing iu.d inuea-lu- g
u.woet iutUuitlj."
SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
iA. your stomach or lies like a lump orftJ kad, refusing to digest, or you belch:
Washington, 1). C, Jan. IS Of all
the funny tilings in political and legis- -
lative history, one of the funnest is
the attitude of democratic legislators
who, at the last session of congress,
'
put through a bill permitting consoli-- ;
dation of customs districts and are
now lighting vigorously to prevent
those consolidations in their respec- -
R GROCERY COINTE
gus aim crucuue cum, uim- -
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste;
in mouth and stomach, headache this
is indigestion.
A full case of l'ape's Diapcpsin
costs only fifty cents and wi.I thor-- . tlve BtateB.Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Ft. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS or.giy
cure your oui-u- i uiu.-- . , .... st ,.,, suspicions that
President Taft and Secretary Mac- -and leave sufflcient about the house
in case some one else In the familyrwwrrr 1'itfcl. ill-- ' HltllUK linivii M..,wnient over the whole thing, and that
they will have more before the af
POJEVED SORE THROAT.
J';;s. L. Brewer, of Modelln.Fla.,
wi "Ibonelitoiieliottle of your
I in: i. nt ami itiliilnieall the good in
tliH v n id. Sly thront wns very sore,
and it cured me of my trouble.
GOOD FOR COLD AND CROUP.
31 ii. V. TI. Stra-nok- , 3T2t Elnm nod
Ave: " .. Chicago, 111., ritest "A lit-
tle I : next door had croup. I gave
the mother Sloan's I.inimcnt to try.
She (jii'.o him three drops on migurheforo irolii(j to bed, ami lie gnt up
without the croup iu the morning."
Pr-o- o, 25c, 50c, $UOO
fair is ended. It has been notorious
may suffer from stomach trouble or
indigestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
j the formula plainly printed on these
fifty-cen- t cases, then you will under-
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all
kinds must go, and why they usually
OUR AXES, HATCHETS, SAWS AND CUTLERY WILL SAV: YCUR
TEMPER, BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL TEMPERED AND WILL HCLD
for years that the customs service has
had a number of ports and sub-port- s
THEIR SHARPNESS.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, jrarden 4 field seeds io bulk and packages
Tne only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Sloan's
Treatise
on the
Horse
sentfree.
OUR PRICES TOO ARE TEMPERATE, BECAUSE WE KNOW T'.J..l T
GIVING YOU A SQUARE DEAL WILL PAY US.
WHEN HUNTING FOR HARDWARE COME TO US.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
of entry where practically nothing
lever was entered, but where certain
collectors of customs drew regular
salaries and conducted whatever pri-
vate business they saw fit on the side.
Some of these ports cost the govern-
ment thousands of dollars a year and
paid nothing in return. The sub-port- s
were equally expensive.
Repeated attempts to get tnrough
congress bills providing for reorganiz-
ation of the system and the saving to
relieve sour, stomachs,
or indigestion in live minutes. Dia-
pcpsin is harmless and tastes like
candy, though each dose contains
power sufficient to digest and "pre-
pare for assimilation into the blood
all the food you eat; besides, it makes
you go to the table with a healthy ap-- !
wtite; but, what will please you
;ne.st. is that you will feel that your:
'stomach and Intestines are clean and: iEarl S. Sloan
" "KTN Bo,,on'fresh, and you will not need to resort the government of thousands of dol-lars failed because it meant a loss of
patronage. When "Jim" Tnwney was
chairman of the appropriations com
Phone Black
45LEO HERSCH
to laxatives or liver pills for bilious-- j
ness or constipation.
This city will have many Diapep
sii; cranks, as some people will call
Phone Black
45 mittee of the house he twice got
through a bill for consolidation, but It LIGHT...111 l.n n.n.,l.-i- r nhnntineiii, out )uu . died in the senate, At the last sessionthis splendid stomacn preyaiuuuii,too, if you ever try a little for indi-- of -- congress the democrats, eager tomake a record for economy and good1 gesuon or gasum u. u.., . governnlent nlsned through a bill TREASURY OFFICIAL LATE;'Woodoal JANITOR REPRIMANDS HIM.acu nuseiy. authorizing revolutionary changes Inthis m.nute and for- -Getsomenow. t))e b dllrei, , custom(i QiBtriot8cvov rid vnnrself of iitoniach trouble N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHso as to shut up some of these orna-
and indigestion. I ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-homea- nd
why all this light? To
THE HUSTLERS
AT DEMING
SAWED WOOD
DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump Fancy Lump Fancy Egg
mental ports and sub-port- s and save " "a"',"J' ? "
.. .
'len, assistant secretary of the treas- -tne satanes.
wflg tl-,- minuteg late in re.It certainly looked like business port.;g for duty, and was sharply cal-the- nThe treasury department was led to' account by a watchman of the
delighted, and Secretary MacVeagh treasury department,
and Assistant Secretary Curtis have, Ap.)pal.lllg leisurely at a side doorbeen working bard to get a plan in;ot lllc buiidiig the tardy official
shape for the approval of President was , mmanded to produce his "cardTaft. The plan rs Hearing completion t,, orr that it might be marked
ern
Deming, X. SI., Ian I.V E. H.
manager of the Kio Mimbres Ir- -BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for fathermother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.Phone One Double 0 J.
rigation company, stated .Monday; and will, according to information, i!ite." He endeavored to appease the
morning that it was the intention of save nearly $ ,000,0u a year to the government's monitor with the state- -
his company to develop five thousand government and give a more efficient nient : am Assistant Secretary Al-- i
acres of land in the Spaulding-Kishe- r service. It provides for a reduction It n."
tract ten miles northeast of Deming. 0f customs districts from something1 -- oh, they all say that," was theAdvices come from the Pacific coast j jjke u,n to 5il and wipes out a nunibel Impatient retort "You mav make
'that the company will put on a large. of slll,.pol.ts and smaller ports of your explanation at the main 'door of
advertising campaign in that section ntry AVh,,n Bigned bv p,.esi()-- nt die building"
:to fell out their entire Taft it will'W'f j become effective July 1 Tlle u88igtallt secretary was forced, POWERue.riujn-- next. i . plist thn influence of a watchmanUtildOO acres. However, Mr. Bickford ,, mnn,i. ,i,oli senators wider acauaintance and was finallystates that tne company ... cont j and I.tlureS(,lltativ(B have lint fiw,taA nvm!nJ n vc.xil. l.io Haul'THE RELIABLEVonnnio ELECTRICIAN,
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
il a"!nl'l" "? rr:" "I!" the White House and treasury to 'iu. u.e n.r.... ...... object to the plan as thev have foundKieoree .1. llach and George Huruham, .... ., - .u - - ... mil I Hit' Ul-- ri - tnctni rr" "' "4UlI.ollllt- IKUI
IS QUITE SO CONVENboth of San Diego, were here for sev-eral days and were shown over the
entire property of the Kio Mimbres
Irrigation company. These gentlemen Nously, declaring that business is likelyto suffer. Xo mention is made, ofcourse, of the loss of jobs to manyand the shortage of vacancies there
will be caused in some of these dis-
tricts,
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready tocook your
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Have Your House Wired While You
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
iare connected wun ine aan uieguCan
HOW'S THIS?
We Offer, One Hundred Dollars Re-- i
ward for any Case of Catarrh That
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
. . . .
F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially,
able to carry out any obligations niadej
by his firm.
XATIOXAL BAXK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Securities company, of which A. u.
Spaulding is president, and it is sup-
posed that this company may take a
hand in either the development ox' T fST fTsale of this tract. L.JJl JkJJIJPhone 223 J.Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nsght Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeer fully given.
John S. Waddill, Charles B. Spence.
A. M. Davis and Major James R. Wad- - FOR 1913
Idill have several excellent opal claims
about a mile this side of Ft. Bayard
which they are developing. John Wad-!dil- l
spent Sunday in Deming and re-- j
turned to the mine Monday morning,
Hp statpd while here that the claim
'
: Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- -
Xew York, Jan. 13. Henry Clews nalljr, acting directly upon the blood:
sums up the financial and stock mark-mu- mucous surfaces of the system.
et situation: Testimonials sent free Price 73 cents
"The unfavorable effects of tariff per bottle, Sold by all Druggists.ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
- SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.showed a two foot ledge of opal at"u sa"u" i""'
eleven feet from the surface, and the j thoroughly discounted. So, too, has pation.the lessened activity of business, gold
exports and the Balkan war. Prices tn uoruirixinijvijuuiAriiruirunj-ir- .rFROM SANTA FE To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari M 5.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
ID YOU
best gem experts in the country had
declared the quality of the opal to be
equal, if not better, than the regular
'Australian opal. Several specimens
ihave been sent to Tiffany, Xew York,
;upon which excellent reports have
ibeen received. It is the opinion of
'experts that have visited the prop-- !
erty that when water level is reach-- ;
ed, the opal will contain much more
fire, though it can hardly be of finer
texture than the specimens now
shown.
The Agricultural College demon-- !
stration train on the El Paso & South-- j
western lines will arrive in Deming at
4 : :I0 p. in. the 17th, Friday. Dr. Garri- -
sen. president of the college, will de- -
D
foi many of the best stockB and bonds
are at a figure that yield very attrac-- :
tive returns, especially when com-- ;
pared with the recent fall in money .
rates. Cheap money usually means
better prices for stocks and in view
of the sharp decline, from 5 to 20
points in the best shares during De-- !
(timber, the market is now entitled'
to a reasonable recovery.
-- There is a steadily improving de--'
mand for investments which will be- - i
come more marked as the month ad- - '
vances. Bonds are already improv- -
ing. January disbursements were
much larger than usual, and in spite
of the increased cost of living, a good
READ THE
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal witm Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. A S. F. Railroad Depot.
The
Roct
"BYSTANDER'S "
West ARTICLE ON
"PURE FOOD"'sliver an illustrated lecture atthe ly portion of these funds will seekCrystal theat er beg, ntng. at 7 o cloeji '?n?rJZ iafWioWwe are still inclined toiD the eve Jin the New Mexican of Jan. 13?For Rates and Full InformationlAddress WE HAVE THEI
pea're has kindly given
hall free of charge for this purpose.
Immediately after the close of the
lecture, Ellen Beach Yaw will begin
her concert. The two entertainments
the mere hopeful views expressed in
these advices a week ago.
"The situation is by no means an
optimistic one. but the business mind '
as well as the political mind has been
EUGENE FOX, Q F & P. AGENT,EL PASO, TEXAS. ! Westfield Board of Health
so widely different in character will
"Pure Food Book"
on file in our office for the
inspection of our customers,
furnish an excellent diversion for the "
and it is time to assume a more cheer-- .
evening. fu attitu(Je , order to get back t0E. E. Burdick has sold h:s ranch,
,ne normRl and rocover our balance
cattle, leases and everything conuec- - financiaIly aB well as politically. Forted with his ranches in the southern U)e tjmg be,ng a( ,east the market will
of the to his former ....part county t ,.k , haVA BllnDOrt of nnw.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
--s
NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
Local Agents for
"Elastic" Bookcase ggg
and Desk combined. E.fljff ip ob
A Desk Unit with few at fc
many Book Units as doted. g fg7Tte only perfect combination j'
dVik and bookcaitever made, IITr
Roomy, convenknt, atbac- - , Hf;
tive. .wcwantto Aowyo. wSliu advantages and peai. !
bilttks. C B, write or phoor
"v'us about it. - "'"
'
, '
deal illClud-- jHie ,., i.u,,i,. ioraQf hnvo nn.partner, O. A. GibsoninCOO acres of deeded land. The derwritten the new flotations.'
tionrideration is $75,i)uu.lR. , i
c in order that they may see5 whether they are buying
a PURE GOODS or not. Our
foods are all ,
j "PURE FOOD'. 600DS
Ask to see the book and
BILL FOR AN IOWA BUILDING.Chrismas brothers and J. E. Dieud-- :
onne are shipping a carload of beans
KNOW wnat you are -
today to the El Paso market. The
price is per hundred f. o. b. Dem
ing. i
diaries E. Stokes lectured at the;
Methodist church last evening. j
The election of constable and jus-
tice of the peace took place Monday, j
Des Moines,-la- ., Jan. 13. Stats
Senator Charles H., Thomas of Kent,
today completed a bill appropriating
$175,000 for an Iowa building and ex-- ;
hibit for the Panama Pacific exposi- -
tion at San Francisco in 1915. The
bill will be presented at the present
buying !
0
-
h ir
tried our Bread?have:,i session of the legislature and itsfriends say it will be passed.
C. C. Rogers had no opposition for
justice of the peace, and W. C. Simp-
son had no opposition in his candidacy
for constable.
Fe, N. M., on January 16, 1913. .;;
Claimant names as witnesses:''s certainly great!
ROSWELL, iNEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in tlie lieuunful I'ecos
Valle.v 8,700 feel above se level,
sunshine every day. Ooeo air
work thruuichout thii entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
und mental development ore
IDEAL-su- ch as cannot be found
elsewheie in America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
gradual es from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Resents :
B. A. OAIIUON. President
I. K. RHi:..
.1. V. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHS W. .E, Secretarv.
W. A. F1NLAY.
0 Fwr particulars and illustrated cuta-ogu-
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V. S.L Agustln Jlamlrez, Gansteo,SHEEP SLAUGHTERED IN WRECK
' Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. is. ro jiuu
Lend Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico. ,raiteno unavez, raijua,
.
.,
Chavez, Palma, N. M.; FaustinTHE SAME OLD SPEECH.
Dec. C. 1912. ' ' Salazar, Palma, N. M. ; -
Notice is hereby given that.Felipaj MANUEL. R. OTERO '
iLucero, heir to Maria Lucero, Decsd., , , - , , Register. "
Inf OaliKteo N. M ..'who. on May 29th, ' '"' ' " :-- -
Modern Grocery Co. 190G,
made . Homestead Entry t wl( not py you to warte your
:S4S2-0750- 0 for Lots 3 and 4, Sec, 2, nl1 lime writing out your: legal forms
Lots l and 2, Section 3. Township 9 N., j wJftn yo-- can get them aready prmt.
Range 13 K. N. M. P. Meridian has j Rt tne New Mexicat Printing cow
' filed notice of Intention to make ;- - , ' 3
'
Brussels, Jan. 15. St. D. Andrlmonyi dred sllfeP and hogs were killed in a
who is a member of the Belgian cham- - wret ln the Lake Shore railroadJ'ards here. In the, fog a west-boun- dhis hisbcr. celebrated for speeches on
..nrtions of the consular service, was' rai" f 10 crs' tuded with livettock hacked intoa dead string ofappealing eloquentiv for a
when cars loads with coal and oil.xation of the service yesterday
the foreign minister said: 'That is: PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYSthe same speech you made last year.' .
"Just so," replied the deputy calm.! Your druggist will refund money if
ly. "1 have made it annually word PAZO OINTMENT fails to t:ure any
for word, for 13 years, Nobody no case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
tlced it before." . . Protruding Piles ta '6 to 14 days. Me.
year pruui, w cbmiuim iilJ 1 I ' ' c( . .... "ii avlran . want Ads.. Slwa)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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M OF STOCKHOLDERS
- - OF THE
TYiUALATE'ERST.INT
eOMPANY
FF .TV. MOF SANTA JL JL-- 5
MlCAPPIP
Luna. X. M.
Ifesel'Ve. X-- . M.
SlocKman.
S. S. Ilillian
C. 0. I 'nopcr..
I'Nipiipula Baca Lena Hlanea. X. Al.
Handier.
Felix .Martinez LI Pao. Texas
Capitalist,
"
M. M. Padgett Las Vegas. V. M.
Publisher.
...Taos. X. M.
Arrovo Hondo, X. M.
Merchant.
Fort Sumner, M.
Publisher.
Santa Fe. X. M.
E. V. Miramon
Oncsimo (!. Martincx.
AT. I'. Manzanaros
Al iss Anna M uglcr
A. H. Konehau antn Fe. N. M
Attorney iiJi'l Hanker.
J. A. MiiN-i-c s"'a M.
Physician and Surgeon.
.. II. Vaughn Santa I'V, X. M.
Hanker.
C. A. Hishop Santa I'V. N. M.
Ileal Estate find Jnsurani e,
J. P. Ervien '. Santa I'V, N. Al.
Commissioner of Public Lands.
J'. Lienaii Santa Fe. X. .M.
I leputy .Superintendent of Insurance.
Mrs. U. Ilcrs. li : Santa Ft', X. .M.
Merchant.
Wood-Dav- is Hardware Co Santa Fc, X.AI.
Alerehants.
Fred M tiller Santa" Fc, X. .M.
........
..l''orn)ci-ivciv(.'r.- S, Lund Office
Airs. Evelyn Castle Santa Fc, X. M.
Stenographer. Corporation Commission.
.lose I). Sena Santa Fc. X.AI.
Clerk. Supreme Coart.
. C. A'ontz ...Santa Fc. X. Al
Merchant. Jeweler.
('. I'.. Hurioii Magdalcna. X. M.
lianchcr.
Airs. M. A. Herbert Harry .....Magdalcna. X. M.
Kugi'iiiu llomet'ii Mora. X. M.
Merchant.
Kal'acl Komero Mora. X. M.
Farmer.
Iilas Sanchez Wagon Mound. X. M.
Stock Kaiser.
Alfredo Lucero Sanla ( niz. X. Al.
Alerchant.
W. II. Willcox Koy. X. M.
I'. S. Commissioner.
1 1. I!. Sorrells Fain icw, X. M.
Stockman.
I!. A. Candclaria Kosn; X. M.
Alerchant.
Sabino D. Olivas Parkview. X. M.
.1. K. Martinez Ticrra Amarilla. X. M.
Merchant.
Lnriqiie A. Abeytia Parkview. X. M.
Merchant.
Francisco I). Luna. Sr Ticrra Amarilla. X. AL
Fanner.
lioiue ITibarri Ticrra Amarilla. X. M.
Farmer.
Harris Miller Springcrville. Ariz.
Stockman.
Mrs. Cora I!. Moore Kalon, X. M.
Stock Kaiser.
Tlios. P. James Des Moines, X. M.
Wool (J rower.
Frank Lopez Parkview, X.M.
Wool (f rower.
Martin Horen Chania, X. M.
Wool Grower.
J. K. Martinez. Jr IVrkvicw. X. Al.
Wool (J rower.
II. II. Hctts Silver City. X. M.
City Clerk.
Colin Xohletl : Silver City, X. M.
District Judge.
W. II. Xewcomb Silver City, X. M.
Justice of Peace.
Arthur S. (ioodcll Silver City. X. M.
Merchant.
II. D. Howman Las Oruees, X. M
President Howman Hank and Trust Co.
Asa Johnson ! Luna. X. M.
Stockman.
V. S. Iliggiits I.Yserve, X. M.
Merchant.
Find K irlinc Frisco. X. .Al.
Fanner and Stockman.
stockman.
W. 1. Murray Silver City. X. M.
President Silver City Xatiotial Ibmk.
J). II. Tiilloeb Silver City, X. M.
( 'at Ionian.
J. 11. Gilchrist Fierro. X. M.
OaUloman and (ieneral Aierchandise.
K. P. Iloono ...SiKer fin. X. M.
Cattleman.
II. II. Kelly Doming. X. M.
Cashier. Doming Xational Hank.
M. Yaldoz Ticrra Amarilla. X. M.
Editor and Proprietor. LI X'uevo Lstado.
David Maeshis & Co Parkview. X. M.
i .Merchants.
T. C. ililliard Luna. X. M.
Stockman.
Alax Da ran Ortiz. Colo.
Wool Grower.
m- - riibarri Ticrra Amarilla. X. M.
Merchant.
Willard L. II. .it Doming. X. M.
Fanner and (iraihic.
JL O. Hiirsiiin Socorro, X. M.
President Kio Grande Supply Co.
Al. lioylc Clovis. X. M.
President American Hank and Trust Co.
W. K. Lindsey I'ortal.'s. X. M.
Attorney.
Fidel Cordoba Taos, X. Al.
Comity Treasurer.
D. II. Kodzie Lordsburg. X. M.
Editor and Postmaster.
Gustav liecker Springcrville. Ariz.
Ccsaria Silva Springcrville. Ariz.
Teacher.
Clement L. Satl'ell Siringercille, Ariz.
Stockman.
J'hnina J. Setl'cl .....Springcrville, Ariz.
Hotel.
Kenneth Al. Johnston Tempo, Ariz.
Teacher.
Jas. S. Ward Keserve. X. M.
Stockman.
W. II. Lloyd Santa Fe. X. Al.
Physician.
S. F. Miller Carrizoao. X. M.
Car Foreman.
Airs. Klizabeth A. Gmnin Carrizozo. X. M.
Count v Sc hool Superintendent.
Ldiiardo M. Otero : Los Ltiuas. X. Al.
Manager Solomon Luna Estate.
.Merchant.
Christine Wientge Santa Fe, X. M.
Eva Wientge Santa Fe, X. M.
Alex Ousdorl' Taos. X. M.
Capitalist.
Oersoii Gusdorl' Taos. X. M.
Alerchant.
Al. A. (ionzalcs Abhpiiu. X. M,
County Clerk and Stock Kaiser.
.1. A. Martinez .'. Santa Fe, X. M.
Capitalist.
K. C. Crampton LV.oi.. X. M.
Attorney and State Senator.
lioon. Wasson & Stsney Tucumciri, X. M.
Insurance.
Jestis L. Al.ivu Spring,'-!'- X. Al".
Kanehman.
John L. Andrews. Tuctimcari. X. M.
( 'ar Foreman.
Dr. 1!. S. Coulter Tucutncari. X ?.!.
Dentist.
Joseph L real - Tiicumcari, X. AL
Alerchant.
II. T. May: "'IT , Datil. X. M.
Kanchman.
A. .1. (irillin Santa Fe. X. M.
Santa Fe Water and Light Co.
Oscar 1,'cdeman Afagdalena. X. M."
Hank Cashier.
1!. D. Oldham : Clovis, X. AL
Hanker.
C. A. Schcnrich .'. Clovis, X. M.
Insurance.
(iregory Page Gallup. X. M.
State Senator anil Hanker.
Jas. W. Xormcn't - Santa Fe. X. M.
Hunker.
II. C. Medley Alagdalcna. X. M.
-
Kanclicr.
J. W. Medley Magdalcna. X. M.
Handier.
C. J. Hacon '. ...Santa Fc. X. Al.
Alerchant, Ice.
Frank Owen ,: : Santa Fe.X.M.
Alanager Santa Fe Water and Light Co.
X. Salmon Santa Fe, X. Al.
Merchant, Dry (ioocls.
V.. C. AI)lott : -.- .Santa Fc. X. M.
.
District 'Judge.
Karl V. (irccuc : Santa Fc, X.AI.
Secretary Democratic State Central Cominiltee. '
John G. Schumann... Santa Fe, X, AL
lietired Alerchant and Capitalist. Director First
National Hank.
K. K.
.Wright Santa Fc, X. Al.
Attorney, Former Associate Justice Xew Mexi-
co Supreme Court.
IV. K. McXnlty . ..: '. Santa Fe, X. AL
H. F. JtcXulty & Co. '
Arthur Selignmn...... : Sauta Fe, X. Al.
Seligman Bros. & Co., Director First National Hank.
'
Paul Wunsclunann .; Santa Fe, X. M.
Insurance.
E. A. Miera : Cui.a. X. AL
State Senator, I'anchnian.
W'm. L. AlcCluie - I..Taos, . AL
Farmer.
V.
. E. Perrenot : Santa Fc. X. Al.
IS. F. McXnlty & Co.
Mala(iiias Martinez.. ,. Taos. X. Al.
- Handier.
Frank Al. Kolb.. San Diego. Cal.
Hanker,
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE'V.
Santa Fe, N. M.
We are now preparing to complete the organ-
ization of this, New Mexico's strongest home
company. We invite every citizen to call at
our offices and subscribe for a few shares of
stock before our books are closed. It is your
opportunit yTO MAKE A SAFE AND PROFITABLE INVESTMENT
A. B. RENEHAN, - --
J. A. MASSIE, -
J. H: VAUGHN, - - -
C. A. BISHOR, - -
(4
it
ti
ii
COoo Fiscal Aeiats rs
PUBLIC PROPERTY I
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WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOTONE OF BEST PLAYS
'. after Schneider and made such attrac-- i
tive offers to the Louisville manager
that he decided to accept its terms.newsNspam
MRS MXARTY WONT
SHE'S PROUD
HAVE TO PEEL SPUDS CN SALOON RESTAURANT ANY MORE:
OF HAVING WORKED FOR HERSELF AND BABY UNTIL-LUT- E MADE GOOD
Cartooinst Cory Harks Back to "Them mostly with the girls and nuule
hiin-Happ- y
Days" and Tells-U- s a Corner jsef Btill more obnoxious by studying
Lot Yarn, in Words and pictes' KU (j ami showing u older Rinks up
Under His Official Nickname Un-a- l ,,xamillatiolls. nL, looked as much
cle Dud." ' j like 'a ball player as a jack-rabbit- ,- re--
-
'"
- -
. 'semblos a bull terrier.
The name of the team he kept to Uim-- j
'self, but said he has a great chance t
to barter Schneider for a good pitcher j
from the fast set, too great a chance!
to pass up. f
Charles Kiliil'er is the latest "ddi'iou
U Hit' lull UI liuiu-uiu- lie Mfluia a;
rcise, although he is now getting the!
largest salary ever paid to a Phillie!
.catcher since Kd McFarland was!
drawing envelopes.
Zinimer and Doom have drawn '
higher stipends, but only after they ;
liiiri
.jLiciimail tht nmiiauai i.il crntni t
The hold-ou- t list now includes Kilij -1
Ifrr r..i Mani ' a-- - -
ager Deain will not reply-t- their ite-- j,rj
mnnds '.mil nfter smiie rlefinife disno -ininn is made i.f the club. - .
i Dools hag received no signed con -
j. tracts u--r over a week, but expedlittle o- - no difficulty from those front;
- whom i.' has not beard. Walsh, i
C.avath. Brenan. Rixev and Bovle are'
the roci prominent of those who are
not sigi, :j up.
Rixev will not inln tin. t..am unlit '
IS THAT BUNTY
1YWKERE THAT "BUNTf PULLS
THE STRINGS" HAS BEEN PLAYED, IT
HAS HAD WONDERFUL SUCCESS AT
THE ELKS FRIDAY NIGHT.
Most notable, perhaps, of the forth-- !
cominS theatrical events announced
Tr fture 1S the engagementf ,. m..',. it. .11... T1,oi urailUIU uuuilt s duiuj i una j. lie
Srtings." the three-ac- t play of Scotch!
life and maimers that swept London
tf"u1 Xew Vork off itS "OW audncv'i
te captivating the entire coun-- j
to', ""unty win ue at me s me- -
tr the of "'ay. January 17.
- The theatre-goer-s of this city have!
manifested keen interest in the coni -
pug of "Hunty' and a capacity audi- -
enr-- uiuloubtedlv will Kxee the famous ,
two venrs ai;o and is still beine Dre- -
'there. Hearing of its tremendous slic
cess, the Messrs. Shubert and Wil- -
liam A. Brady secured the American
.Imie, th end of his college year at play. "Hunty Pulls The Strings" be-th-
I'niv. rsily of Virgiuia and Movie! gun its career in London more than
.will !rol.;ii !y wait until the end of the
Chicago Diversity semester liernreteonruil th llavmarUet theatre!
rights and with the assistance of.
Hlraham Moftat, the author, gathered
:a company of the best Scotch players' V,-- -
CATCHING AVAS XO SXAP IX THOSK DAYS.
obtainable for the American produc-- J
.
. .!ti0 of the p'y- -
.
even her producers, however, for
,wben the Scotch players arrived fn
- 1 - . t t.TI.... J ..!
--
,Nc .u.k .u p.e.iL Lij u.e.e
was no advance
.heralding nor any
theatrical announcements foretelling
Of course, we had lieard of curve
CI.AfiliY" OX THE MOUND.
..itebine. but it sounded like a josh
to us wise ones and we passed it up
ii i.nt I'tnhliv. It had a Bun-nm- "
sound to him and he began to take
ap interest in baseball anu to worn
'out the curve problem all by himself
with his fathers Darn 101 a u..
A FUNNY INCIDENT IN
S MY KID BASEBALL DAYS BY
the success tliat was tn store for tne'trar0s today to delay further action
production. To. those wlio are. fa-- : t,Irtii the Turkish government has had
miliar with the ups and downs of the-- fun opportunity for the discussion of
atrical speculations,, this, fact , seems the ambassadors' note; 'Which, will be
incredible; but it is the eAceptipir litaty 'presented this week.; j J i i. '
proves the rule. The rule for success "
in the theatrical business is a skillful - - ; -
selection of plays, adapted to the mood
slop.
Well, it was along late in the e(.a.
ton and we were up against our tradi-
tional enemies, a scrappy team from
Kenosha. "Hudge" had developed a
badly lamed wing and I was trying
out a substitute who was being met-- :
rily hammered for a sickening proces-
sion of runs. At lite end of the fourth
inning it looked to bo all over when
r'i..i.i... i in ...ill. tl,n- -luiuu n llliuilis gallic lu nil., ii nil iiii--
astouuamg suggesuon inai i Tive uim
a trybu't on the mound. ".
Mad" he offered himself for a finish
light with Peler Jackson I couldn't
have, been mor amazed. There were
i uchsium "ru inm: i ...uW
Williams, pale and nervous, but with
ri ming ran.
The others are not regarded as
likely ho!d-out- -
HARRV DAVIS
WILL SCOUT
FOR ATHLETICS
'
Philadelphia. Penn., January 14.
'Harry Davis, former captain of the
AlhekiK'S and last season manager of
the Cli veland team, will again join
lorces wiih Connie Mack, it was an-
nounced at the White Elephants'
Headquarter. Exactly what Davis's
duties will be was not announced, but
it is understood that he will do
scouting for the club and
also couch the players.
It is not believed that his employ-
ment ill in any way interfere with
Danny Murphy's captancy of the
team, even though the latter does
not play on account of the injury to
his ki.ee.
! Da is is expected to go south with
the Alhletics in February, and it is
probable that he will have charge of
the second siring of players when
they leave San Antonio, Texas, on
Marc i S, to make a barnstorming trin
on th.ir way north. Thi will enable'
Manager Mack to remain with his
jrt gul.i.s, and Davis can keep his eyes
on tin youngsters and discover pos-
sible major league qualiticatious in
them.
Dining former spring training trips
;of the Alhletics Manager Mack usually
turned things over to Davis, while he
had charge of the younsters. Now ;
this order is likely to be reversed, it-
was during the season of 1910 that.
.Viclues succeeded Davis as the re- -
THE
Capital Bar
Lemps Schlitz
.
BEER
California Wines-:- ;
Old Taylor WhiskeyH
PHONE 239. W.
55$an Francisco Street,
" "- -
April, mixed its dats. and when thel'le stranger arrived he weighed
J"5"- - ui wum.ro.
Ilis oul' llol)e was in the incubu- -
tor, and a costly sitting of pedigreed
eggs was unceremoniously dumped
out to 'make room for him.
Today his doctor said he had gain
ed the additional ounce needed to
make an even two pounds, Rnrl, that
HOW TO PUT BRAKE ON.
London, Jan. 13. Today's meeting
o the ambassadors of the powers was
devoted chiefly to a discussion of the
means of putting a brake on the
imreaienea resumption or me war in
Ule Balkang Breathing time was
gjven for efforlB , this direction bv
. Hp'riHi0,i of tbe rtniknn niBn!nntBn.
"Fixit Shop"
For Repairing: of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY and
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
128 Galisteo St., Phone 109 J
1! 1JL
Now Is The Time
To Have Your Upholstering and
Furniture Repairing Done. Work
of h Rest Prirc Pio-h-
WE MAKE
Kitchen Cabinets, Step Ladders.
Counters, Shelving, IroningTables.
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
f niJA A rCJ 1 IV 11 V LI
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
H MAYES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life," 'Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc.'
Surety Bonds
., Of All .Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
- LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE - NEW MEXICO
"UNCLE DUD
gular first baseman of the team. ' hours Tuesday night, but paid the
Davis thaughl Moines all that he death penalty by doing so.
could think of regarding the playing.! All street lights went out simultan- -
of the position, and is was lrgely toeously and as a result pedestrianshis painstaking coaching that Stuffy ' ."who were out in the rain stumbled and
of the public at the time of their pre-
sentation. There was no way of tell-
ing whether the play-goin- g public of
New York was in a mood for "Hunty,''
for the simple reason that "Bitnty"
was so different irom all other plays
that had preceded it in the metropolis.
Mr. llrady had seen te play in Lon-- :
don and. of course, his trained eye
and ear immediately recognized its
cleverness, its freshness, and its abil- -
u iu me veij lapiuois
oi me neart. wnetner in .New York or
anywhere else. And so, he produced
the play in New York. There were
other American managers who also
were after the play and there were,'
many regretful congratulations on
Droadway among those who had hesi- -
tated and lost.
cat puts OUT the lights.
Winsted, Conn.. Jan. 15. A Maltese
fat put Winsted in darkness for three
fell in dark streets, and many broke
New Year resolutions.
Supt. Henry Skinuer of the 'Wiiisted
Gas company, which also owns the
electric light plant, and the linemen !
were called out to find the cause of!
the trouble, but three hours elapsed '
before they found it. In the extreme'
north end of the town a cat had '
climbed a lamp pole nnd fallen or
jumped on the terminal causing a
short circuit.
BABE IN INCUBATOR. I
Browns Mills,. N. Y., Jan. 15. In
the largest incubator in the world,!
along with otUJUU or more infant
chickens and ducks, reposes a two- -
pound baby boy, the first born to Su-
perintendent Joyce, of the Rancocas
poultry farm. -
In some way the stork, expected in;.
Pope Motof Cycle;
PRICES, $M5, $200, $2!5 and S250
With Imported Magneto.
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble.
; left t the factory. -
PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.v
SAlsTTA FE, OST. "IsL. '
Curve pitching was a greai imiuvj-,!.- ..,
it ii:iv mid caused almost as
v
great a commotion ns the advent of
I
the aeroplane or the wireless tele- -
-- graph.--' ' j
'1 think it was back in the 'NO's or
Ihereabouts that I first saw it uncork- - j
td and experienced the bitter humil
iation of bein.j; repeatedly whiffed out
b a youngster several years my jun-
lor and for whom I had theretofore
entertained that feeling of eon tempt
with which the haughty captain ol
a crack team is wont to view a fresh
kid w ho wears glasses and doesn't
approve of slang.
1 was a battle-scarre- d backstop, ap-
proaching the mature and seasoned
age of 17, had been the hero of the
local diamond for several seasons;
and had, by careful cultivation, ac-
quired llie swagger and grulfliess of
voice which conceived to be proper:
attributes of men like Pop Anson. Sil-- ;
er Flint and myself. My broken audi
distorted lingers were the admiration
of the entire village and a source of
no small satisfaction to myself, al-- j
though 1 would gladly trade them for.
straight ones today.
Catching was no snap in ihose days,
although we stood back for all but
the third strike, except when there j
was a base runner to take care of.
It was some time later that the',
pneumatic protector, the padded init ;
imd the wire muzzle came into general ;
vogue, aim as euecuve puiuuni, r -
inri.xl entirely uuon sueed and con -
trol. it reouired good nerve to face',
.i... i.,.,i;.,,. ,i..n,.u,.i. nf Mer- -
chant, and I am inclined to wince and
tlinch as I write about it.
rinbhv" Williams was a ir.le and
ladylike sort of a bov who Hocked
BACK IN THE 80
Heavyweight Champion Who Mar-
-
ried at Age of 16, Is at Last Able
to Support Family Properly.
Fargo, X. D., Jan. 15. Within a
stone's throw of where the Red ltiver
of the North separates Fargo from
Moorehead, Minn., stands a flatiron
building, called "The House of j
Lords." :
It is a saloon. It is in Moorehead;
because Fargo is as dry as a kiln
dried chip. Next door is "Fatty" How- -
ard's cafe, famous for its steaks and
chops.
In the kitchen o this unassuming
restaurant, which occupies a one-stor-
building, .Mrs. Luther McCarty, wife j
of the holder of the heavyweight title, j
worked as second cook, from last June!
until January 1, when she quit to re-- ;
turn to her home, at Sidney, O.
The story that Mrs. McCarty was;
"peeling potatoes in a restaurant'
here." is not an exaggeration, despite
the denials of her relatives in Ohio.
Not only was she employed in How- - j
tird's, but she is proud that she is .1
good enough cook to earn $10 a week;
and her board, because her earning;
capacity permitted her to support Cor-- 1
nelia Alberta, her daugh-
ter, when husband and father was tin-- ,
able to earn the price of coffee and
sinkers in Chicago. i
Day in and day out, from 1(1 in the;
morning until HI at night Mrs. 11c-- !
forty worked in the restaurant kitch .1
en. Short and buxom, a decided
blonde, Mrs. McCarty has been a royal
mother and her hands, with their
short, powerful fingers, are the best
evidence of her hard work.
Mrs. McCarty left here January 5.
to visit her parents and those of her
husbands, who reside in Sidney and
I'iqua, 0., respectively. Her whole
life revolves around her baby girl, who
has iiot seen her now noted daddy
since October, 1911.
This does not signify 'that Luther
McCarty has not contributed to the
support of his wife and baby.
Kver since lie began earning real
money in the ring, McCarty has sent
large sums to his wife, and she insists,
that the story that McCarty deserted
her and the babv is false He left1
them here to seek a chance in the I
lighting game and earn money for
them. '"
Mrs. McCarty was Rhoda White, of
Sidney f) Five vears jinn on Slav
tlm tiinniert Mrfaitv tlitm hut 1(!11,
From Sidnev the voting counle went to
Ludinston. Mich., and then to Saska-- !
toon. Can., w here McCartv winched
nt1tp
While McCarty was on the Saska it,
toon ranch, Mrs. McCarty returned to
LOCKE BUYS PHILA. LEAGUE.
Philadelphia. Pa., Jan. 13. W. II.
Locke, of Pittsburg, announced this
afternoon that he had purchased the
Philadelphia National league club.
The purchase price was not an-
nounced. Mr. Locke announced that in
the club is owned entirely , by s
with the exception of a a
block purchased by tilmself and his
uncle, W. S. Baker, a former police
commissioner of Xew York.
The following were elected:' Presi-
dent, Mr. Locke; secretary and treas-
urer, Daniel C. Snyder; Pittsburgh,
father-in-la- of Mr. Locke.
Mr. Locke the liew head of the
"Phillies" is well known in baseball
circles, having been for years secre
tary of the Pittsburgh club.
jaw that hud never been seen there
before, entered the box and faced a
big, grinning southpaw who had al-
ready landed on the pill for two three-bagger- s
and a home run. He didn't
use any wind-ti- and he didn't have
much speed, but he fanned every Ke-
nosha gink that came to the bat for
live straight innings and pulled the
game out of the fire.
And ever since that time when I
Jjjjyg niet Up with very proper small
persons who are pale and delicate
and wear glasses and flock with the
skirls a bit, 1 remember little Clabby,
and I say to myself. "Well, by thun- -
der! You never can tell!"
And speaking of pitchers 1 am going
to spill a short line of chatter upon
that topic in my next. I'ncle Dud.
RIVERS OUTPOINTS
CROSS IN 10 ROUNDS
New York, Jan. 15. Joe Rivers.
the Mexican lightweight, outpointed
Leach Cross, of this city, in a 10-- j
round bout here last night.
Cross had the better of the first
two rounds. While the New Yorker
was showering rights and lefts to
the head in the first, the Mexican
slipped to one knee at the ropes,
but was up in an instant. He block- -
ea cleverly, and proved Cross su- -
perior at infighting In the second
round Cross scored the only real '
knockdown of th'd bout with a left
hook to the jaw,, . From that time
on, Rivers fought cleverly and was
so fast that Cross missed frequently,
becoming wild al some stages. Rivers'
showing in the last eight rounds earu-- ;
ed him a victory by a comfortable
margin.
Rivers tore in with left to the
neck and staggered Cross with a
rigiit uppercut in the third. Cross
retaliated with a hard right to the
head. The Mexican missed a swing
a minute later and fell to the floor
but was up again immediately
left jab brought- blood from the
Mexican's nose, but he immediately;
rushed Cross to a neutral corner,
sending rights to the body and lefts
to the face.
Rivers became steadier as the
j fighting progressed. while Cross
grew wild and became worried under
j Rivers' constant shower of left and
right uppercuts. Cross backed away
from the assault at times. In ihe
eighth the Mexican fell again, tripping
over Cross' foot in breaking from a
clinch. Rivers then landed four
rights and left to the face and
head without a return and followed
up with hard right shifts to the
body.
In the last two rounds Rivers did
practically all the fighting. In the
tenth he rocked the local man's
head with a hook to the jaw which
almost knocked him down. Cross
staggered to the ropes. The final
bell found the men in a fast niixup of
which Rivers had the better. ''
The men weighed a fraction more
than 132 pounds at 9:45 o'clock. They
were to weigh iii at l;!!! pounds ring-- '
side. '
QUAKERS SLOW
IN SIGNING
Philadelphia, Penn.. Jan. IS. Man- -
- ow xum icu a teiegram iaie
- mwiuwiu u uie. eneci inai
1 "arne Schneider, right-hande- d pitch- -
er ue Luxe, would not ne sold to the
mimes by Louisyille aa expected
three weeks ago. Louisville has re- -
considered.
llle telegram was iu U.c masterly
Colones whe'n yisj
parts in he reached an
agreement with' Manager Dooin,
" eeu me rniiues were to purcnase
; " J imnortant Dart
g (fjammwimn
If
L
'
j
would be champion if he could get(
started, and I am proud and glad that
lie lias succeeuea.
... . ... i ...lit.
'
baby and me now that he has money,)
and I expect to see him soon. Won't,
he be surprised when he sees how
Cornelia has grown?
After visiting Sidney and Piqua.j
Mi-S- . McCarty's movements will de- -'
uena upon ner nusoanu s pians. one
aoes noi care 10 travel auoui iue;
country and will prouauiy remain in
Ohio until McCarty's theatrical en-- 1
easements arc concluded. nlthongh
she plans to see him as soon as he
goes cast
h
rendered on the :;o,000 bonds cover- -
his appearance to answer charges
violating the MaDn act, but was re- -
leased. . ;
The $;!0,"IOU bond was allowed to
stand, and the pri,e fighter was Bven
MKS. LVTHBtt McCARTY AND BABY AND "PATTY" ROWLAND'S
CAKK, MOOREHEAD, MINN., WHERE SHE HAS BEEN WORKING , TO
SI TI'ORT HERSELF AND INFANT.
Sidney to visit ' her parents, and much. He as always certain, she
developed into such a star at the
initial sack.
WOULD OUTLAW
BOXING IN
IDAHO
Iioi.se, Idaho, Jan. 13. A bill niak
ing the promotion of boxing matches
in idirlio a felony, punishable by im- -
prisonment for not less than one year
it int. pidte peiiiit-uiiiir-y was uiiro- -
uuse oi representauves
ll'U.l. .
The bill was referred to committee.
POISON IN WELL 49 YEARS.
Tarrytown, X. Y.. Jan. 15. Abra-
ham D. Tompkins died here today, in-
directly the victim of a poisoning,
plot 4!l years ago.
In February, 1S64, Tompkins" sister ;
Theresa received a letter from a jeal-
ous lover, warning her uot to keepj
company with a certain young man..
She did not heed the warning and :
poison was placed in a well.
Q
A. T., k S. F. R. R.
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, IflJ.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe .12: 10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. tn. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound. connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-of- f
train for'Clovis and Pecos Val-
ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbound car-
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound. v
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Lesve Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.
Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.
JOHNHAMPEL, Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
riNE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco' St. T " SANTA FE, N. M.
Luther came to Fargo, where he so-- ;
cured employment in the Orpheum
pressing parlors. It was about. . this '
time that Mrs. Mccarty causea ins ia--
vest for but the charge
was dropped.
McCarty left Fargo for Chicago,
where he spent most of his time with
boxers. Until two months ago he
sent money in small amounts to his
wife, and alter lie ueteaieQ riynn, ne
rememberea ner generously. ;
" 'Lute' is good natured and not a
hit vicious." said Mrs. McCarty. "He
nlu R iruve niH inoliev w hen lie had
but he had no trade, and until he
made good as a fighter he didn t earn
JACK JOHNSON EXPLAINS;
PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
HE IS RELEASED. ing
Ian. 15. lack John-!-
GREGG & COLE, Props.
Chicago. 111.,
son. who was intercepted at Battle
Creek, Mich., yesterday, while on his
way to Toronto, Canada, despite the!
terms of a bail bond holding him with-- .
'
tlie jurisdiction of the United
States district court at Chicago, gave
satisfactory explanation to Judge '
Carpenter today. He was not stir--
time to secure a new bond on the;of lhe saie unti hi8 reU,rn to ig.smuggling charge. Jolm son said that ville. Now he refuses to sign them
he shipped his automobile to Toronto
'
and declares the sale off.
to enjoy a few days vacation before j The reason is that at least one other
returning to Chicago. National League team decided to go iHENRY KRICIte
" DISTRIBUTOR OF
i LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
budweiserinbottl.es :
: Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Ajent for Aztec Sprinr Miperal Water. -
i: TELEPHONE 35 J . t Saate F, New Mx.
1 1ii I
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGUISTS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN PAGE FIVE
PERSONALS! Arts Crafts Vinrtv Jh'KFPiiKcr, 1'. S. Coinnilsionrr,uiul a booster, a live, coiitumcms IlinMwlt.i- I'm Iho h'wfjini'in V:i!lv ia ADOLF SELIGifj DRY GOODS GO.Incorporated 1903 ill the city to attend tin; iuvks usho- (f HAND-MAD- ARTICLESEstablished 1856
(Owing to the great Interest mani- - datum iiu'eling ami atii'iid to some. Hammered Electric Reading
LOW PRICES ONSPECIAL
fested in the Persons' Column, the business. .Mr. I'iuelie nuidu a tall at Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
New Mexican requestn Its readers tojthp xt.v Mexican olllco and spoke in Lamps; Desk Sets In Hammered
;send in by mail (a postcard will do) enthusiastic terms of the future, of Brass and Copper; Letter Racks;
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for Xew Mexico. He is a linn believer in. Paper Cutters; Rocker Blotters;
this column. By doing so the read- - (he future of the Sunshine State." Hammered Calendars; Tie Hacks; 9 IHATMENWhisk Broom Holders; Etched MatchHolders; Hammered Copper and
'Brass Bow's and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com' lajTlS qaainmunications sent by mail should bear LUUlfl I Y KUHU
the signature of the writer). j BOARD IN SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
Your Choice, $2.95 For One Week OniySpecial orders made on short notice.Aitorney .i . . .wins ai i neu jet,- -lerduy from Springer. OfbOlOll
Attorney Howard S. Rickley is here, W. LINDHARDT.
125 Palace Ave PHONE ISO210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
DRESSMAKING
from Raton on legal business. county rural hoard , held its'
.1. D.
.Mulligan lias gone to Denver r(.RUlar niueiiiis jvsterdiiy .at the
to attend to some business matters. court house.' arid' Arthur Seligiuan,;
M. A. ltoss, the well known lumber diairnian. and Samuel lloniero,
man of AlbuquiTinle, is here on busi- - tary, were in attendance; the other:
ness. . member, Mr. Nick .Wonloya, of C!ol:
Attorney Charles A. Spiess is here lni, being iilisent The board is
from Las Veas on business.. He is 'taking; up first' the financial condi-- j
at the Palace. tious of the county road and bridge:
Mr. and Mrs. II. 1!. Parsons are vis-- : funds. Petitions on tile for the im-- j
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL WINTER GOODS!
BIG REDUCTION IN ALL OF OUR DEPARTMENTS I
Still a large stock of Men's and Women's Wear-
ing Apparel to select from.- These goods must
'
'go at once.
Men's Suits nnd OveVcoats, regular values $10.00
' $25.00, new oniy $6.00 to $18.00 "
Men's and Boys' Union Suits In Wool and Cotton.
Regular values from $1.25 to $3.50, now
only 90c to $2.50
Ladies' Tailor Made Suits, regular values $9.00 to
$25.00, now only $6.50 to $17.50
'
Ladies' Silk Waists from $2.50 to $7.50
Ladies' Knit Sweaters all go at cost.
Also Lades', Misses' and Children's Underwear at
reduced prices. s
Come and Take Advantage of These SPECIAL PRICES
Before the Great Rush !
Parlors m. I Lincoln Avenue
(Ol'I'OSITK KI.K'S ll(i.MIO)
MISS MARY HANSEN INSIRE Will!
IIAVWARD AND KhST C0MI:M.
itors here from lies Moines, la. They piovement of the several highways i"
are at the Palace. j the county were deferred until the
-
Il.tl.UI'e of.1. C. Taylor Is out again after a bad rlnurmnn will report to the slate to jjo rallier more in Hie
....... i : .. l... lilohti'.iv r.n,n m wuimi In the fllvtn-- ' sales und bear selling.liiuiLiv ui in fci "ini "iiiui it .iti inhHj , .... ... profit takill:.'
ft May Be YOUR Property Next !
INSURE NOW
WITH HAYWARD
AND
BE SURE
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF IT'S RE A L E STATE II A V W A H D HAS IT.
laid up for some (tavs. ciai status.' in uus way a ueieiuiina-- ;
Attorney K. ( Wade arrived yester- - lion will be reached as to what work American lelephone was led out
and lost two points NewCruces and is' register-- ' may be done this v ear. Mainly
ed at the Palace hotel. The work on the C.alisteo bridge at 'rli' c,li( - ''n,ls jmioU
e points on the increase in its inSenator A. J. Kvans is liere rro.n (lalisteo was ordered discontinued for
,,m'1 ,l,vl,,,'nd of lmu' cent,Roosevelt countv and attended the! the present, pending further invesll- - Weakness cropped out again at vsessions of the senate todav. gation.
ri0" l"- - Th general list WasHonrentnlivp Itnlmrt II HonUvire , f..' - ' ' lilt: UilM VM t:i ni-- i r v. n i n iuiJ not nmcli disturbed, although thearrived yesterday Irani Silver lily in wc.re examined and one-hal- f of
til IBIIIIBI II I ill5ELIE1M BROS. COMPANY
trend was lower. Reading and Le-
high Valley returned to their early
lowest, and there was also a severe
fall in tile Jiocl; Island issuoH.
The marl e' closed strong;.
Support was extended when the
market gave signs of yielding under
the cumulative! effect of scattered liq-
uidation in various stocks. Uest
attend tiie legislature, lie is at tin' Hie amount nuked for was allowed, as
1'alaee. the county road hoard did not consid- -
Representative A S. Gooilell arriv- - the county had received full value
ed yesterday from Silver t'ity to iit-'f- r (he amount presented,
tend the legislative sessions, lie Is PottUons are on tile with the road
at the Palae:-- . ' board to improve the road to Simla
fiep'esentatiie .Tohu A. Vonng ar- - c'ruz, the road to the Prijoles canon
rived este,'da from liallup, MeKin-- i iini (0 Cerrillos (signed bv over linn
! OUR WISH That the New Year we havejiistenterecl maybe for each
and every one a Happy New
ley county, and registered at the Pal- - taxpayers) and there is also a petition prices of the day were registered for
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be
to fix the road to dalisteo and to the mi,, important issues in the final deal-1'cco-
lings, and some of the early weak fea- -
In oilier words, the road coiinnis-- 1 tin es' mad(; up considerable portion
bion will have lis hands full. The j o( their loss. ,
board intends to improve first the road
'
which will serve the most people and IIJITMPCC rUAMrpn
ace. ll.' has conli' to attend the legis-
lature.
Judge T. ft. I.eib is here from Uatoli
and yesterday sal on the supreme
bench, repuacing Mr. Justice llanna
who was disqualilicd to hear a certain
case.
('. P. Wadsworth. a Denver newspa-
W 1 ft I1L.WV VIKIIIWbW Will Trade Willi V0NT7 JEWELERII. U Ulllt, SAN FRANCISCO ST.win secure uata lor tnat purpose. i
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
FORMER STORV'IJhe board decided to ask Hie mayor
per man, nas wireit menus in re inai appoint a special policeman to:
he will he here this afterneon to on guard at the Agua Kria Wushtngton D (' Ian 1.". Wil-- 'te nd U.e meeting of the State P,v,s ,lreet )HdKo. now in process of con-j',,u- Winl;fleld. .he former Standard
association. sliuction because (lie board docs not',,:, i... i,.. n,Kin lieiu lilt nr.' n,. . u IltJ linn iini inv
senate committee investigating cam:Attorney hrancis K. Wood, ot Ainu-
- believe that bridge is in shape for use
UeiXiie, arrived in the city yesterday
on legal bu. 'ness before the supreme
at St. Vincent'scourt. He is stoppin;N. B. LAIGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
J. B. I KM,
uiign funds of his participation in the
sale of the "Arehbold letters" made
material alterations in his testimony
when he today .before the
committee.
SUGAR COMPANV
OPPOSES " FREE
SUGAR"
sanitarium.
Isidoro Arniijo. member of the con-
stitutional convention and well known
4....M-4Y- r
.Wiukfield told "tiie' senators he iiad
"stage fright and had headache
esterduy," but. that he later retnem--
hered thai one telegram, two letter
copybooks and three parcels of letters
were taken by himself and Stump, an
here, arrived yesterday frffm Las
Truces. He has been named chief; Washington, 1). ('., .Ian. l.j. 'l'he
clerk of the senate. American Sugar Refining company
Tiie Kev. Kmil Harrat, a popular
'
went on record at the outset of
priest of the Cathedral, has day's tariff hearing in favor of a e
to e'ostillo, Taos county, where duced tariff upon .sugar, retention of
DON DIEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE other messenger, and for his share hej, ni win ue in cnarge oi ine parisn. ne tne small (titterential duly upon re--
,i,, u m" 0,! 'vu H) ue one'lined sugar, "if protection is to be un-- 1succeeds the Rev. Father Hornier, deJ j teamed. lalIU 01 lm' P"ce "e'saiu nocorded to any industry" and the con- -
C. .McDonald extends lo the tinuance of the present color stand-- "'"'''fstood they were sold to theMrs. W
.now one American.memucrs ol the state Press associa- - 9r aK tu. moi nracticable distme-
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)NOW OPEN.
See Us at Once and Oet Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
on, wliich is holding its meetings tion between raw and refilled inrar
NEW YORK FAVORSJhere, an Invitation to attend the re-- ; f,,r customs house classifications.
It opposed the abolition of all duty; POPULAR ELECTIONS.
upon sugar on Hie ground that it j ''
would destroy at oiice one of the larg- - j "Albany,"" N. Y., .Ian. 15. New-
est sources of revenue, The Ameri-- ! York's legislature went on record' to- -
can company's position was present-- day as favoring Hie proposed amend
ment to (lie federal constitution pro
tision tomorrow, Thursday night.J. .1. Shuler, of Raton, Tol-I(fa- x
county, a member of the Xew
T Mexico commission to the expositions
1,011 the l'acilic coast in 1915, arrived
T here yesterday on business matters.
The mayor has many friends here.t The Right Reverend Cameron .Mann
J bishop of North Dakota, and now in1 charge of the Kpiscopal clmrch in
New Mexico, will arrive on the 6J o'clock train tiiis evening. Aecoin- -
I O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE REAL ESTATE SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
1 19 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico- -
Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
Attempted in Santa Fe.
viding for election of I!. S. senators
by the people.
The resolution adopted by the as-- ,
sembly yesterday was approved today
by the senate.
ed by Edwin f". Atkins, vice president
anil acting head of the company, who
was accompanied by several other
officials. Mr. Atkins contended that
abolition of all duty on all sugar
would cause the termination of the
Cuban reciprocity treaty under All Standard LinesAt Costu'lttnli t ii uiiirfi ia oof n iirdt'uriiii. '
panied by Mrs. .Mann he will stop at tlR, ra(e of 2I, per cfilt ull(1 Cua g!vP8 i Ithe Sanitarium- for several davs. On preferential rates of 2 to 4 per
cent upon goods coining from the
United States, lie also declared thatj
oiioiii. v.'Mil.l rtnun Hiu I'nilMil
.
Below Cost 2iL5iiiSsM
SPOT CASH OZLNTXTSr
Sunday' the bishop will fulminister
confirmation at t he Church of the
Holy Faith.
The Rev. A. M. Mandalari. S. J.. well . ... ., . ... .... , 1,.;.-..- ' ..
ntaies mui seis 10 ine iinpoi laiion 01known throughout the state is in the
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- - Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.
in im in 204
West Palace Avenue.B. fONNIES,refilled beet sugars from Europe up- -on the same terms as raw sugars incompetition with domestic refined."free sugars, while present proline--
tinn i n:iint:mied " he sjiiil. "would
city today attending the meeting of
the New Mexico Press association.
Father Manda.ari represents "La
Kevista Cattalica," the noted Catholic
II?
--a :
eweekly publication which is printed ; drop p,icPS 80 low U8 t0 destroy iin Las Vegas and which is edited bv
the Jesuits. It is one of the oldest
weeklies in the slate. v
Harry ('. Fincke, editor of the Mor- -
tiie Louisiana industry, the beet sug-
ar industry, particularly east of (he
Mississippi river; would depress
Porto Rico and Philippine sugars far
below the production cost and make
Hawaiian production unprofitable,
thus largely ciirtailinj; our present
sources of supply.
Washington, H. C, Jan. 15. The
ll
I'xX;'
'
- IJMI
It sows the seed for
grippe, pneumonia or
consumption.
Don't trifle with syrups
and nostrums; take Scott's
Emulsion which effectively
drives out colds and builds
strength and resistance-forc- e
to avoid sickness.
Ask for and INSIST on SCOTT'S.
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention end the test
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
H. S. KAUNE S CO.
- beet sugar industry had its innings
Where Quality Governs the Price aft.r arguments, against the tariff
and Price the Quality
Scott Si. Bowne. Bloomfield, N.J104 DON GASPER ST. Telephone 9 W
iYour Best Resolution
I bsBW1i1
had been heard, i rands K. Carey,
vk cf the National Sugar
Aiaiiuraelr.Kns e
..ipauy,. of Colorado,
warned the committee against "throw-- 1
Ins beet sugar like a bone to hungry
dogs." lie declared sugar has never
been anything but the football of
American politics" and suggested a
commission to consider
economic features of the sugar tariff.
The prospect of a free sugar bill In
the house, he said had been privately
admitted by many leading democrats
that "such a monstrous measure
would not have received their support
If they had not felt' sure it would be
throttled in the Senate."
The Play You Have Been
Waiting For!The Great Egg Producers !
Green Cut Bone and Meat, 100 lbs., $3.75
Granulated Blood,- - - !00lbs.-- , $.25
Our mixture of Corn, Bran, Gals & Alfalfa reduced to $1.85 per 100 lbs.
IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla- ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your- - business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify
Will be to buy your
goods this year on abasis of quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
is no store which
sells QUALITY GOODS
so reasonably. And
remember, duringthis year that cheap
FOREIGN MARKETS
SHOW STRENGTHPhone 19 W436 Canon Road
goods do not always
prove economical in
the end. - Put your
buying on this basis:
ELK'S THEATRE
Friday, Jan. 17
Messrs. Shubert and William
A. Brady announce the Prin-
cess Theatre, C hicaso, cast
of players intact in
JM1TY
PULLS THE
STRINGS
By GRAHAM MOFFAT
Prices,$1.00,$1.50and $2.00
Xew York. .Ian. 15. Movements of!
stocks were confused, and specula-- ;
live sentiment was upset today as a
result of the severe declines of the
last two days. Foreign markets gave
i an unexpected exhibition of strength
land prices of Americans rose in some!
j Instances as much as a point in Lon- -
don.- Assisted by this influence and j
'
bv some-investm- buying induced1
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
which paysyouatall
! hv tho Inwpr level of Quotations, bull
EVEN tHOUGH if COSTS MORE U0Sht stecks liberally, at the
'nutcat with resultant slmm en ins.
, WHY NOT BUY
Useful & Lasting Presents ?
This is thet season when people are buyihg things, either to
make others happy or. tp'ddto ihair. own jpmfrt. .Jusfe. . a
" word: Why not get presents of lasting value for the home?. We
have all kinds of furniture to appeal to your taste OAK,
MAHOGANY, WALNUT, and WICKER. Also "some VERY
FINE, LARGE RUGS. All at much reduced prices. Look also
at our NEW CHINA SETS and CUP8 and SAUCERS, etc.
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call on
us during your shopping journey " - -
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.
IN THE BEGINNING! jKaKty realizing and concentrated pres-
sure against the coalers undermined
the list, however, and subsequent
; movements were variable. The mar- -
(Fac-Simi- Water-Mark- )
The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
r. NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
. Santa Fe, N. M. ;
; ket timidly improved in tone, despite
n sharp attack on Southern Pacific,
tind before noon reached a level wellH. S. KAUNE 8 CO. MAILOIMJURS NOW
(above yesterday's close.
Keifular Seal Sale Oiien .Jim. IS. Wednes-
day, Fischer's Urutf Store. v'S
JLT 12 O'CIOCKl '''
i
, . j Tiondg were steady.
Where Prices are Lowest Dullness and lower, prices followed
j the morning advance. The recessionsfor JSafft Quality. were limited to fractions and seemedw
PACE SIX SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15,
1913.
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NfcT PROMTS, $250,000THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
V ALLEY RANCH:, Ftf. M . 1Santa Fe New Mexican L. A.R. J. HUGHES,Vlce-Prer-ide-PA1.EN,President.
.v,asV...T
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postottlce
The Saata Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Brouson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight (. iddings Editor
William I . Brogan Associate Editor
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
firne it the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing condi-
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for 'its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES
1Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request.
THE VALLEY RANCH
Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Bally, per year: by mall 55.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
V.Z5
Dally, six months, by mail S2.b0 Dally per quarter, by carrier
$1.50
Weekly, per year S1.00 Weekly, six months
50 " j davs when statesmen naid and then
j REMARKS "A lie found himself alone, upon thedownward grade, l'or such in famefor him who seeks tho statesmen'skind of fame for like ahorse, a states-- i
man, will now and then so lanifi.
Cheer up! tho worst is yet to come.;"All of Today's News Today" FRANK AlcKANE,
Assistant Cashier.
J. B. READ,
Cashier.THE BYSTANDER
SEES ITAS FOUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
j It's lifly-clgh- t more days until the,
legislature adjourns.
B
The puliie ill Kl I'aso arrested n
i
couple of men for holding up u poker
igume. SHU there is no gambling in1
El Paso.
.
PHONES:
BUSINESS OI-TIC- E 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
SPRUCE UP.
when nersons invite
ties. He talked fully of the irrigation
projects and the beautiful and yet ex-
hilarating climate. Ami g odier
things favorable to life in this section
he spoke of the "absence" of cyclones,
hut when it came out In print, it had
passed the linoivro men the proof
leader and all undi r whose eye it liad
gone, and the astounding announce-
ment was made that in San Juan
county there is "an abundance of,
cyclones." ,
It. is a case where explanations,
apologies, regrets, all go for naught.
Like so many things, it had been
done. Out to the world had gone the
information that cyclones are "abund-- .
ant" in Ran Juan. As a matter of fact
there is, as Mr. Young declared, an
' absence." of these horrors. Cyclones
do not frisk and gambol and get gay:
among the beautiful valleys and over:
the mountain ranges of old San
Juan.
It offers a great inducement for the
settler and the homeseeker. and some
future day, when the shriek of the
locomotive echoes among the hills, j
and the great coal holds are develop--
We will now nil join in the chorus guests they make a little preparation,
of that crand old hvnin entitled: "If They spruce up. Even when they are
TheVd Only l'ltt a Few More Keep-- ; expecting "company." without special
! Invitation they make a little diflerenceers on the Doors."
in appearance.
This city has invited guests to come
here and enjoy its hospitality andlegislature,arise, while
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTfttKR OF
Dallef a Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and 0ermanton Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
1 19 Don Oaspar Avenue.
We have with us the
The congregation will now
the late republican party
down the aisle.
good time; hut we did notis carried have
spruce up.
The crossings on some of .the main,
thoroughfares look badly. They are!
muddy and unpleasant.
The two places most sought, aside:
from the hotels, by our visitors will
Senator Catron says that Senator
Fall is absent from the senate on the;
business of the senate. That being
tlie case its nobody else's business,
, . . t i ,1 ,. i, rl t M n I llfl
' jue.tne capno, m...u...e cdtle greatest coal fields on. theis nothing like harmony :; I'ahice, yet the cioseings on Don Oas- -There
harmony is the most beautiful thing, par street, near the capitol are in very: . ... .
and w hen judiciously ap- - i bad condition for foot passengers.a rthon
WELCOME TO SANTA FE
rianta Fe a little natural pride in being selected for the meeting
of three Mate ions, and to those who come here as our guests, we
Att lid the most cordial welcome possible.
We want urn to f el at home and that, you are among your friends who
pre with you heart and soul for the advancement of our state, dear to us all,
whose destinies are in our ham!..
it is to a certain extent, a crisis in New Mexico. We are just starting
out, and 'though we are aged in the history of the nation .it is only recently
that we have been thrown directly upon our own resources to .make our
own way.
Heretofore, Tncle Sam has bossed us around, giving ns rulers not. ol our
choosing, keeping us out of fiis big legislature that meets in his town, down
by the seaboard, only giving us one representative, who was permitted to
use his voice, but not the right of even saying yea or nay at roll call.
We were hampered by rules, laws and regulations not of our own making.
Rut now, we are emancipated.
We may be a factor in the lite of the nation. We may become recognized
as one of the leading states in the big sisterhood. We have been given our
chance, and while we may start mil in a manner a little crude compared
with those states longer in service, yet, by combining efforts, as we are doing
this week, we can secure a unity of action and we can counsel together,
all with a view to advancing the interests of New Mexico, making the' state
better known, exploiting her possibilities and placing her where she really
belongs,- - in the very front rank of American slates.
So, we greet the boosters of the Sunshine state,---t- he editors, ever ready-t-
o
do their part with unswerving fervor; the members of the various cham-
bers of commerce, who are always men with progress as a watchword; the
members of the municipal league, looking toward development and improve-
ment of our municipalities, and we bid you welcome to your caiptal.
We all have the same desiref, we are fighting for the same cause; we
That is. to show Mexico to theare aiming toward the same purpose. New
world.
ty of San Juan, New Mexico, will be
unrivaled in the. whole west. It. o ill
I linn hci w.ll tliaf nvnlnno ;ivfJ
make even a stand patter The crossing on corner of Lincoln and
Pnhice is nuite unfit for use. Tomor- - ;
plied, can
j feel good.
V w tlle eovnor s re. epuon. , abm)daat but absent.A Denver man has refused appoint-- , Of course many will go by auto and;
THE OLD TIMER'S ADVICE.
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietor-- .
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
ment to a place on the bench because i,il0 routes, but many will walk, and
he does not believe in that sort of law. the walking ought to be good, ns far
He ought to he presented with a as the city can make it, by keeping; .. (B cna,.es g Rawies. '
medal without delay. ' the crossings free from mud j i bin thlnkin' 'bout the effort to change
slush. Mos.t of the chaps who go will , ew stale.s ,mmejoe mveia uia ue uiun ui uave men- - snoes umcivcu And (t appears - reedicklus this
scrapper but lie is ame to ureaK into you know, and tney want tneir peuai "whereasin" on the nnm
pretty rair ciaes in ;ew yoik anu uiai extremities to iook as wen as pu Here's how the Deming folks have ul- -
Is a great deal more than some of his Bible in the governor s parlor, so lei timatumed it of late:
"Xew Mexico's a misnomer for this,least one ofdetractors have been able to do. us clean up a little, at American Plan, $2.50 and up.our meeting days, and look as well as
we can. .
the Sunshine State."
But if these new-fa- d geezers some
These meetings are for progress j "whereasin" would uncork
and advancement won know to boost They'd better go back east and start
and help make things better in every j "whereasin" in New York,
way. One way to do this is to be New Hampshire and New Jersey and:
clean and neat and make the old city: in fairest Maryland, j
look its best. ' Virginia and in Georgia let Miss
So let us clean the crosswalks for: N'omer take her stand; j
one thing. - For these and other commonwealths
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
that should be on the list
Accordin' to the Deming folks the i
nautili' mark have missed. j
' And then to cap the climax, a new j
THOSE VISITORS.
Washington residents are now
what the country cousin gets
name's wanted so
Because some tenderfoot may think
we're in Old Mexico!
The self same class of people think
along toward summertime when the
city begins to swelter. Just about
that time the city cousins invite them-- !
selves out to the farm.
an eagle is a storkj They dream of the shady wood near
by, the rippling brook, the glassy w ould think Old Yorkshire, England,
; pond, the drives over country roads, tlle empire of New York
'
and of the farm table with its lux- - And those who ape the Knglish upon
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central-Location- .
"I wus ovur tu see the legislatur uries. , Fiftl1 avene.
git tugether," says the Old Codger,! In the Washington case, the editors
Would think that Albuquerque was in
"fur I hev got a bill whut I wud like get in the mixup and are requested! Sunny Spain land too:
tu git passed. It air a bill thet makes j to find lost friends in the big city,
' That Chihuahua and that Yucatan so
it a kriminul offenes fur nobody tu who may be utilized, for it is ap- - far away
steal chickuns. I air a gittin' sore
'
proaching inauguration time. Wero merely voting precincts in dear
cvur this yere situashun. I hev hed ; Here is a sample of communication; old Santa Fe!
too chickuns gone en while I air not a j received by the Washington Post, Tlle liew s,ate of New Mexico's tra- - THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.-, i riarn et hev not wh ch s an ndex of the wav th nes 'e oesiSo I think
resolve
Ueming's whereas better
into rest.
n.imm iiwmvv; , a -- -, m -
a ideer who got them thur chickuns, go:
.ne thrt'a a fae' too. bv heck." "I was told by the editor of the
j Philadelphia Record to write to you
Representative James W. Chaves for an address of. a friend of mine in j fl STOGKING
introduced House Uill Number 1. j Washington. Her name is
That's alright James, but now and and her address a year ago was j tUR BASKET
then the first is the last even in this and before that it was , and at:
and this mundane one time it was . I sent twoon jplebian age pittsbletters to her and both were returned, U'B la". Jan- - 1". Whether6pUeri- -
... wrong address. You will do n,e a 'J? hjfh cBt "Hiving or the fact that,
. . .. .. ..... . not want tn lm soon oinD
MODERN CAPTAIN KIDS
A typical little game in high finance has been going on in connection
with an electric railroad between Chicago and Milwaukee.
For years the steam roads have fought the plan to haul people between
these cities by electricity at cut rates. At last, the electric line was forced
reorganization committee, at the head ofInto a receivership, followed by a
banker. The-- reorganization bought in thewhich is Chicago's most powerful
property for $0,700.0(10, paying a rival interest a bonus of $:!00.000 not to kite
the bidding; and then set forth to recapitalize so as to pul forth securities
amounting to or four to one!
And this torrent of water, representing not a penny of real investment,
might have got by, as in so many instances such raids on the public have got
by.' had not the federal bench in Chicago had on it one vigilant, people's
judge--Kensa- Mountain i.andis. He put his foot down Hat, as in the
Standard Oil fine: hut, of course, the infiaters are appealing.
in the same city pretty much the same crowd is trying to get $ 10,000,-ou- o
of water injected into a merger of elevated and surface lines, to become
for 10 years an excuse for the people.
Were you to steal one ride on one of these pirated railroads and get
caught, the law is rigged so as to rush you to jail. What are we to do with
our artists In high finance?
n
THEY ALL HAUE IT
Kverybody coming into Santa Fe for the meetings here is imbued
, with
the spirit of boost. It has caught the people and means much to the state.
The general expression, as well, is, "Give us a business session of the
legislature."
It is known, onlv too well, that the last session was not so much a
business session as it was a political session. The big senatorial fight over-
shadowed everything until ii was finally concluded. Kven after that there
was too much politics.
Since then we have had an election, and the people have been heard
from. ,
They have expressed themselves very pointedly in tavor of a change.
They nre tired of having their interests made secondary to private in-
terests. They wont more business and less politics.
consider at this session, ques-
tions
There are very important questions to
which touch the rock bottom of Xew Mexico's upbuilding. The state
can be made to get into the procession or to stand looking on.
The people want to move. What do the members of the legislature want
In this particular crisis?
n
JUST AN EQUITABLE BILL
The county salaries bill will be one of the first, and one of the
, most
important questions to come before the legislature.
The members can make a record on this bill. There is no call for ex-
travagant action in connection with it, nor do the people of the state ask for
parsimonious consideration.
The laborer is worthy of his hire.
The man who occupies a public position and gives his time to it is en-
titled to a fair and equitable compensation for service, just as much as he
would be in filling a position under any other employer than the state.
There is no need for niggardliness any more than prodigality with the
state monies, and what is wanted is an equitable measure that will fix sal-
aries at a ligure high enough to remove the temptation of dishonesty, and
low enough not to squander the money which the people have to pay.
The action on this bill should be early, in justice to all concerned.
0
AN EDITOR SET FREE
An unusual confession has been made by an editor in AltoOna, 1 a. not
au owning editor, tut a hired man, uaiued to obey orders. lie admits that
for 15 years he was required to grind an organ for the Quay and Penrose
gang, often nauseating his soul; but, thanks to a friend who .has bought
the paper, he is now set free.
This confession is unusual because shackled editors rarely have the can-
dor to confess. Our congratulations to the Altoona brother; first, because
he has been candid, and secondly because he has got a better boss though
you can't be sure how long even a good boss w ill stay good in Pennsylvania
There are plenty or proofs that a newspaper can be both free, courage-
ous and successful. When Pennsylvania gets a few vivid examples of that
kind of public service journalism, well begin to believe that its conversion
is genuine.
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?, . . .,i.. i, ...in nnmiiiiir . Dm tavor it vou could rind ner ad-- : t. ,. . " ' 'ounaies along the street caused Mrs
onlv Drocressives iui buuuuhiucim. Anna Miner, ot the North Side,i , . . , . .. to
That will make spme quick converts j " 's asnrngion u.pace two p,,,, of .farh frr flia , .1 1 cr, rotlftn " . Then ActThink About It!. ...11B.. . . .SUpp0Be(j fresh Bj,kenThis relationship business is a lit- - hose is (ryingtie strenuous at other times than J detectives.
Christmas, and it surely is brought THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN VShe is being held a nrlsnnpr nnHrhome at that time that it is not al-- ! a technical charge of being a suspic
' to the progressive faith among tne
standpatters who want only jobs from
I Mr. Wilson,
j
Mr. Speaker, your committee, to
whom was referred Mr. Common
j Gink desires to report that he is wait-- )
ing at the door and we respectfully
;ask to be discharged from further
consideration of this matter.
SANTA FE, N. MQENERAL AQENTS,
ious person. She refuses to tell the
reason for making a market basket
out of a well-fille- pair of hose.When the woman attempted to geton a Perrysville avenue car she was
ways the most delightful thing to be
a relative.
It works all right at Mines, too.
One likes to see relatives some rela-
tives, but too often it gets down to
something far from relatives and it unable to do so owing to the height
A WONDERFUL) INSURANCE CONTRACT!
is just a friend who would like so of ,he steps and evident fear of break-muc- h
to see you, and maybe it is one i lnB the eggs by too much of a strain,
whom you have not seen for twenty i After the car had gone the woman
years. walked around the corner of the .mar
Kverybody wants a county salary,
two or three assistant clerks, three
or four rooms in the state capitol, con-
tingent expense funds, office expense
f....Jc nuv nnH am-thin- c pise
TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM Vr,a1cTof"r
But you live in a city where some- - j Ket nouse and lifted her dress.Policeman Schendai.' who hflrl rmipt--
Read what is offered :
$ 25D.00 e,or flM16 ,rom a,y
AA Paid tor dismemberment
,UUU.UU or loss of sight
AAA AA I'aid lor accidental death,2(UVU.UU dismemberment or liws of
1 9Cn AA Paid for death from ordlf liu.UU narv accidentCM) AA Paid for accidental lossWU.uU of one hand, onu eye
AA Paid for accidental loss oftVVM.W one hand, one foot or one
thlnR ia doinE and your friend hasMr. Commonthat can be put over.
u,ld out 5" ve there. Fine!Gink will now address you, gents, upon
the question of the canals on Mars;11,e f,;ielld w''ites that she or he has
and their relations to the present tax-- ' ben thinking so much of .you. of late
ly followed her, noted the big lumpon her limb, and suspecting all wasnot right questioned her. When she
.haughtily refused to explain Schendai eye by travel accident.j ouie, ana as sne or tie would nei ation svstem. Hicni imei w viulh.AA Weekly Indemnity for total dis- - 1AAA Weekly Indemnity for total$B ability accidental Injuries , alUW disability Irom travel accidentpiaceu ner under arrest. At the sta-.. J.. . Lin: uei lain uaiB iiic uaie-
'
thf ctatesman
.
j of course, it would be sttch an unex- - KH.?.;!-- 6 t?wtettttt9. were Wuwliwho searched lh nria For partial disability one-hal- f weekly Indemnity. No Medical Examination Required.
GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL KWM2bUcnTbaDocity; pressible delight to be at your house. oner. Offlrn- - qi i jHill Rinnan 11 W0llld be so pleasant to recall ihis re UlICOLIlll! WIIIIIH IIold trmes artd all that sort of bunk.For he had been a statesman In the ; was because the lumDs on her leu
;days when statesmen paid and he had; A,m 80 r mend Decomes your, "didn't look natural.
inj championed many bills that lojig
Marion, Ohio, Jan. 15. A great meTHE DIFFERENCE.dust had laid. He'd
cheered the old
flag many times and downed iron
tyranny; his voice had echoed through
teor sweeping across the sky and ilThere is some difference between luminating the night almost bright asabsence and abundance, you may have day was witness w kthe halls where e'er he chanced to be
For he had been a statesman and his-un- especially so When! tore sunrise today.
'had been the hand that rose before aPP"d cyclones . The former ap! That the gigantic ball of fire was
'the people's bar their rights there to ' Pjwation is more pleasant to contec- - i traveling quite close to the earth is
OPEN DAY AND NIOHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
' Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at AU Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
WQODY'S STAGE LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p-- m. ; 9 '
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudo
station. '
WANT A BUSINESS SESSION
The legislature is now in cession and the general expression among
members seems to be favorable to a business session, taking up and passing
those bills covering matters of moment to the state.
There will be obstructionists, of course, those tied to the old methods
and not yet free from the influence of outside manipulators who come each
legislative session to oversee and dictate and superintend. . The result of the
work will depend upon which element is the stronger, the element in favor
of legislation beneficial to the state, or that controlled by other ideas and
not entirely free agents, but bound by prejudice or allegiance to the men
demand. He wore a coat of solemn P'e- - as we- tne Belief of those who saw It, be- -
black and on his head a hat, that long lnat 18 wnt made J. ' Edward cause they profess to have heard a
!ago had seen its dav and a long time' oung "'most throw a duck fit wheni,ow. snwling sound as It shout out of
too at that A lock of hair adorned he read tne C0Py of the Xew Mexican jUie southwest into the northeast.
his' brow through which his fingers ;on Monday night. Mr.- - Yoffiig is In-- ! Suddenly the huge ball of flame
istraved and often when in want of terested deeply in the great county of "'appeared and streaks of greenish
thought ahold of it he laid. He'd
s au Juan- - Me wanted his friends to lluc were seen shooting in every
a war horse in the front at every k,10vl' more nbout H and submitted tolrec,,ion' At tne S8me Instant a dull LFrench Noodle Order, 20c a dish. -
.,..-- ., aoA w .nmchm. thnncrht k. u interv iew on tne subject. H snnkA i " " ueaiu. uuuumgs were New York Chop Suey, 50c.rhaken and scores of sleepers awak-- 1
and issues that were, but are leu Denmu.
0
An eastern physician says that no couple is perfectly mated. That ma
be, doctor, but whafs the remedy. t
worked It hard, he never did succeed. I ' ,ne wonaenui resources of the big,
For he had been a statesman in the r,ch co',nt. the remarkable possibili- - ened by the jar. ; .v '
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them. A search of his person BATH TUB
jvealed a number of Chinese lottery,' INSTALLED FOR TAFT.
tickets and In disgust been use of
.1VV Haven, Conn., Jim. Prosi-jhi- s
mistake, Welsh coughed up the d,.llt Taft wlil make Ills homo for n
electric light bill. He la being held tllm ut ioaiit, I1PXt spring, at the hotel
'as a lottery agent. iipre bearing his mime. It, was said
'
..... ..
...!.. ........ ,..... URIC ACID CAUSES IT-- S.S.SXUMES IT rnisiied roomI'llFOR RENT-- Liu-:;-Hi Grant avenue.IllUl lilt- finite m.MIl JIUU1 l.U.ll
DEMOCRATS GIVE SUPPORT vvaa
IUUU.V
being set apart for Mr. Taft,; Every variety of Rheumatism 13 caused by ati excess of line acid In the
TO "REPUBLICAN" SPEAKER. whw he would have nine rooms. The Wood; the different forms of the diseasedqemlntg on.whether this uric acidthe muscles or joints la fceiatiej .it i the nerves winchin nerves,Jan. 13.-- M. -Cheyenne, Wyo., on I v remodeling of the anartmonts is
Ftiriiishid room, pi2FOR K EXT
Chapelle street.
'Pratt, romiblican. who refused to!,),., twnin.Hnn f e,.P,i h, areattaclcea, me muscular loun wmu" 'cic i m: u. aw ui ?evidence that theilMf .,., i ,,.i.ii..,.,. .,..,...,. ..,..,,. ,..,, ... . , n e. wuiie maniiesi iiions oi .u iieuuu aucuuiuhw t ;ood wood
street.. :
' v,"cn V" r "r " TL , " 'a dints are bei.,? diseased. To cure Rheumatism the uric acid must be re- - FOll HA 1. 10 -- Two
... ( heap. Apply .lu.1J his cannotr,r rprpivT,. h ids 1.1' ' ' i 'moved from theblood; the circulation must be made pre.O The Reliable Household Lantern F . "". . , eaccounjl shed with external applications; siicli Ueiuuic-ni- may lu.nisiithe democratic members. o go south or a few weeks after relicf frolll the pain, but it does not reach the producing cause.
.
,7. Woods was chosen temporary leaving the White House. ' form because it theS S S cures Rheumatism of every variety and purifies
secretary- The democrats declare ,. , 41, ;,,i;l) ;,, r.utr:ilizes the acids and dis- -
FOR RENT Largo, sunny roeiiis,
iiui water, lient. Mis. Robinson, 2"1
C.ranl.
KKXT Five room lions',
h. Iiiqiiir.' at I'lltiener's Slice
J. I. tm 'V .1 t v. -
NO ELECTION IN solves the irritating deposits which are pressing on the sensitive nerves
NEW HAMPSHIRE, mid tissues, and producing pain. 'Whether your case of Rheumatism be
Concern, X. II., .Inn. 1.1. Neither! acute or chronic S, fi. R. is the medicine you need; it will cure you and at
branch of the legislature was able to the same time build up the entire system by its fine vegetable tome cflects.i . i i : i r...- - trim n
villi ha
.Store.
that they will vote 1o make the tem-- !
porary organization permanent and
will endeavor to prevent the
of United Slates Senator K. E.
Warren.
.M. 1..
.Maiison, republiean, also
voted with the democrats.
There is always need for a good lantern aroundthe home in the yard, in the cellar, in the attic
wherever a lamp is inconvenient or unsafe.
The RAYO is ideal for home use. It gives a clear, brightlight like sunlight on tap. It is strong, durable, compact, handy.Doesn't leak. Doesn't smoke. Easy to light and rewick. Willlast for years. Ask for the RAYO.
TOl on ivutumausm auu nny mi:ai ,mi uc jiw w a.. ...reach an agreement on the choice of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. KOI! KKXT 'I mi unfiirni'-h"-
rooms, i 'heap nut. .Mrs. Spriilie.
liillsidi' I. oina.
C. S, senator today. In the senate the
vote- - was divided among live candi-
dates, three democrats and two repub-lieans- r
and In the house the names of
fifteen candidates were presented.
The democrats in the lower house
heaviest snow storm in several years.
The snow started falling shortly
LIGHTNING DOES STRIKE
TWICE IN SAME PLACE FOI! KKXT Furnish. rooms.
F W. Dud-
At Dealers Everywhere
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Butte, Boiie, Salt Ltke City.
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. after midnight and shows no sign of m"'
PATROLMAN PROVES HERO.
Detroit, .Mich., Jan. 1.1. Patrolman
Harold Roughlcy proved a hero Thurs-
day morning when be carried .Mrs.
Frank Ueinhardt from her burning
home at. 7fi Hnrnion
per uioinli. Mrs.
.Ii'l'l'eison si n el.twice in the cessation. Street car traflic was at "nearly all voted for llenrv K. I lollis blBhtniiift does strilo
same' nlace. Karlv this mornini; two a standstill for several hours and'and the porgressives for former llov FOli -- Fiirniilied rooms for
hoilsekeepiiig i'lso singh' funiislied
room; li.nh. L'ns Agua Frla.
Lie liolts wrecked the Point snow shovelers appeared on tin
lloi.ila Live Saving Station on the streets for the lirst time in ihrei
Marion county shore of the tiolden years.
The (ire badly damaged the house j eM,or Konert p. Mass,
at Harmon avenue, the other "
part of which was oeeunied by Doug- - WORDS FROM HOME. Gate. TheJ thunderstorm was theSTATENEWS mo , in I 11,Mrs. Heinbardt fainted and probably When a Santa Fe citizen conies to "'"t here since January 20, 1I2.
wmilrl hiivo Iiopii HnfTnnntoii nnm'i.. itte front, telling his l'ri(nds and 'hist alter midnight the first
RICH PIONEER DIES.
Deliver, Colo., Jan. 15. J. S.
Drown, head of the J. S. Drown &
For Sale, one of Hie old es'.ab
lished mercantile businesses in Santa
Fe. A profitable proposition Iron) the
holt
Pro. .Mercantile company, fell dead start. For iVrlbci particulars ad- -
. ipy has come into the. public eye two neighbors of his experience, you can splintered the station signal staff. Not
oi three times through his strenuous rely on his sincerity. The statements long after a second bolt struck andMaclio about UK) miles .. . . . . , . .forthey started i, , of leor)lo resl(ling f.. avvllv iaees demolished the station signal tower,QUEST A GOT IT, TOO of heart, disease at X o'clock this dress '. O. Box
morning while dressing, lie had been , .A storm ot considerable severity northwest of here. force because it was realized that lie !'o not command your confidence. burned out the olliee telephone, play
and uPParently in perfect health. Air. Western GrownHome endorsement is the kind that ed mischief with the plumbin,came up oau. u..,
. 1Jy saUay n.gi.i ... .au .rw thp makj, of d ffi
most houses with snow. A high wind traveled twenty-liv- e miles. Sunday: Drown was a e anu a Allalla Seed. Genuine Dwarf .Miio
pioneer of Colorado. He was born Maize, Egyptian Wheat, ami other
at Conneaut, Ohio, in KC and came seeds for the West, produced in llus
to Denver in IStil, driving nn ox section. Write for fcrices staling
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
wanted. Al. Iler.stein H.team.
prevailed all night, and everytning mon,iUK they awoke with several
was blown away. The roof was t,,lpg of H)low 0VC, tiloir traps. Nenr-blow- n
off the wareroom of the Yungs
,y f.oi,t,n tlley liunt(.d for amole or
Emporium and scattered in the W(,eds) to s(i.t n (ire but lladjoining street. All stock unsheltered noUling They thought of the lumber
must have suffered. Snow lies in B)d ft8 )t djd n()t Mong to them, did
heavy drifts. Questa Gazette. not want tQ destl.oy u so they threw
backs Donn's Kidney Pills. Such tes ; left the station open to the weather,
timony is convincing. Investigation Heavy rain prevented a fire and
it true. Below is a statement body was injured.
oi a Santa Fe resident. No stronger .
proof of merit can he had. OPPOSITION TO HOWARD.
.Mamie lie g: do, HO Canon St., San-- ! Washington, D. C.. Jan. posiU Fe, X. Mex., says; "The public (Um to le appoint nicnt of Clinton W.
statement I gave in praise of Doan's HowimI as a f()d,,r;li jlldg0 fol. the
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good. 8tate ()f Washington was renewed be- -
nitantit ies
Co.
DOKS this cold weather remind
you that you have a little rheumatism?
I lie water at the famous Ojo CalienleFor four or five years I was subject
the wagon beds on a big fire, and after
getting warm came back to the Louie
Meuecke ranch twenty-tw- miles from fore
the senate committee on judi- -
FATALLY SCALDED.
The little child of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Taylor was buried Mon
WASHINGTON SEATS FIRST
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNOR.
Olympia. Wash., Jan. 1 ."- ,- Governor
Ernest Lister was inaugurated today
with the simplest of ceremonies but
witli a great concourse of people
present from all parts of the state,
lie is the first democratic governor of
the state.
to attacks of backache, often so so- -
PALACE.
K. C. Wade, jr., Las Cruces.
S. Hilton, San Antonio.
R. H. Boulware, Silver City.
J. Porter Jones, City.
E. E. Young. Aztec.
.1. S. Hunter, Kansas City.
C. ,1. Butler, Denver.
John Olten, Denver.
M. W. Mills, Springer.
H. M. DeWitt, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. II. R. Parsons,
Moines, la.
clary today by Senator I'oindexter.
Behind closed doors, former SenatorRoswell. The roads are so hard to vere that I was unable to work. 1tried various remedies said to be:day in the cemetery by the KUburn Mp; wIgon got a buggy
undertaking establishment, Roswelland came back to
Hot Springs, Xew Mexico, is still hot.
A comfortable covered stage meets all
trains at Hairiinea Station. D. & IX.
G R. I.
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjust. .0 and repaired. Xew
platens furnished. Ribbons and .sup-
plies. Typewriters sold. exchcangeJ
While Mrs. Taylor was going out fori
a pail of water the little one reached
j Piles appeared to defend Mr. Howard
against charges alleging unlitness for
:the federal bench. President Taft
nominated Air. Howard last summer
lifter Judge I Ian ford resigned, while
impeachment proceedings against
him were pending in the bouse.
for a dishpan full of scalding water ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING.It died WOULD LEGALIZE BOXING.
Denver. Colo., Jan. M.
W. II. Andrew .of Denver, inlro- -
cures for such troubles, but nothing
benefited me until I used Dean's
Pills. They promptly proved
their worth and effected a cure which
has been permanent up to the present
time. My experience, with Doan's
Kidney Pills has been so gratifying
that I gladly recommend them."
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
cents, Foster-Milhnr- "Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
" " h' """"- - "". All repair work ami typewriters guar
legalize mixing contests in Colorado antPed. Santa l e Typewriter Kx- -
under the supervision of a stale com- - change, Phone l::M W.
mission. ...
EIGHT INCHES OF SNOW
IN NEVADA CAPITAL.
Reno, Nov., Jan. 1.1. Snow was
eight inches on the level in Reno this
morning and it is still snowing. Indi-
cations are that Xevada is lacing the
ana punea u over ou . .. u, , Gerald, the old son of Mr.
afternoon from the burns.-ja- ndSunday Mrg p n Dalies was-kill- ed last
Clayton Citizen. Sllnday by tIu! accidental discharge
of a small ritle at the home of his par--
SPECIAL AGENT MAKES ARREST. entg in Ueon wih his y0unger
Kngine Inspecor Henry Buckholz, brotlu,,. and sistel.; hud returned
of the Santa Fe shops here, who owns from Slmdny scllo0 aIld was playing
a ranch at Capeline, was apprehended :a,)0lU U)e nollso, Whether the gnu
Monday by a special agent of the com-- , v..(s ju the h.luds of ,lie )itlle brother
pany and made to disgorge some $4H0 0J. v,;1(Jtll(jr it was eauillg against the
worth of tools, brass, and other ma- - v;al)j whpu dis(.iiarge( wm forever
which had found their wnjvnwl; a mysiery. As Gerald came
piece by piece, to the .ranch. through the door, the gun was dis- -
Buckholz pleaded guilty recently to charj?ed (hc. bullet entering bis throat,
Remember the mime Doan's and
take no other.
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register
and Receiver, ('. S. Land Oflice, at.
Santa Fe, X. Al., on Feb. 1M, l!U:i.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eticarnacion Gonzales. Antonio
P.arola, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
liarela, all of Pecos, X. Al.
MA XC EL I!. OTERO.
Register.
HONEYMOON CAMPAIGN ELECTED THE YOUNG-
EST CONGRESSMAN.
State of Xew Mexico,
County nf Santa Fe.
In
',: Probate Court for and in the
''ounty of Santa Fe.
In the Matter of the Estate of Christ-
ina L. Grimsliiiw. deeased.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT-PRESENTAT- ION
OF CLAIMS.
To Whom It May Concern;
Tbe undersigned was duly appointed
as administrator of the estate of
Christina L. Grinisliaw, deceased, on
a charge ot petit larceny Detote jus-- ; d ,.ansing- - upward, passed through1
tice Bayne and was fined $23 and tbe neclt and jn(o the wall beyond.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department ol the Interior. V. S.
George T. Gilbert, Denver.
J. ,1. Shuler, Raton.
Howard Ilickey, Raton.
V. If. Wickliam, Las Vegas.
J. A. Sneddon, Gallup.
.1. A. Young, Gallup.
MONTEZUMA.
Mrs. A. L. Caller, Oscino.
John L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. G. Osburn, Artesia.
Louis Arnckar, Albuquerque.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
John Lee Clark, Albuquerque .
H. I). Benisch, Denver.
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque.
L. Manheimer, Chicago.
E. A. Davis, Albuquerque.
H. R. Martin, Los Angeles.
.1. It. Skidmore, Raton.
Judge and Mrs. K. R. Wright.
City.
Dr. Joiner, City.
Charles A. Spless, City.
B. Thomas Cooney, Gleuwood.
A. S. Goodell, Silver City.
Robert Boulware, Silver City.
V. B. Walton, Silver City.
J, L. House, House.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ginsburg, .Mi-
lwaukee.
F. B. Farnsworth, Iowa.
M. H. Lloyd, Los Angeles.
L. C. Amnions, Denver.
T. ,1. Mabry, Clovis.
Dr. H. T. Joyner, Roswell.
Dr. A. J. Evans, Elida.
A. L. Xisbett, Albuquerque.
C. S. Collins, Harrington.
L. Clark, San Antonio.
Zacarias Padilla and son, San Ra
the nth day of January. l!H:l, and duly Land Oflice at Santa Fe, X. M., Dec.
qualified as such on the 7th day of (,. jyil'.
January, I'JKI. All persons having Xolice is hereby given that Manuel
claims against the estate of Christina Gonzales, Sr., of .Santa Fe, X. M., who,
csts. The jugular vein and spinal chord
The special agent gave the Reporter; werp both Beveredi and the limp body
the story and advised that similar fe )Q the oor The ,ittIe brother
petty thefts were now being run down rilshed to the church, where the par-b- y
the compare.--, and that no one, ,lts worc attmidiug services, and
of. carrying away company portpd thi acctU(mt Upou arriving
property would be spared in the pros-- ; j, the fathpr tried to revive the
edition to come. Raton Reporter. ; gon who was already .gasping for
' breath, but in vain. Ere the arrival
ANOTHER MURDER. of physician, the little spirit had
Enraged ' with jealousy, George )lpd to ilH maker. Belen Xews.
L. Grinisliaw, deceased, shall present ot; Jan. , I'Mix, made Homestead
them to the undersigned administrator Entry l).l;!.17-127i.2- , for W SE
within the time prescribed by law. and E SW Section 21, Township
FRAXCIS C. WILSO.V,
Administrator.Swan, a negro well known about town,
and employed at the depot as jani-
tor, shot Pearl, a colored woman of
whom he was enamored Saturday af- -
Infnnnn a u t fl.rt .Qlimmil Calr.AH
NEW STUNT FOR ROSWELL.
Driving an automobile over ice
which covers a lake in Sunny .Xewi
fexlc 18 1 wh c l mShe died from the effects of the wound Pefop,ehave Imagined Pssble manytwo days later. After a short chase,
,,ut !t remained for the pres-jai- l.Swan was taken up and now rests in Veal's.
cold S,WP to see the actual nc"The woman was lunching with;ent
another man in the restaurant in the cqinpliBlinieiit.
rear of the saloon when Swan came; This feat actually took place this
In. A scene ensued and Ihe woman morning at the Country club lake,
In attempting to escape ran into the and both the car and the drivers sur- - fael.
saloon pursued by Swan, with the re vived to tell the tale. Messrs. Ralph! C. S Lucero, City.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe. X. M., Janu-
ary 14th, I'M."..
Xotice is hereby given that Juan
Gonzales, of Galisteo, X. Al,, who, on
January 14th, IfKlS. made Homestead
Entry Xo. for X XE
XE XW SW -1 XE Sec
tion it, Township 10 X., Range 12 E
.V. M. P. .Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Five Year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register 'and Re-
ceiver V. S. Land OHice, at Santa Fo,
X. AL, on the 21st day of February,
1
.1
Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, X. Al.;
Albino Baca, of Galisteo, X. AL; X'es
tor Gallegos, of Santa Fe. X. AL;
Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, X. Al.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Register.
1U X., Range 12 E., X. Al. P. Meridian,
has filed notice, of intention to make
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg-
ister and Receiver, V. S. L. O., at
Santa Fe, X. AL, on the 22nd day of
January, 1!U:.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapia, Teodoro Baca, Juan
Gonzales, Albino llaca, all of Santa Fe,
X. M.
Witnesses:
B. C. Hernandez, '
Vrbuno D. Ortiz.
MANTEL it. OTERO,
Regisie;.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Deprrlpient of the Interior,
V. S. Land Olliee, Santa Fe, X. Al.
Jan. 10, HUH.
Xolice is hereby given that Alar-co- s
Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. .M.,
who, on .March 7, 1007, made Home-
stead Entry 1)4005, Xo. lOSilH, for XE
Section 13, Township 13 X.,
Range 8 E., N. M. P. Meridian, lias
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Regis-
ter and Receiver, r. S. Lund Office,
at Santa Fe, X. AL, on Feb. 12, lflia,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-lin- o
Valencia, all of Kennedy, N. M.,
suit indicated. The saloon was quick Parsons and H. L. Faville repaired to
ly emptied of its occupants as the the club house this morning to inves-shot- s
began to fly and one innocent tigate reports of ice formations,
in the person ol the pro- - cidentally Mr. Parsons went to give
prietor, had a bullet narrowly miss his daughter a chance to skate ashis head. Gallup Republican. they never bad had that privilege be--
' fore.
SETTLER KILLED. t, ,.,,,.. nf tho l uro nnt
I. Armijo, Las Cruces.
William L. Stewart, Hiawatha, Kas.
CORONADO.
Frank A. Chavez, Estancin.
A. A. Gurule, Glorieta.
Manuel L. Salazar, Chamlta.
f. L. Sosa, Tierra Amarilla.
T. P. Garcia, Galisteo.
Xicolas Baca, Enclno.
Jose Baca, Enclno.
EUROPEAN.
Mr. and .Mrs. M. B. Ginsburg, Mil-
waukee. "
S. Pinard, Clayton.
D. A. Burch, Chama.
u. uircu. a .uu.raic.un , w. miBleading and the gentlemen foundshot and ki"ed near Uagon Mound jnot on a w crust of , but jn.last Saturday night by a sheepman gtead ft thjcknpss of from four (o fivenamed Tonb o Garcia Inches, and several people actuallyAccording to the story told the of-- .
skating on it. After enjoying thisdm ,t.u n r..nrirahin AIR. AXD MRS. CLYDE H. TAVEXXER. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.northern sport for some little time, it Then he met .Miss .Martin. And theof some land upon which Garcia was
J. Horace Harper, El Paso.grazing his sheep. He went to Garcia 's! "aB "e uib car u.ui.rrtor nrriorort him ntT tho tanrt the lake which was done, and the ice
Of course, "Tav" says that he did
it; good speaking, warm handshaking
and all that, hut Washington knows
better. It was Airs. Tav who did itGarcia appeared about this time andeas"y bore the weight of auto and CADET GIVES UP HIS
wedding followed. But the bride had Department of the Interior,
started Tav upward, politically speak- - s. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. Al.
during their late courting hours Jan. pi, i13.
Instead of saying sweet nothings to Notice is hereby given that. Fer-eac-
other, as is the wont of most nando Gonzales, of Pecos, X. AL,
engaged folks, Tav and his "best girl; who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home- -
argued with Birch, later going away.raen ana ule laKe waB encncieu h
returned after a short absence , eral times, the skaters dangling on
CHEVRONS FOR A GIRL, elected her husband to the house of
West Point, N. Y., Jan. 15 Elmer
.enresentatives as the baby member
and began driving the herd away, nenina. K Adi,,r' Df Billings, Montana, the nf ,.pvt eoncress.
that ever lived'' planned a political stead Entry Xo. 07110, for XW 14, and Pedro Ortiz Pino, of Galisteo,At the capital, where Mrs. Clyde H.
OTERO,
Register.
Tavenner used to be one of Senator campaign. u"ucs''"'lu(": ""a,w"'u" h.'k- -
Bob la Follettes secretaries, every- - told to berry gack to Cordo.a, 111, 12 E., X. Al. P. Meridian, has tiled no- - MANTEL It.
and take a democratic nomination tice of intention to make five yearbody just perfectly says that she did that nobody else wanted, because thethe most towards turning an erstwhile
stating to the herder he intended to, jr. ravine is one or tne proprie- - cadet who ran away a week ago to
take the animals to Stanley Foutz, tors of the newly established H. F. niarry Florence T. Davis, is under
an attorney here." Garcia overtook Auto garage, a concern which is rap- - arrest here, having voluntarily
upon the road. He alleges that Idly coming to the front for keeping turned to face charges of absenceBirch flourished a gun and that he .abreast of the times ingoing things without leave. He has been stripped(Garcia) seized it. In the struggle novel, having negotiated several mat-;o- f his rank as sergeant, but the mili-vhle-
followed. Birch was shot twice, rimonial alliances, . and otherwise tary academy authorities have
almost instantly. Roy Span- - aided unfortunate patrons. Roswell timed to accept the letter of resigna-b-h-America-
Record. jtion which he submitted, as he is not
lot age. He will be allowed to con- -
into "sinci was aiwajs repau.a...strongly republican majority a
democratic majority of 1200. With the nomination in one band
t
t
To be sure, Clvde H. Tavenner Iielp-'""- u " "hustled back to Washington. Alter,ed the movement along with some
, tinue with his. classes until Command- miirhtv argumentive speeches and the ceremony tne young coupie pat m a. A TOUGH EXPERIENCE. HE ATE ELECTRIC
Ordinarily an old timer is not caucbt i irut mi i e imctcih ed Sladen learns from tlio nffi ot ..i,ki.,0 iii. iha anna nf tnil a trunk and made a bee-lin- e tor lockin camp without fuel in a sudden: T.na AhupIps Cnlif .in. is Top Washington just what" action shnnld ho.v in L fninteentli Illinois dis-- ! Island, 111., where they opened head- - Western Stock Show Ichanee of weather but-th-H spnann n!wj.i. i. i i, i,. t..ii .,!.. .,f. be taken in his map ... . quarters, of which Mrs. Tav tooku , ruin io in inc .... .mi. luutLV nui.ci- - ... i.iei. -
charge.far has been pretty fair,-an- last Fri-i- ng from the effects of having eaten' IUltif Tav lladnt been married tcOF Tav wasn't allowed toy cu nai m mm uiuu wueu mey an electric light bill in mistake for WORST FLOOD IS OVER. tl , u A,jKS isaj)ei Martiu on the i dilly-dall-
no. TheClnclnnatir O.. Jan. 15. The'Ohio iTti. tk. iur the ohnnno arc that around making love. Oh,jiuui iuwu, er. inisoii, wuu lottery ticKets. as several ponce-- t
The Denver & Rio Grande has published rates
four others, having three loads of lum- - men approached him in Chinatown, river continued to rise Blowly here he would spend the next two years young bride marched him right outter and three of grain, failed to tak6: Welsh grabbed some papers from his early today, but It was believed that press-agentin- g the democratic ma-lan- d sent him through the rural dis-ftl-for a camp Arc with them when coat pocket and ,. started;, chewing the worst of the flood was over. Thc'j01ily ja Uic house and drawing pay ' r,R to earner the votes while she
." rjsf, in thp ,aBt 12 hnra was only aaaistnut sergeant-at-arm- supplemented his arguments with.
.... , . ...
as
--
r- ;r; three-tenths of a foot. The local !
.xvh,, h vnnne hrtdpsrnnm. vonnff'some of her own mailed to voters. i shown below from Stations in New Mexicoto Denver and return for the
above occasion :
.
, w earner iorecasier uevereaux Pre" congressinaneleot, was In the news-- j And the Rock Island district will Jdieted tnat tne crest would be reach- - papel. gamfi i, Was just plain Tav and have the youngest member or theed some time during today or tomor--' founded copy out of a typewriter, and next congress and the youngest
once he wrote a gem of a story aboutTP Eae CBieerfmin ILnffe matron in the congressional set, thosame being Congressman Tavenner
and Mrs. Tavenner, age 20.
Everything possible is being done , how-you- ng men should remain single
for the 3,000 or more families driven until they ;;et a strangle hold oiviame.from their homes. They are being '
looked after by the city authorities
It is the riirht of evervone tn livo nJ m,wTl th, who. live with 'to' livo Ihe ch 'STltfr
.and citizens relief committees.
FROM FARE FROM FARE
Aztec.
. . . $21.35 Lumberton . . $15.00
Chama
. . .
14.25 Monero
. . .
15.20
Embudo
. .
15.85 Santa Fe
. .
18.70
Espanola . . 17.15 Servilletta . . 14.00
Farmhifton . 22.05 Tres Piedras . 13.40
99
cannot ao so ii in nealth takej hotel of ua.
There is a remedy. Forty years experience has proven unmistakably that
DR. PIERCE'S -
There is Only One
"Bromo
That is
. TRYING TO GET BONDS
j FOR FRANK M. RYAN.
Chicago. 111., Jan., 15. Schedules
of property valued at JoOO.OOO were I
filed today with U. S. Commissioner
jFoote, preliminary to obtaining bondsfavorite prescription' mmmi' Laxative Bromo Quininefor the release of Frank ; M. Itvnn.win restore health to weakened xccmnrlitnA. T n . . .: nrosiripnt nf tho Irnnunflun, ..ni. VSEB THE WQHUt OVER TO CURE A COLO IH ORE OAT.Ke?K ands:, wm. ' S; :j.nel.IOrI1.aa convicted in the Indlanap-- j Alwaya renember the full mxh ooi Dates of Sale: January 18, 19 and 20, 1913Return Limit: January 27, 1913. J
1lor this il nature on crcry box- - 25c,l$50,00 and Schupe $10,000. , . .. j MIIMHIlHIIIIIUHMIHIIIIIIItHtHMIIIIIHIIt
K - '.-.-- '. ..
1
ll
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THE WARREN iti'tlon of the hoard of directors.LOCAL ITEMS.M NEWS. WfAMDAMU:llAI flJLtra1118 declared lie did not lie- -"M;";i4JG-0fi?onouali- t to' lmve the rinwerBard to their school wQi'k. ,Ribbon case and ."book" .display fix- -tnre for fancy work or pillow tops,etc., at li ss than half price. Town -
( nd.
..
,r
Officers Installed At a regular con -
TOO MUCH FENCE to "fco out and buy one or two shares
of stock and then demand representa
tion on a board of directors and
I "jKwHiingtan, .Ian. 15. A - report I,, jt ...1.1. 11... !.....':, ......... "holdW that the Warren LiveWltU ""Vt'JI" !v" "
vocation of Santa Fe Chapter I
Hcya! Arch Masons held last night
the following officers were installed"!
for til'.? ensuing "masonic, year: Dr. J.
V. Marsie, hleji prlekt ; ('has. 'WV Fair-- 1
lield, ltins; Henry F. Stephens,!
company of which Senator F. 15. War- - Perkins" said he'; knew nothing
riyiNof .Wyoming, was the head, had' Pnally 1,bollt manipulation of
more'than 40,001) acres of public fand j stocks!
'
Dr. Richardson testified "that in his
opinion Wm. Rockefeller would be
able to testify for an Hour or two. lie
added, however, that vere he Mr.
inclosed by fence in Wyoming in
1B06. was adopted by the democratic
member of the house on expenditures
in the' interior department today
nbatnet thu. nnnuitimi nf vunillil innn
the capitol was alive with legisla
tors and visitors this momma in
view of the interest excited in'- - the
message of the governor. Most of the
officials, however. tpmt the early
forenoon in their offices, attending to
correspondence and receiving' cullers.
CORPORATION MATTERS..f.'.
Papers of dissolution of the Sun -
sl.ine Dairy company of Tiietimcari
were filed in the otflce of the slate
corporation commission. The presi -
(lf.nl of Ihe company is Henry I.ee
.Hamilton of Tucnmcari.
sciihe; Hiram II. Cartwright, treat- -
urerr Arthur Seligman, secretary;
Spit,. Captain host ; K. R. Paul, prince (MUNICIPAL LEAGUE OF NEW MEXICO
;. r, , . , . . . . . .
" . 'TIT nccwewr .ppysioian&iie wouia en- -deavor to protect him lagainst such a
strain. Chairman Pujannounced thef t.omn.lttee' Would decide-late- r whether
menmers oi tnui commiuee.
recommel,dati0" of !Lctio" 'as mad)
by the committee. Papers from the
interior department made puw.c wmi
the renort showed that inspectors had;
charged Senator Warren in 190(1 with
liavingMKe .land under tence, but tiiflU, V J , . , r- '"V '
a subsequent' investigation by speeiaij j - noi
Attorney General M.,. Purdy atj ' stat the case. ft
?'leBide,lt Roosevelt's "Vequest, 't'i'V,.?rrr f:' ..
BART EL DBS' SEEP S
WESTERN SEEDS fOR-WEST- RN PLANTERS
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED! ,
j If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
OUk 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
Our Special t y -- . -- Dry harming Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
Box 1 804, Department U, . . . . Denver, Colorado.
E
D
S
.(Cl jClRi--iftc?- i.
' "e '
,7- tlce f'iat 11 ,lad not Proven,
tl!at "n illegal inelosures were tlte
maintained.
;
:
,
The house, coinmittee based its find-- ;
mcB .todav on the information --contain-
r.nttn tn the int,-ir,- r !
department.
!i
i'JOINT CAUCUS
DID NOT ELECT
"I'nris, Jan, 15 A vote taken this
afternoon at. a Joint caucus of-th-
parties making up the majorities in!
ihelseiiate and chamber of deputies
to nominate a'candidate for the pres -
idency . of 1b'. repubUc, resulted las
toliows; i.1!
" Raymond Poinraire. premier, : 180;
Jules Pam, minister of agriculture
f
:.
j MAYORSnm
TO DISCUSS
LAWS
nnrue ITP CTFNAU IT nnlinfi
f UrtPlO 110 OLJClUn HI UUUni '
j HflllCC RV 'WIIH WfKt50 MATUK
SHULER OF RATON.
Declaring that;;jijunicipalities are
corporations and .that they must seek
legislation for theood of the entire
community so that, "the city beautiful
the city wholesome and the city use- -
ful" mav be a realitv instead of a
glittering assertion, Dr. J. J. Shuler,
......
mayor oi itaton, m., touay open -
ed the meeting ol the. Municipal
league. ,:
'. ,
'' 1
The sessions are being Jield. at. the
rSanta Fe court house and : are v!el
attended by mayon. city p
attorneys and represenRrtftW rOM
city councils. ; '
The following (Cities sent, delegatesjor lengthy communication ncour-i- .
a8jIlfr the leaguer- Avtesia. Ilatoa;' Al - H
buquerque, Santa'Fer CarlBraiT, Fii'jn
lljjgton, Silver City, Clarttjii, Ctovls -
Alamogordo, and Uos well.
Representatives lrom these, f fllffer-
lent places include some prorninents.'
men. Mr. usborn represents Artesia,;i
Mayor Sellers and t wo other are
'here for the Duke City's-interests- ,
mayor l.opez ranu tormer , jwayor
Sparks stood for Santa, Fe,V Traiik
Staplin came from Farmin&ton,,Smia.j
tor W. B. Walton frpra; Silver City,!
Mr. Kasterwood - from Clayton, 7 State !
Engineer T. J. Mabry froin ., Ctovis,
State Senator Bowman from 'Alamd- -
gordo, and W. ' A.' Atkinson, ;, repre-- i
'
sented Roswell. ; ; '"Zi
II. I.. Rickley of Ratoiu served as
secretary and read numerous. letters
,ad telegrams from 'all - oveis s the
olntu nrn irtci ill., t ,1, tv tlia aamia nn l e' ' " "r",u"
,. : it. li.l 1 rBKHHHJIl III tilt; UIUJltfUL. , CUpiia-- Ill
which legislation is to. be enacted
during the next sixty day'B.
MAYOR SHULER'S ADDRESS. '
In his opening address Mayor Shu -
ler said; "1 congratulate this league
Mexico represented here to lay.' It is
true that several places were not ableS
to have delegates come here at this
time' bllt tlle letters of encourage- -
went and advice tney sein instead j
cannot oe bur wnnspiratwu to us ir.
SH 'V X
j ' THE WEATHER.
t Santa Fe. N. M., .Ian. 15. For
V W Mevicn: Tcnleht and
,,.. luil. , .i, ,,1,.,,,,.,, .
" '
, , v
v . v v
IN TtLEP HONING
TUa Mate I,1vi"flt1i,; if vnui huffitlPES
.
advertising subscriptions; o- -
Job work, plense cail up '31 W," If
you wish to sfealt to the editor or give
any news, pleat-- phone "31 J."
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED When
you take that trip "back east" try the
New Mexico Central in connection
with the Hock Island Golden State,
Limited. Superb equipment, club oh-- !
strvution car. Excellent dining car--
service. Xo trouble to secure Pull-- !
man reservations.
A full line of Eastman Kodaks aud
w,au Bn.,lis Znnlr'H Pln.rinne.v.
Tonight at the Elks vaudeville' and
pictures.
Feast of St. Paul Today the Cath -
olic church observes the feast of St.;
p..i ti, a ii,.,.,H
'Townsend-- ' has 15 more days in
which to vacate store. Fixtures as
well as merchandise will be sold at
slaughter prices.
List your rooms "for rent" or place
your ordejs for rooniSi etc., with Mrs.
Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Lauglilin
jblock. Saves you expense, time a ,
j
'""'"
Effective Sunday, January 12th,
New Mexico Central train will leave
nt l2:;:.j p. in. instead or 12: 1, p. m.
as heretofore.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric light, steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-- i
cated. State Progressive Headquar- -
ters In the hotel.
Duneg , oo-- y ... u
who aied sunoay nignt, was ourieu
this morning in Guadalupe cemetery.
Services were held in the church of
Our Lady. of Guadalupe, the Rev. A.
liasset officiating. Mrs. Romero's
family express their thanks to those
who attended the services.
Measuring chart for piece goods
or ribbons. All modern stores must
have, tost 91 2. .".0, for $7.U0. Town- -
11(1.
New Pictures at the Elks' tonight.
Don't miss it.
Preparing Papers, District Attor-- i
ney Alexander Read was busy this
morning preparing the papers in the
case of Gumisendo Garcia who is
charged with the murder of Enrique
Rivera at lllorieta. The case will
probably be taken this afternoon be-
fore Justice Garcia.
.
'ir it is 'FL-9WE-
ahiouio jjuhosi, presiueni oi me -
senate, 107; Paul Deschauel, preiM.
The location of the office of the l'e- -
cos alley investment company IB
'
changed1- - from Albuquerque- - to Rob - .'
well and Mevilllo It. Summers buc - '
eids F. B. Sehwentker as statutory
agent. ;' ,:V
ROAD COMMISSIONERS.
The county road. eompvisBiouei ap
pointed by the governor are meeting
u'day nt the court house. . ;
,
MEDICAL BOARD,
The state hoard of health and medl1
cal examiners niel yesterday at the
'court house to examine applicants.;.'
jOi-cT- j-i A1aHtVit9i..ii.
V
I! I
v '
iS
Two Cars ;
CANNED '
GOODS
Just Received.
One Car
CALIFORNIA
FRUITS, VEGETABLES
AND
HAWAIAN PINEAPPLES a
You Want, Call Phone 12,
THE CLARENDON GARDEN dent of the chamber of deputies, 83; l.Felix Ribot, 52. i Anotherj
ballot was then begun, i', ,
RELIEF WORK
'rfWr;? "'
s .i juui tier ; w , rJt itriuiii, ru.wu uii ii
captain; S. O. t'artwrisht, .l. 3 V.;
Frederick IWuller.' ' .M. 2 V.; Charles
.M. Stauffer. M. 1. V'.; William Ken -
nedy, sentinel.
HARD RAPS FOR STAND
PATS TODAY.
(Continued from page one).
Inserting that it was because they 1
. rnnr.L.t,f i.
.t.,..naturally closer to the people, that
.
Ihe so addressed them before reading
jh' message.
There was a large attendance cl
spectators in the hall, among them
being many ladies who listened at-
tentively to the governor, The ijnv. j
ernor briefly but plainly advocated a :
low inai wouia wipe out. gamonmj ana
prize fighting and he placed them both ;
in the same category.
He .discussed the various depart
mentt of the government at length,
especially the . finances of the new
(Etate, the penal, system and the puo
lie roads. He declared that the mount
led police was a organi.
zaticn and that it should be mjin- -
itained for the good of the state.
The message of the governor son.
plete, will be found elsewhere hi this :
newspaper.
THE SENATE.
That the senate will again set a
"style" for keeping its journal was
indicated tndav wlipn Air Hnlt nut-pr- l
that It be referred to the committee
on revision. Hon. Billy Walton of
Silver City, officiates on that commit
tee. . i
Tlui amtnU 1.111 1,.
It was by Sir. Holt and was labelled
an act to permit municipal corpora- -
tions to care for tlmir si, nnd Inrll.
....n .v..
gent. It went to the committee on
private' county and municipal corpo
rations. The senate, after meeting)
111 joint session with the house, re-
cessed until ten o'cllock tomorrow
morning.
THE HOUSE.
The. house met' jmst in time to en-
ter a joint session with the senate to
hear the message of the governor. It
then recessed until this afternoon at
2 o'clock.
EMPLOYES OF THE HOUSE.
Chaplains-Re- v. Father Antonio
j
j
Assistant San- - j
chez, $5.00.
Enrolling Clerk G. D. Vargas,
$3.00.
Enrolling Clerk Timoteo llnca,
$3.00.
Reading ClerkGeorge V. Armijo,
$3.00.
Reading Clerk Ed. Lujan, $5.00.
Stenographers Albert H. Clancy, E.
i0llac- - da Sm th- - M'ss Winders,
Smith, Will Llewellyn, $6.00.
Postmistresses Misses Henriquez,
Jennie Stevenson, $1.00.
' Translator Crescenciano Gallegos,
vwi-k- u. vtuiniaua, v, irujiiio, u.
Griego, M. Salazar, L. Lucero, R.
Otero, $0.00 each.
Pages Willie Thayer, Dalio Mar--;
tinez, Pablo Uibadie.
At the afternoon Bession the house
1
Two Cars
CANNED
GOODS
Just Received.
A
N
D
iifk)W. fen the tn,WnvwT' '
Dr-
- Hichardson said jttiat the at- -
'-
'-
V A
1 xv :
i;::.,;'f ,'; j
I -. .. I
ie Ml kv V
,
IT WILL BE
l V0 U R FAULT,
SIR!
3
IP YOU DON'T WEAR
w THE BEST SHOESij
. IN TOWN I -
? t c re selling them
and We Offer them tO
you. adoui wnai s ;
your figure ?
$300, $3.50$4.00 1
We've, better shoes
; than these prices have
ever brought before.
; Do you care to go as
J high as . ; ;
j $4.50, $5.00 l
: $6.00or$650 :
If you do, here's perfection in
Men's Shoes! Leathers of Dull
Calf, Vici Kid or Patent ,Colt and
the New Winter Tais. Shoes for
comfort, Shoes for Style and
SJioes for Durability Shoes with
all three of these features com- -
bined. .. .. .. . ..
iPFLUEGER'Sj
- c-- 4 r, cm.. . c. . c. !1 c a lauumic oiiuc aiore .
V
9
4
ANDREWS Vocal Class Pupils wishing o j Forchegue, $.1.00.join M- - i. Winchester's vocal class willj Chief Clerk-Fra- nk Staplin, ffl.Oil.
please communicate with her. Mrs. Assistant Chief Clerk Andres Ro-
ll. V. Winchester, 7(12 W. Coal Ave., mero, $5.0(1.
Albuquerque, X. M. Martin Serrano ftnn.E
our (telineratlcns. w)ien the election of 47 venire- -
"Much has been said in recent mell from wllonl tne jury wfn be
months about planning of cities and chosen, started.jthe 'Ideal' every city maker should Te physician is accused of admin--have in view. , istering typhoid germs cyanide,' and
"We are all in favor of a city beau- - j othcr. poisons to Col. Swope who died
tiful but we want also a city practic-- 1 j October, 1900.
al and to carry out our ideas we must Dl. llyd'e 'wilose wife was Col.
npt neglect helpful legislation. Band-- , awope's niece, was Indicted on the
ed together, the head and offlcers of mimier charge March 6, 1910, and at
cities can do much toward procuring his first trial was found gllilty and
helpful legislation and I am convinc-- ! Kenteiiced to imprisonment for life.ied that the legislation such a league!. The. state supreme court reversed
jCiricihnatit Ohio, Jan" 1 5 - Ihei
here" 1
-
. .llt 'I f.mt full nt lot. n ir it l ri ocn mil ui mnu 111111. auu ij
expected to bein to recede late to -
day.
Relief work by the different coin- -
mittees will be continued until the
flood sufferers are able to return toj
,
THIRD TRIAL OF HYDE,
Kaustts rity m0. Jall. 15. After
several postponements the third trial
of Vr R ctarke Hyde for tlle murder
of Col Thomas H. Swope, began to- -
the case. The second trial was halt
ed by the escape of Harry Waldron,
a juror, from the custody of the
marshal. Judge Porterfield declared
a mistrial and discharged the jury.
AMERICANS IN DANGER; WAR-
SHIP IS ORDERED TO MEXICAN
WATERS.
(Continued from page one).
"but I am not sufficiently familiar with
conditions today lo say.''
Mr. Perkins said he believed that
minority stockholders of corporations
W
One Car
EASTERN
VEGETABLES
AND FRUITS s
Marriage License Manuel Iliirber0
and Miss Uuadalupita Abeytia took'
out a marriage license. ThPy will he!
'married tomorrow morning by the Rt;
Rev. Monsignor Fourchegu, vicar gen
eral of the archdiocese. Ramon Se-- ,
gura and Miss .Maria Rael Garcia, of
San I'edro, also took out a marriage
license today.
The Capital Hotel. Furnished rooms
for rent, ihe best in the eitv
block of the State Capitol. Elec- -
trie light and neat 111 every room,
Prblic olhce with telephone service. I
A Pathe Weekly at the Elks' to-- j
night. l
A Complaint Pedestrians have been,
caning up tne Aew Mexican to kto.v.
why the snow or slush is not remov.-- l
ed from the pavement in front of and
leading to the post olfice. It is re-- !
marked that the approach to any post-- j
office is an advertisement for or;
against a city especially when bun-
dreds of visitors are in town.
Does your nose feel badly? Is your
throat stopped up? Take Zook's Colli
,
sas jj
S. SPITZ, JEWELER
leceivea tne tirst Hood of bills, indi-- We are makin" a live parir. Read it should have a proportionate represen-eatin-that this house, as at the last- ' -
lauieis at once; tney atiora relief ano that It will have to sit daily to handle
a speedy cure. the work. In fact; ; one of the house
From 26 to 43 degrees was the ' members said that it was the inten-rang-
in temperature yesterday and tion of the house to proceed at once
Ihe average relative humidity was (10 to business, pass what measures it
per cent. At 6 a. m. today the mer-- , could and keep busy until adjourn-cur- y
was at the 28 degree notch. Says ment. Mr. Chaves announced a meet-- 1
the weather man of yesterday: "The ing of the finance committee just prior
day was partly cloudyt (with upper '.to adjournment for tomorrow at HI
:Jtf
HEADQUARTERS FOR
' HIGH-GRAD- E
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
(f sF'
clouds) and was warm and pleasant.
The mean temperature of 35 degrees
was 7 degrees above the normal.
Two modern revolving clothing anc"e of county salary bills. - It was j
counters, cost $75.00 for quick sale by Me881s- Llewellyn and Moreno and
$10. Townsend. j was 11 county salary measure. As;
Adjustment Board The board of'tllere W'H be nmay conferences andTime Pieces That Are II
Reliable!
as ours will ask will be tor tne best;
of the communities we represent."
(Applause.)
Other mayors followed the repve- -
selltatlve of Rato,i. Mayor Sellers
offered a motion that the minutes of
'
the league be sent to all the cities
represented in order to show the
work of the league and keep the
various cities of the Sunshine State
jn touch with the movement.
The session adjourned at noon but
wln De resumed this afternoon and
tomorrow.J
A live naoer makes a live town
'
few
The copies made
purple, green and
wonderfully long-live-
and gives manifolding
BEGULAl
MukjKo7,U.WU, 20;
hk
3
"e"
NEWr
.U:
) - -
t'djustment of the Santa Fe railroad
system will meet in Los Angeles Jan- -
uary 2;i. This board consists of the
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe railroad, i
the Santa Fe coast lines nrt th t
& S- - P- - PrPer- - J. . Skidmore, who
" '"eLi"!--
. .
ty, has been appointed to represent
the A. T. & S. F. proper at this con
ference.
&m SmSSSSMWfTMm
"VOU have approved
filing systems, good
typewriters, good paper
ajirtcaref-.i- l stenograplicrs,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
paper of the troubles
poor copies may later,
bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage oc--,
curling from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of pro-
gressive business houses
and look into
Hear the
.v j.
Windows
Ftssion, will be flooded with all sorts
of measures of all descriptions and
o clock. The chief measure of inter
est at the afternoon session, was
the first of what may prove an aval- -
"cuttleB "e'ure a county salary bill
wiU be finally Passel both branches
of tIle; 'egislature, its provisions are of
"f0.a!'y ortan- - 'j."c u,11 lne aernoon ses- -
sion were: H. B. No. 4. by Manzanares
the famous Ft. Sumner county bill
of laft on which met its fate in
H. B. No. 5. by M. C. de
Baca,- - an income tax bill. H. B. No.
o, by M, C. de Baca for the listing of
111 i II 11 LT Drnnertina in1 sn ni,tnt
ana referendum amendment to the
constitution.
These measures were referred to
tl,ei. various standing committees and
a wcess was taken until o. m. Thurs--
.ifty .rU Is said the finance committee
tomorrow will start work on a finance
bil1 and 0D a county salaries bill and
. ..Olllinilt - .1 0, ---- a uruu oi same to ine gover-- !
nor.
NO REFORM CAN COME.
j Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. No ef-- j
fective currency reform can be accom-- j
pllshed without a central control exer-- j
cised through the medium of central
reserves and a uniform rate or dls-- j
Coupt, declared Edmond D. Fisher,
aeputy comptroller or New York City,
today before the house currency re- -
New vaudeville and pictures at the U. B. No. 7, Llewellyn and MorenoElks' tonight. district attorney bill. H. B. No. 8. byNow is the time of the year when Llewellyn and Moreno requiring
coughs are roaming around. Don't let state offlcers to render itemized state-lon- e
attack you. Zook's Syrup of White intents and verify same. H B No 9
HAVE YOL'R WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
I
Rattle! m
m
1
4 Supply Co.,
r.ue uuicK. saw ana reliable. , by Llewellyn and Moreuo-cou- uty sal-- ,Circular Letter County School a ry bill. H. B. No. 10, by UewellynSuperintendent John V. Conway has and Moreno defining embezzlement,issued a certificate apportioning the H. B. No. 11, relating to the crime
school funds of the county, the of bigamy. House Joint Resolution
amount subject to apportionment be-- Xo. 1, by Carter and Smith Initiative
CARBON
PAPER
That is because they are not trimpifsd
with the proper hardware. , Our Sash Fas- -
teners will draw the two sash so closely
together th they move as a single piece,
and our Window Stop Adjusters take up
any looeeness at tha side of the window,
shutting out draughts and stopping the
noise. Both devices are inexpensive. We
sell them.
ing o,n.yu. ine total number of
persons of school age Is 6,054 and
the rate per scholar is $.85. Mr. Con- -
iway has also issued a circular letter
to the teachers of the county in re- - i
j j ',ww m m.IW II I llXHIV'
are clean, and distinct The inks (black, blue,
red) do not rub or blur.. MultiKopv is clean to handle and
Made in six varieties! The following list 'names the varieties
power of each : '. . ' ."
FINISH HARD FINISH '
Mdium,8 BUUni, 6 MultiKopr. U.Wt 16; Medium, S BUlat.4
!
Li
Write for Free Sample
uso It for 100 lettr-rs- Mention your name, firm's
aeaier name ia wrntnu lor satupic.
Sheet
name (or achool) and
AGENTS,
Star Brwd Typewriter Ribbons SSSIirSSPiS- -
without clOBcine the type o to show on Hie ppcf. :i '
,
BARGAINS
' W INTER STOCK MUST BE SOLD
,
Prices Made in Order to Induce
the Purchaser to Buy
MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CMWI HAZA.
MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,Sarofi Hardware ' 6AMTA EP KPW MRVirn
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our state, that careful though
eral assistance extended when
iny to reports at hand, then'
should be given to them and.
and practicable. Accord-wer- e,
during 1911. about" loO.OOO
MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR
william c. Mcdonald children of school age and 1012 shows an increase of l.Ooo. In1 ! 1 1 there were about 30,000 children of school age in districts
where les than five months of school were taught. For the year
1912 there were only about 21,000. This is a good showing for the
year. J 11 1913, it is confidently expected that there will be very
few school'disiriets that will not have the benefit" of live months
of school.
Article XII, Section I, of the Constitution provides that:
Capitol Rebuilding, 2nd... 00,000.00 4 7c 2,400.00
Agricultural College 25,0011.00 5 1.250.00
.Military Institute 25.0U0.OO 5 7c 1.250.011
General Refunding' 101,00(1.00 4 4,040.00
General Refunding J2S.O(io.oO 7c 5,120.00
Armory "Building 15.ooo.oo 4 7o 000.00
Armory Building 40.000. 00 4 1 ,000.00
Capitol Improvement 25. 000. 00 7c 1. 000. 00
Capitol Improvement 25,ouo.oo 4 7c 1, 000. 00
Territorial Institutions I25.ono.oo 4 5.000.00
Certificates of Indebtedness 22. 500. 00 (i ck 1.350.00
Certificates of Indebtedness lii.5oo.oo ; 900.00
Certificates of Indebtedness 200,000.00 (i 7c 12,000.00
Totals ..." $1.1 fS.Ooo.ot $ 50.010.oo
Jive"A public school shall
months in each vear in everv
lie maintained for at least
school district in the state."
Funds have been providiIn addition to the above there lias recently been issueT"$l,05S,- - fail to take care of themselvc
to take care of the schools that will
and this will be done in most eases.
000.00 in bonds to pay the old debts of Grant and Santa Fe counties,
assumed by the State under the requirements of the Enabling Act.
The State obtained 1 .000.000 acres of land for paying these debts.
This will add over, $ 47,000.00 annually to our interest charge.
Statements of county finances. December 1st. 1911, to .No-
vember 301I1. 1912:
Some districts may not receive special slate aid through failure
to comply with the requirement's of the law making it available. ,
November 30, 1911.
Balance of Funds in School Districts $ 375,505.85
Received from State Levy 73.329.80
Received From all Other Sources '. 935,501.33
To the lii'iude and House, of Ni'jirenvniaiivcs:
Good government, lile good business, requires attention to and
careful consideration of the revenues and expenditures relating to
carrying on of the same in an honest, intelligent, economical man-
ner for the general good of those who contribute to its mainten-
ance.
Under our state constitution we are limited in our taxing
power by the following: .
' ARTICLE VIII, SEC. 4.
"There shall he levied annually for state revenue, a tax not
to exceed four mills on each dollar of the assessed valuation of
the property in the state, except for the support of the educational,
penal and charitable institutions of the state, payment of the state
debt and interest thereon. For tha first two years after this con-
stitution goes into effect the total annual tax levy for all state
' purposes, exclusive of necessary levies for the state debt, shall
not exceed twelve mills; and thereafter it shall not exceed ten
mills." .
We may as well estimate on a basis of four mills for State
Purposes and six mills for Institutions after 1913.
For the year 1912, the total assessed valuation of all state
property was $72,357,454.09.
The revenue that will he provided for the various purposes,
based, upon a probable 90 per cent collection of all taxes for the
year 1912, will be as follows:
For Institutions
....$403,002.00
For Interest and Sinking Fund 123,904.00
For State purposes 195,635.00
RECEIPTS.
Balance December 1st. 1911
'
Taxes ' $2,804.3:
$1,219,250.41
9.09
$1,384,337.04
Disbursed for all purposes from Nov. 30, 1911 to
Xov. 30, 1912 $ 913,892.07
Balance on hand .November 30, 1912 470,444.97
Of the total paid out there was paid to teachers $ 022,902.10
And for buildings, repairs, janitor, etc 290,989.97
Liquor and .Merchandise Licenses
Toll Tax
Fines
Tiillman and Express Company Tax
Common School :
Sale of IVmds
Forest Woservc
Other sources
157,7 27.12
39,844.71
13,201.00
1. 591. OS
52.955.04
30.880.: 0
20.3:4.22
111.304.S4 $3,232,380.20
$1,1.51, 030.o;
For Roads 05,21100
For Schools .'. 32,000.00
Total : ...... $8S0.358.QO
The Other reveiiues of the state, available for appropriations,
are as follows:
From Interest on State Deposits $ 14,000.00
From Corporations and Insurance 00,000.00
From Secretary of State .2,000.00 '
From Bank Examinations 500.00
From Pullman and Express Companies 2,000.00
From Supreme tJourt Fees 1,000.00
$ 913,892.07
Superintendent White makes a number of recommendations
for legislation, in his report, all of which seem desirable, though
all are not practicable at the present time.
1st. The County superintendents should be taken care of
in a separate salary bill, which should specify their powers and
'duties and provide for holding them strictly accountable for per-
formance of same.
2nd. An attempt was made to revise our school laws at the
last session of the legislature, but failed. Another attempt should
be made in this direction even though we fail again.
3rd. I again recommend free text books for our jiublic
schools.
4th. Some provision should be made for training teachers
for Spanish-America- n communities in accordance with Article
XII, Section 8, of the State Constitution.
You will be prepared to judge whether the increase in clerical
force is desirable and practicable. It will probably not be practic-
able to furnish more room for offices for some time to come.
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
There are nine schools designated by the Constitution as edu-
cational institutions, namely:
University of Xew Mexico
Xew Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts'".
School of Mines
Military Institute
Xnrmal University
Xormal School
Spanish American Xormal
Institute for the Blind.
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
These institutions are governed each by a board of five regents.
( 7 --r . - ' j
A v, ..,
Total .....J. .'
...... r$ 79,500.00
Total available for all appropriations..:::..... 959.85S.00
The regular appropriations for the year beginning December
1st, 1912, are as follows:
Educational institutions $201,IG5.2l
Penitentiary, Reform School, Insane Asylum and
Miners' Hospital ........ 141.100.87
Charitable institutions 32.000.00
' Interest .'. :.,: 30,000.00
Salaries and exienses of officers 220.950.00
Miscellaneous - .' 32,710.00
V. 1
i ft V
1
villiam.c. Mcdonald
Governor of New Mexico
DISBURSEMENTS.
Total
.r $004,280.08
From the above will readily be seen the .situation as at present
existing. Increased appropriations will probably be asked for, and
in some instances will be necessary, for the proper conduct of the
State's business in order to obtain the best results. If our revenues
are not sufficient to meet such increased appropriations, we must
either obtain more revenue or curtail our appropriations. Aside
front-dire- ct taxes, there will probably be some increase from various
ordinary sources as now provided.- - The subject of taxation will be
considered in another place.
N
Under our constitution, Art. IX, Sec. 7, we have power to
borrow $200,000.00 for "Casual Deficits," etc. We have already
borrowed $200,000.00 and reached the limit. Xo more can be bor-
rowed in this manner.
Under Art. IX, Sec. 8, the legislature may authorize a bond
issue for "some specific work or project." but such a loan shall not
take effect until it shall have been approved by the votes of the
people of the State.. The recent vote on road bonds was an in-
stance of this kind. The interest in this was state-wid- e and it car- -
ried. The fate of any proposed bond issue for a local, purpose is
not difficult to predict now.
Therefore, hereafter Ave shall have to rely on our regular levies
on the property of the state, for nearly all of the revenues for regu-
lar and special appropriations, unless the law-uinki- power shall
provide other methods of raising revenue as contemplated in Aft.
VIII, Sec. 2 of the State Constitution. . . '
I wish, particularly, to call your attention to the' totals. for
General County $ 328.355.12
Boarding Prisoners 13,730.19
Court , 100.082.02
Interest and Sinking 1 fs.030.94
Wild Animal Bounty :. 35,051.50
Roads and Bridges 217.710.08
Court House & Jail (Bl.lgs. & Reprs.) I10.83S.32
State Treasurer 550,3 12.07
Treasurer's Commissions' 05.901.40
Assessor's ('!iimi"ions . 54.715.01
Municipal 'faxes 247.138.3(i
Sebools' :...: , 913.S92.07
Other Accounts ... 74.522.01' $2,952,917.82
Whether it is the fault of the management of these institutions
or of the people of Xew Mexico, I am not prepared to say, but
the fact is the results obtained are not commensurate in all cases
with the money expended by the tax-paye- rs of the state for their
maintenance. A careful study of the reports showing the outlay
for salaries ami other expenses, and the number of pupils in at-
tendance, leads one to believe that the expenses in these institu-
tions are either greater than they ought to be in some cases, or
that the interest in them, does not justify very great expense for
their limited usefulness. t ,
There is no doubt in my. mind that we should have better
results. If we could amend Article XII, Section 13, of the Con-
stitution, so that one board would have the control and manage-
ment of all of these educational institutions, the results would,
undoubtedly, be more satisfactory. This Hoard should be under
salary, though the salary neyd not be very large. We should
then get better service from the regents and better results from
the schools. We could prevent or avoid overlapping and duplicat-
ing work. in the different schools and might possibly be able to get
along with a less number of institutions, and accomplish better
work than is now done by all.
vI have attempted to keep in touch with those institutions by
requiring copies of minutes of all meetings, and reports showing
expenditures, attendance, residence of pupils, age, etc. While I
Imve been able to obtain some of the information that I desire, I
have never vet been able to get all of what I wanted from them.
T have never been able to ascertain the AVERAGE ATTEND-
ANCE for the school year. The total enrollment is given, but
this does not give the desired information, as there might be a
large number at one time during the year and very few at an-
other, and I am inclined to think this is true at some of the schools.
The expenses for maintenance of these various institutions,
as I have it. are as follows for the 03rd fiscal year:
University of New Mexico $ 42,444.37
School of Mines 20,504.50
.Military Institute 47,809.21
Xorinai University 33,810.40
Xormal School 23,079.29
-'-pni!isli-American Normal 5,107.95
Institute for Blind 13,087.05
Deaf and Dumb Asylum 10,473.21
" Agricultural College 41,802.20
do Xot including salaries .which ap-
pear to .be - 77,208.24
$1,498,712.85
Balance November 30th,' 1912 in fund as follows
appropriations and revenue. It would seem that the surplus revenue
under the levy will 1)0 sufficient to Tiave paid all of these
deficiencies during the vear 1913.
FINANCIAL.
Summary of State Finances ai per report of State Auditor,
.
63rd Fiscal Year.
General County $ 133,580.34
Boarding Prisoners 8.744.40
Court....!
, 133.202.99
Interest and Sinking 148,348.02
Wibl Animal Bounty 20,020.00
Roads and Bridges 92.020.31
Court House & Jail ( Bldgs. & Reprs. ) 91,058.53
. State Treasurer ..........,..'.....: 'l85.931.29
Treasurer's Commissions .: 5i8,(i01.10
Assessor's Commissions 41.814.10
Municipal Taxes 09,002.98
Schools - .: 470,444.97
Other Accounts i : 44.548.10 '$1,498,712.85
$ 542,945.35
...y. 1,197,899.85
.$1,740,845.20
Balances to credit of all funds Xov. 30, 1911..
Receipts from all sources
Total receipts ...
Disbursements 1,174.101.30
I wish again to call attention to theBalance to credit of all funds Xov. 30, 1912 $ 56G,753.90
'8TATE DEBT. . :
Bonded Debt of State, of November 30, 1912.
ties of the state are probably failing to receive such interest as they
are justly entitled to for the'publie funds in the hands of County
Treasurers, and I again recommend the enactment of a law that
will enable the counties, with certainty, to receive reasonable interest
on their own funds.
S-
PUBUC SCHOOLS.
There is no doubt that conditions existing in our common
schools are improving- every year.' Superintendent of Public In-
struction A. X. White has furnished me a complete and exhaustive
report, covering all phases of our common schools, a copy of which
will be furnished for your consideration. In this public document
you will find much that ought "to be interesting and instructive.
.
The common schools are so closely related to the welfare of
- Amount.
,
Rate. Interest
Insane Asylum .....$ 25,000.00 6 $ 1,500.00
Insane Asylum 30,000.00 5 1,500.00
Insane Asylum ; 25,000.00 5 1,250.00
Refunding , L-.A- -. 104,000.00 6 0,240.00
Penitentiary Ref. . 71,000.00 (5 4,260.00
Penitentiary Ref. ...... 10,000.00 0 G00.00
Capitol Rebuilding . 25,000.00 5 . 1,250.00
Capitol Rebuilding 1 50,000.00 5 2,500.00
Total ..: .....$310,040.48
The appropriations for the first fiscal year beginning
1st, 1912, are as follows:
University of Xew Mexico $ 42,000.00
Agricultural College . 25,000.00
School of Mines - 22,500.00
Military Institute 25,000.00'
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, be promptly adopted, and I respectfully urge that you take
favorable action as soon as the same is practicable in the
dom and judgment of your honorable body."
Normal University 30,000.00
Normal School 28,000.00
Spanish-America- n Normal ' 8,000.00
Institute for Blind 10,000.00
Deaf and Dumb Asylum 10,000.00.
-- 1 now again urge prompt and favorable action on this resolu- -
tion.
..$200,500.00Total STATE INSTITUTIONS.
I am heartily in favor of a fair and reasonable appropriation
for the Bureau of Immigration, or I will to create the
office of Immigration Commissioner with powers and for purposes
similar to those provided in some other western states. .
Hundreds of letters are coming to the old bureau of immi-
gration and others, from homeseekers, investors and all sorts' of
people who desire to add to their limited knowledge of our new
state. There is, to my mind, n question of the advisibility of
making an appropriation, as soon as possible to revive the bureau
and put it in working order temporarily at least, until you shall
have had time to decide what may be deemed most advisable for
the future. ' . " N
GETTYSBURG CELEBRATION.
The Veterans of the Civil War in Pennsylvania originated the
plan to celebrate the battle of Gettysburg in July, 1913. This
plan was first brought before the Pennsylvania legislature which
There are four of yhat are known as State Institutions under
our constitution, viz. :. Miners' Hospital, Reform School, Insane
Asylum and the Penitentiary, and each of these is under the con-
trol and management of a board composed of five members.
These, like all others known as State Institutions of any kind,
should be in fact institutions of the whole state, serving the inter-
ests of the state as a whole, and not in any sense local or under
control of local interests. For this reason I have been of the
opinion that they should all be under the control ..and management
of a single board, the members of which should receive some com-
pensation for their services. Thus would the state be entitled to
receive better service for the payment made rather than have to
depend, in some cases, on the gratuitous services of those who might
prove indifferent or careless in taking care of its interests. To
change the management and put these institutions under the con-
trol of a single board would require a constitutional amendment.
And I believe that this Should be adopted as soon as practicable. -
MIKJCDQ' UfkCDITAI
The Miners' Hospital at Eaton seems to have had a compara-
tively harmonious existence, and now appears to be managed in a
ln.nnner sfltisfaefovv to the interests it is intended tn serve
Jhough such interests as are and will be served are largely local
and belonging to Colfax county. The appropriation for this in- -
stitution is $10,000. The expenses for maintenance are given in
the report of the board as $91,370.80. 5 . ... '
- INSANE ASYLUM.
The board of trustees of the insane asylum recommends that
the name be changed to the "New Mexico State Hospital," repre-
senting that "Hospital" is the name usually used in other states
and that it would be more appropriate and satisfactory here.
There are now 255 patients in that institution, 98 new ones
having come in during the year and 101 have been discharged,
died, etc., during the same time. : .
The total receipts from all- "sources for the institution from
November 30. 1911 to November .!(). 1912. were fRfi9.fifiO.fifl rlis.
passed an act creating the Pennsylvania Commission to have charge
of this undertaking, and appropriated $250,000 to be used as that
. Commission might deem best. This movement was "started with
the intention of having all the states of the Union join and the
Veterans of both sides participate. The Pennsylvania Commis-
sion in 1910 requested all the states to take part and in a compara-
tively short time all had signified the intention of so doing. There
was appointed in each state a representative to a conference which
was held at Gettysburg in October, 1910. .The Congress of the
United States has also appropriated $250,000 for this celebration,
which will Ijo expended with the other money to establish a great
camp to. shelter the veterans while at Gettysburg, And to keep and
entertain them while attending the celebration. Some of tlie states
have provided for transporting all the veterans from" both sides ;
other states have provided to send only such veterans as partic-
ipated at the battle of Gettysburg, and some have appropriated a
sum which shall be apportioned among the veterans who do go to
the celebration, and other stafes are providing only for the pres-
ence of their governor and commission.
I recommend that a sum be appropriated to pay the expenses
of the governor and a small commission to be provided, and a
lump sum to he apportioned among the veterans who may attend
the celebration from New Mexico. There would, of course, be
some who not need any assistance and others who would
need considerable. A bill will probably .be presented to the legis- - "
lature covering the ground in this recommendation, which I trust
you will see your way clear to approve.
WASHINGTON JMONUMENT TABLET.
.
1 wish to call attention to the following resolution, adopted
by the Washington National Monument Society January 2, 1911 :
"Resolved, that the Society recommend to the Ifonorabl''
; the Secretary of War, in whose care and custody the monu-
ment is by law jilaced, that the stafes of Colorado, Washington,'
Idaho, Oklahoma, Texas and the States of New Mexico and
Arizona, 'upon their admission into the Union, respectively, be
invited through the Governor of each state to furnish a suit-
able tablet for insertion in the inner walls of
National Monument, to the end that the representation of the
States of the Union as a memorial therein .to- - Washington .
may be finally completed."
The .Honorable Secretary of War concurred in the object of
the resolution. The States above mentioned are the only ones
that do not now have tablets in the Monument. This is something
If I hud the average numter of pupils I should be pleased to
give you the per capita expense. I will mention, however, that
this in some eases exceeds $400.00. The Agricultural College gets,
a large appropriation from the United States.
All of these institutions except one, ask for . increased facil-
ities, such as new buildings, etc., and of course, for increased ap-
propriations. Some of these requests are reasonable andproper
and should be granted. Others should be scrutinized carefully,
and you should be well informed before taking any action to grant
something that may be of very little benefit to the State.
On November G, 1912, the Spanish-America- n Normal build-
ing at El Eito was so damaged by fire that it is now useless and
the school is occupying another building. There was an insurance
of $10,000.00 on the building which has not yet been paid to the
board of regents. The result of this fire has been to raise several
questions relating to the future of this school and the purposes
for which it was established. Shall we rebuild at El Eito, or shall
we build at another town? Or shall the pupils of this school be
taken care of by another institution of the state? It is not difficult
to answer the first question. The building occupied by the school
was never built for ordinary school purposes. It was built for a
reform school and when that school was removed to Springer, the
Spanish-America- n Normal was established for the local benefit of
a few people who very much desired it at that time. It is now
possible to correct the error which was then made and avoid the
difficulties which prevented any great attendance at this institu-
tion where it is located. It will cost as much now to rebuild and
equip a building for this school as it would to create a new insti-
tution. This extra expense would take money that is sorely needed
for educational work in our public and other schools.
Some of the objections to rebuilding at El Eito are equally
as strong against building anywhere for this school. The expense
at this time would not, in' my; opinion, be justified anywhere.
Therefore, the most practicable and reasonable solution of the prob-
lem is to decide to combine and consolidate the work of this school
with one of the other state schools where the purposes for which
it was founded can be better subserved than has ever been the case
at El Eito. p
There is now a general movement throughout the nation- - to
combine and even to abolish schools for the greater efficiency of
the educational system. "Oklahoma lias nineteen schools and Gov-
ernor Cruce has recommended that the legislature, by elimination
and consolidation, reduce this number to six. Oregon abolished all
of her normal schools and then created one first-cla- ss normal.
Article XII, Section '8, of the Constitution provides as fol-
lows:
"The legislature shall provide for the training of teachers ,
in the normal schools' or --otherwise scrthat they may become
proficient in both the English and Spanish languages, to
qualify them to teach Spanish-speakin- g pupils and students
in the public schools" and educational institutions of the
state; and shall provide. proper means and methods to facili-
tate the teaching of the English language and other branches
of learning to such. pupils and students."
Article XXI, Section 4, requires that all public schools be
conducted in English. .
"
The law creating the Spanish-America- n Normal School gave
as its purpose the education of Spanish-speakin- g natives of New
Mexico for the vocation of teachers in the public schools of the
counties and districts where the Spanish language is prevalent.
The favorable social aud business relations existing at Las
Vegas, the accessibility of the town, the strength of the faculty
and their kindly interest in the problems presented, cause me to
recommend that the work done by the Spanish-America- n Normal
be transferred from El Eito to the Normal University at Las Vegas.
That institution understands the needs and desires of the Spanish-speakin- g
young people and is anxious to serve these needs is in-
dicated by the following, taken from the report' made by its board
of regents :
bursements $55,340.90, balance on hand being $14,539.76. The
rggular appropriation that has formerly been made will be suff-
icient, in all probability, for sometime to come, for the mainten-
ance of this --institution.
" The board recommends the construction of a building for
women, which they think would cost something like $100,000.00,
though I am inclined to think that such a building could be built
for less money. The advisability of constructing such a building
will depend upon several conditions.
First: Is the state in a position at the present time to meet
such an expense? And. second, are the necessities of the institu- -.
tion such as to require this building immediately? Provision
might be made for constructing such a building in the near future
with an appropriation for its partial completion, and looking for
the remainder to an appropriation from the next legislature.
'
- REFORM SCHOOL. "J
- Till Xiatnvxn Kolm'nl n CI ,..1, . .,' ..1 . -- ,1 .1 i -
a very important institution. Here is where, under proper con-
trol and discipline, young minds that have obtained the yrong
bent should be readjusted and set in the way of becoming gcd
citizens, useful and honorable to the state. ' -
Tlie appropriation for this institution has been $5,000.00 per
annum, and receipts from other sources, as shown by the report,
are about, $500.00 more, a total of about $5,500.00. It is undoubt- -'
edly true that,",inder present conditions, this is not sufficient to
maintain and manage this institution in the manner that it should
be, to obtain satisfactory results.. ' -
ine scnoot nas a small quantity ot Jand winch the inmates
cultivate, but it is not sufficient to keep them busy or to produce
sufficiently to be an important factor in maintaining the school.
that will cost very little, and should appeal to the state pride of
every legislator, Therefore, I trust that you will see fit to take
appropriate action without undue delay. This action is necessary
by the State as no tablet can be received as the gift of private per-
sons. The act must be the sovereign act of the state as a member
of the Union. .
I recommend that you provide for a commission of three to
be appointed by the Governor to serve without pay, and that you
appropriate whatever you may deem necessary to carry out the
'purposes of this recommendation.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
- STATES.
During the first session of your honorable body in 1912, I sub-
mitted to you two resolutimis for amending the constitution of the
United States, the first to be known as -'- ,:'-""
"Article 10. The congress-sha- ll have power to lay and
collect taxes on income, ' from whatever source derived, with-- 1
out apportionment among the several states, and without re-
gard to any census or enumeration." -
1 now recommend and urge that you take prompt action on
this, as it requires only two more states to make this amendment
a part of the Constitution of the United States. If you approve'
it we ought to be one of these states. If you do not approve, you.
of course, have the privilege of making this one of the few states
that, have opposed it.' ' '
- The second resolution it knowji as the ..'Amendment for the
"direct election of United States Senators." 'In other words, it
provides jtliat the voters of a state shall vote directly for their
United States senators instead of electing them by the legislative
bodies as is now provided by the constitution.
V: When this resolution was submitted to you in May, 1912, 1
also presented in connection therewith the following 'communica-
tion :
''.
".;--
'
;'.
' "'
'In accordance ji ith the request of ' the Secretary of
State, I beg to submit for ihe,eonsiderationof the legislature .:
copy of a resolution of congress, entitled "Joint Resolution
proposing an amendment to the Constitution, providing ti:t
Senators shall be elected by the people of the several states." '
for such action as" may he deemed proper by the legislature.
In this connection I am also furnishimr for vour infor- -
or lease of a'tract of irrigable land with sufficient water for irri-
gating the same, say about 200 acres, which shall be sufficient to
give employment to the boys in the school, where all kinds of crops ,
can be planted and cultivated and also utilized for hogs,
chickens and keeping cows for the use of the institution. This
would not only help to pay" the expenses by the sale of stuff pro-
duced and used in the school, but ' would also be of great benefit
to the inmates of the school by reason of the useful training and
the knowledge obtained in performing the work necessary to be
done to make the farm a success. The board also recommends
some equipment for industrial training, which I believe would be
of great advantage in properly training those who should in fact,
receive a reformatory education 'during their confinement in-th- e
reform school. - - ' j
. PENITENTIARY. " '
.
"The superintendent of the state nenitentiarv has nrenared
. , j.. jand submitted a report that covers every (Mail in and about the
institution, and is as full ajid complete and as could
.possibly'bc expected or-- desired. He goes' into details, shows the
condition as it was in and about the penitentiary, states what has
been done to remedy these conditions and recommends for further
consideration what he believes ought to be done by this legislature,
.to put that institution in the best shape for its pTOper and econ-
omical management, so that it may not only subserve the best inter-st-s
of.tlie state, but shall lie a liome for the inmates, as free from :
harsh and unseemly conditions as can reasonably; be expected in--.
au institution of that character. . : V
In the superintendent's report he asks for increased appro
"If the request of the board of regents be granted and
proper funds be appropriated to organize a department to pre-
pare rural teachers, this, without question, will be the great-
est forward step in the educational affairs of the state and
the greatest need of the state will be met. Because of the
greater age of these students they should he separated from
the ordinary grade pupil aud permitted to go more rapidly
than the younger students. can. And, in addition to the regu-
larly required studies, they should receive instruction in the
elementary principles of gardening, poultry-raisin- g, dairying,
problems of rural life,- - pedagogy and
school management.
It must be recognized that many of these students are
Spanish-America- n and, in addition to the other necessary
training, a facility in the use of English is absolutely neces-
sary and this community is a n ideal" place for this training.""
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION. -
We have on our statute liks, laws providing for a Bureau
of Immigration, the organization, management, etc., of the busi-
ness properly coming under its control.
No attempt was made at the hist session of the legislature to
modify or repeal these laws." No such bill was introduced, nor
was there any discussion so far as 1 know indicating a desire on
the part of the people who pay the tuxes and are chiefly. interested
in legislation, for a change of any sort.
: No appropriation was made to maintain this bureau and its
activities,' though not its legal existence, ceased November SOth.
1912. No change has been made by me in the board or its man-
agement. No report of the transactions of the old board has come
to me, so my knowledge is limited to newspaper reports, and the
natural conclusion is that, while we have a board in law, there is
none in fact that can accomplish anything at the pivotmf (hue.
There is no need at this time to go into a discussion of what
occurred the last day of the first session of our first state legisla-
ture. An appropriation of $0,500 was made- --
'"to be expended- - under the direction of the "commissioner of
public lands for disseminating information 'as to the soil,
mineral and other natural resources."
Tin's I disapproved. ' -
1 believe in the right sort of publicity aud hope that I shall
be ever ready to make known to the outside world the advantages
which New Mexico possesses in the. way of valuable developed and
undeveloped resources, beautiful scenery and a climate surpassed
nowhere-nn- d equalled in few localities in the world.--
priations for maintenance, and I presume will undertake to show
von that this is necessary for the proper care and management of
'"s-i . L. p . . i i . the institution. He also asks for an increased appropriation to pay
the penitentiary board, and this requestis undoubtedly warranted
from the fact that the salaries for the board, provided by law, ex-
ceed the appropriation made last year.? v? -: .
marion a copy oi a lcuer. etc., iroiu secreiary jvnox relating
to this subject. .'-- ''
.'!'.. This resolution is in the firm of an amendment to the
Constitution providing for the direct election of United Stafes .
Senators by the' people. It seems to me 'of the greatest im-
portance that prompt action be taken' upon this resolution.
The question of the direct election of United States Senators
.
Iras been before Congress for many years and is one which, .
. in my opinion, is familiar to all and well understood by the -
members of this state legislature as Avell as by the people.' gen- - "
erally of our state. ': "
While there may difference of hpinionjas to the .
:' action 'to be Jaken relative to this resolution, it. seems to Ine"
only reasonable that the jieople of our state should have a
"
prompt expression .from the legislative body.". " "
believe that it is the desire of the citizens of our state
thai the amendment to the constitution of the United States
r,"-- The superintendent also asks for a ; new cell-hous- e, which
though not absolutely necessary-a- t the present time, will probably
1 needed in a year or two, and it might be well to consider the ad-
visability of preparing ahead for what seems to be inevitable. With
prison labor, the cell-hou- could probably be built for fifteen
thousand dollars He also recommends new quarters for women, " '
which would probably be better than where they are taken care
of at the present time, though that work is not absolutely neces :
saTy now and can be postponed, until some future date.
The repairs of. and additions to the hospital buildings includ-
ing the completion of the- new bath house, certainly ought to be
done as soon as practicable. The appropriation for the. same need
not be large and the results will far more than offset any outlay
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There does not seem to be so much objection to paying taxes
as there is to paying an unequal share. This phase of human
nature is so dominant that today, in New Mexico, we have condi-
tions where a large number of the tax payers are simply trying to
keep from paying more than their neighbors, who are avoiding all
they can. This lias come to influence the administration of county
affairs, and the officers of many counties are anxious to have their
citizens profit to the full extent from tax dodging of every variety.
Instead of an assessment, of $100,000,000 and a tax levy of
two mills for slate, and an average of ten mills or less for county,
we have an assessment of less than $73,000,000, a levy of 13 2
mills for the state and three to four per cent in the counties. This
docs not include special levies on particular industries nor district
school tax levies. Then in incorporated towns the levy for city
tax has to be added.
Is it any wonder that the would-b- e investor hesitates about
New Mexico when he faces such a tax situation? Of course, it
can be explained that our methods are such as to mislead, and
that he may be protected from unreasonable taxes.' Naturally, an
honest man. will still hesitate, and a level-heade- d man will won-
der whether he is to be the subject of special favor, or be the target
for unjust discrimination.
A fair valuation and lower rate of taxation is what we must
have, if we intend to make our state attractive to capitalists and
hoineseekcrs.
We must have better enforcement of the law, or some method
must be provided by our Law makers to compel officers to perform
their duty, subject to severe penalties for failure.
There is a great deal of talk about taxation by people who are
not well informed as to our actual condition, and some who base
, their argument more on prejudice than facts. It will be well for
all to examine carefully our state constitution and see for what it
provides. The Board of Equalization has powers and duties re-
lating to taxation, fixed by the constitution, and I believe that our
first step in reform must come through that Board. In my first
message I recommended that this Board "be given power to in
courage idleness and cause a loss of both time and money to people
who usually need the use of both to maintain the family 'which
is dependent upon them. The serving of drinks outside of and in
- adjoining "or connecting rooms to the saloons is perhaps the great-
est evil of all. Here is where you find your wine rooms and the
consequent ruin and degradation that follow in their wake.
Local option is only the right of the majority to determine
what sort of an atmosphere they shall have in the community in
which they live, and is in no manner subversive of the rights and
' liberties of, either those who confound the meaning of liberty with
that of license, or those who are willing to be governed by the will
of the majority.
In this connection, I recommend that Section 1372 of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 be amended to read as follows:
"Sunday for the purposes of this act shall be regarded
' ns the time' between midnight Saturday night and midnight
Sunday night."
It seems to me that there should be twenty-fou- r hours in
Sunday the same as every other day, and there is no good reason
for eliminating any of that time in the interest of anyone.
I would further recommend that the sale of intoxicating
liquors be forbidden in communities of less than 500 inhabitants,
the boundaries of such communities or villages not. to exceed one
mile square.
The saloon problem can be much better handled in large
towns where there is police protection than at cross-road- s and small
villages where there is usually no one authorized to check' the ex-
cesses that arise from too much drinking.
EXPOSITION.
Preparations are now being made for two great expositions to
be held on the Pacific coast in the State of California, in the year
1915j. The one at San Francisco will be of world-wid- e import-
ance, and will, in all probability, surpass in magnitude and splen-
dor anything of this kind that has ever been attempted in the
United States or any other country. The other, proposed for San
Diego, while not so extensive or so universal in its character, will
be more distinctively a fair for the display and advertising of the
products, civilization and desirable features of the west and South-
west, and the countries lying south of us.
At your last session you provided for a commission of five to
be appointed by the Governor to visit San Francisco and San Diego.
That commission, or some of its members, have visited both places,
though they have not yet made a report to me. When this shall
be done, I will submit the same to you with such comments as
I may deem it advisable to make. I believe that New Mexico
should be represented at one of these expositions, and that a reas-
onable appropriation should be made and commission provided to
handle the same, for the proper presentation to the world of the
advantages that we possess.
LAND.
At your last session you passed a land bill that, while open to
some criticism, in the main is as good a law as could be expected
to be obtained, considering the restrictions made necessary by the
Enabling Act of Congress and our State Constitution.
Some fair provision should now be made in the way of an
amendment to that law, providing for compensation for improve-
ments formerly placed upon school sections by persons acting in
good faith and expecting in some way to get the land, or be reim-
bursed for their actual expenditures on these public lands made
for their own benefit but resulting, in some cases, to the great
the State in increased values.
The Land Commissioner's report shows as follows:
Actual cash receipts of State Land Office for the
period from January 1, 1912. to November 30, 1912:
Applications, all sources .'. .' , .....$ 70,403.38
Deferred notes and interest for leases 7(5,345.5(7
Deferred contracts and interest on sales 0,501.07
5 per cent proceeds IT. S. sales 10,587.31
Miscellaneous receipts 13,048.45
, that will be required at this time. A carpenter shop is recommend-- "
ed,' which would undoubtedly be a good thing for the prisoners,
for some of them at least would bo able to learn a trade, which
" would be valuable when they are released.
The question of employes' salaries is something that is worthy
of careful consideration. I doubt whether just the sort of men
that are needed to be on guard duty at the penitentiary and have
the care of the prisoners can be obtained for the salary now pro-
vided. "
The two things of the greatest importance at the present time
are : First, track scales by means of which all the coal purchased
at the penitentiary will be weighed, so that a check can be kept
upon those who are furnishing this article to the State ; and Sec-
ond, a convict farm where the inmates of the penitentiary can
.be employed advantageously for the state, and with great benefit
to themselves. We probably ought to have not less than 500 acres,
a large part of which should be irrigable land with sufficient water
for its use.- - Upon this farm, convicts could be employed usefully
in various ways, not only in raising crops, which would be consumed
at the penitentiary, but also in raising poultry and hogs and car-
ing for cattle for the use of that institution. This work properly
managed, would undoubtedly enable these men, to become better
citizens at the time of their release than they can possibly be if
kept in idleness, or inside of the walls at any occupation. I be-
lieve that it is the general opinion of prison authorities that the
farm is the most satisfactory method for employing and caring
for convicts. This 'farm ought to be obtained at the earliest pos-
sible moment, as the institution has been sadly in need of some-
thing of this sort ever since it was established, Besults obtained
from the farm would unquestionably reduce and possibly at some
time flpc out all expense relative to the maintenance and man-
agement of the penitentiary.
The penitentiary board might be authorized to contract for
such a farm as might be thought to be desirable, and an appropria-
tion made to cover at least a part of the purchase price of such a
place at the present time, with a continuing appropriation for the
future to meet the further necessities.
There have been, about 75 convicts, on an average, employed
on the roads during the past year, and the results, as I am in-
formed,- are much more satisfactory than they formerly were.
These men are worked without armed guards, and have shown a
keen appreciation of the confidence placed in them. The escapes
arepipbably not as great in number as when they were handled
with guards. I believe the' number on the road work can Jje in-
creased with great advantage to the State and the men themselves.
REVISION OF THE STATUTES.
At your first session I mentioned the condition of our statutes
in the following language: -
"I call your attention to the deplorable condition of our
state laws. In 1897 a compilation of the statutes was made,
which was not entirely satisfactory, but was intended to cover
. all statutes then in force. Since that time there have been
six sessions of the Legislature, at each of which there have
been numerous changes, amendments and repeals of the earlier
statutes. - In consequence there is a great uncertainty and
. confusion "as to tire condition of our statutes ny differ- -
ent subject?. "
"An attempt was made between 1907 and 1909 to revise
the" statutes by means of a commission created by the legis-
lature. I am informed that' the results of the labors of this
commission wore laid before the legislature of 1909 and re-
ceived but little attention. Because of a few faults having
been discovered, a spirit of opposition was created to the
work. ' "
,
- ...
"I recommend that the work of preparing a revision of
the statutes be submitted to the next legislature, be put" in
charge of the Attorney General of the state with a sufficient-
ly large appropriation to enable him to employ all assistance
necessary to complete the work and have the revision as re- -
ported put in type so that' it will be easy of examination by
the members of the legislature,-b- y all public officers inter-
ested and by the members of the bar. Unless this course is .
taken, there is great danger that the present unfortunate
condition of affairs will continue indefinitely.
"I would recommend that the Attorney General be given
two assistants, as requested" in his report. The increase of
the work of his office due to the new conditions created by
- the constitution and particularly should the revision of our
laws be placed-- in his hands, seems to make this not only de-
sirable but necessary."
--What I stated then seems to me to apply now with equal force,
and is more pertinent than it was last year. Should the work be
entrusted to the Attorney General,' as herein suggested, it could
be completed and ready for examination long before the next leg-- ,
islature --at whose hands it could receive careful consideration and '
$170,91(5.18
quire into the assessment of property, in the various counties" and
that provision be made for the removal from office of assessors who
fail to perforin their duties as required by law. I now again and
more particularly recommend that the Board of Equalization be
given power to change individual and corporate assessments, and
that an appropriation be made for the use of the Board, to eniploy
compctent men to go into the counties and obtain such informa-
tion for the Board as may be necessary, to enable it to make a
better and fairer assessment.
The question has been raised in our courts as to the power of
the Board to change and equalize land values under Chapter 124,
Laws of 1909. I now recommend and urge the repeal of this law
immediately.
The constitution provides that the legislature may exempt
from taxation property of each head of a family to the amount
of two hundred dollars. Opinions differ as to whether this pro-
vision repeals the law giving such exemption its force when the
Constitution was adopted and makes necessary an act of the legis- - ..
lature exempting such property, or whether the old law is still in
force. This question can be easily settled by a legislative expres-
sion, and I therefore recommend that you enact a new exemption
law, setting forth the specific kinds of property upon which ex-
emptions may be claimed, and requiring the assessor to take the
personal statement under oath of the person claiming the same,
if you believe this to be reasonable and a proper subject of legisla-
tion at this time.
In my first message, I recommended an inheritance tax law
and I again-mak- e the same recommendation. No form of taxa-
tion is more just and fair and reasonable.
Article VIII, Section 2, gives you great power and latitude
in selecting subjects for taxation and provides methods for reach-
ing the same. You might find something to be obtained from pub-
lic franchises and kindred subjects, and could readily provide con-
siderable revenue from a tax on the output of mines, both coal
and mineral.
Our laws should be so amended as to compel the payment of
heavy penalties by those who delay the payment of taxes, by legal
proceedings. They may now delay payment a year or more with-
out costing anything except the ordinary penalty of five per cent.
This subject is worthy of your careful consideration.
I most urgently recommend that you provide for a temporary
tax commission, with power to investigate the whole tax situation
in New Mexico, and make report at the next session of the state
legislature. An appropriation to pay all necessary expenses should
be made, though first-cla- ss men can probably be persuaded to
..serve the state without pay, for the purpose named, under the ex-
traordinary conditions existing in New Mexico today.
STATE ENGINEER. -
L'ndcr the heading of State Engineer will be considered, the
following subjects, which belong to' and are in charge of the En-
gineers Office: Stream Gauging, Hydrography, Carey Act Law,
Highways, lfio Grande Improvement, Drainage, Power and Irri-
gation.
STREAM GAUGING.
The State Engineer has made arrangements for
; witli the United States under the authority given him in Section
15, of Chapter 49, Session Laws. of 1907. The results of the work
.
under this arrangement are quite satisfactory.
The purposes for which these investigations are required are
water power, domestic water supply, flood prevention and irriga-
tion. The thing of most importance to the people of New Mexico,
which this work aids in properly developing, is irrigation.
At this time 05 stations are in active operation and others
are being arranged for. Thirty-thre- e automatic gauges have been
installed.
In view of the fact that this work has ony been well started,
it is very desirable that the agreement with the Feder-
al Government be continued. I recommend the appropriations, re-
quested for the work, necessary' to be done in conjunction with
the stream gauging.
"""
IRRIGATION.
.
From November 29, 1910, to October 29, 1912, there were
filed 185 applications for permits to appropriate the public waters"
of New Mexico, 103 of which were approved. The area sought to
be irrigated is 595,920 acres, of which 320,518 acres are covered
by 57 applications not yet acted upon. A large part of the work
done under these projects has been by small holders or private
projects. Several large operators have been, and are now, doing
good work toward the completion of enterprises which will be of
great value to the state.
There has been a great deal of delay, much of it seemingly
unnecessary, and extensions for permits are frequently requested
and insisted upon for no other purpose than delay, and the hope
of speculating in the water rights of New Mexico. This unsatis-
factory way of attempting to not develop water rights must be
final action.
STATE BANKS.
At your first session, I stated the situation as it seemed to me
to exist relating to state banks and Their management under the
laws as then existing. During. that session there was introduced
what I believe to be a eoninlete. safe nil d sntisfnetnrv hill nrneti- -
One hundred and fifty-seve- n thousand six hundred and nine-
teen dollars and twenty-seve-n cents was transferred to the State
treasurer, being $107,536.89 for common schools, and the remain-
der to educational and state institutions, water reservoirs, Ifio
Grande improvement and public buildings.
The expenses of the Laud office were $17,770.18, which is
well within the limit of 20 per cent of receipts, provided by law,
which was $35,393.43.
The total of lands granted by Congress to the State is
102.05 acres. Total selected and all vested in State, November
30, 1913, 8,100,177.05 acres, which includes all school section 2,
10, 32 and 3(5. Selected hut not.approved, 575,121.15 acres. Not
selected, 3,417,803.85 acres.
.
' In addition, the Commissioner estimates that there will be
1.295,545.08 acres to be selected in lieu of school sections in Indian
Reservations, Land Grants, Military Reservations , or patented
.....lands.
The land problem and its proper solution are of tremendous,
and importance to the future welfarcand greatness
' 'of the state. :
K These lands are of inestimable value as the certain and safe
foundation for our public schools, and for the upbuilding of our
educational and other state institutions.
TAXATION.
In a recent bulletin issued by the National Tax Association,
this statement is found at' the head of tlie first page:
"In no field of Governmental activity is there more con-
fusion, more inefficiency or more class feeling than in taxa-..- ..
tion." - '.
';.:;
That statement emphasized and enlarged would fit present condi-
tions in New Mexico. We have never had definite tax system
that has been capable of dealing with personal greed and preju-
dice, and local envy and discrimination.
Our tax law says that projtcrty shall be assessed at its mult
value and the county assessors and county commissioners take an
oath to enforce the law. Besides, this, the assessor swears that "he
will make diligent inquiry," during the time he is serving the
people, to obtain all possible information relating tu property in
his county. Each tax payer is expected to make a list of his prop-
erty and swear to it, or be. liable to an extra 25 per cent to be
added to the value of his property. What do the officers do in
such cases? , - ".'.'. - ;
.,-'-
-
The assessments of property of individuals and corporations
varv from a very small per cent, in some cases, to nearly full val-
uation in others. -- The full measure tax payers are usually new in
this uusiness, or are small property holders who are too honest to
falsify to obtain such small benefit, or have property where it can
all be" seen by the assessor and is easily found. There is no doubt
that the large property holder, as a rule, pays on a much smaller
percentage of the real value of his property than the small owner
who can be readily found and seen.
cally eovering the ground as treated in my former message. I
would te what I recommended at that time and urge the
necessity of the enactment of the bill that you then had before"
you, or something similar that would meet the demand and pro-
vide safety and security for both investors and depositors, in all
banks organized under the authority and bv virtue of the laws
of this state. ' ..
- LIQUOR. -
The time seems to me to havo-rom- o when the public demands
more strict regulation of the liquor traffic, with the privilege. of
deciding for themselves whether, with'in any given locality, which:
may be as prescribed by lawj intoxicating liquors shall be permitted
to be sold or handled.
, .
' -
The question of the good or evil resulting from the liquor
traffic seems to me-- to require very little discussion to determine
.what the proper course shall be. A law modeled something after,
the Nebraska law, providing for what are known as '"daylight
saloons,' so arranged that the front shall be clear, enabling any-
one to get an unobstructed view of the interior from the outside,
also providing that no game whatsoever shall be permitted in any
room where intoxicants are sold, and absolutely forbidding the
'
serving of drinks outside of the i saloon proper. Anyone who is
ashamed of being seen should never enter k saloon. ",
The daylight saloon is reasonable and "for the best interest
of any community where liquor is sold. Any man who has been
around saloons very early in the morning and late at night, knows
well, the reasons why the hours provided for the sale of intoxicants
shouht not begin too early or continue too late.
, The games usually played In saloons for drinks and cigars
never have and never will be of any benefit to' anyone. They en
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From a year's experience with the force and its work, know-
ing well the work (tone and also what has had to be left undone
because of notjiaving sufficient men to give it proper attention, I
am now in a position to say, from my own knowledge, that such
ideas as above indicated are very erroneous. Calls for assistance
come from all classes of people, engaged in every sort of business,
and from every county in the state. Anyone who will consider for
a minute, will sec why this is so. The mounted police force is an
absolutely non-partis- body of nien, organized for the protection
of life and property throughout the state. This force has been
used solely for such purposes, and to properly maintain the 'peace
and dignity of the state. The appropriation for this year is $12,000
.,,,.1 !,,-- . 41, ..i' i. i,,.,.;n"., ;,.., ;
chocked, and I believe that the State Engineer lias in mind a plan
by whiclj. this will bo accomplished.
' In "the Pecos, Portales, Rwanda and Pio Grande' Valleys
largo areas are, being reclaimed by pumping. There is no record in
the Engineer's office of the acreage so to be reclaimed, though it
has been estimated that there are something like 320.000 acres.
POWER.
Power projects have not been developed to any particular ex-
tent, although extensive investigation is being made on the Upper
Gila, Pio (irandu and Pecos J.'ivers, looking to the installation of
large power plants, should it be found that such power can be
generated and marketed at a price cheaper than it can bp pro-
duced otherwise,
In this connection, in relation to power and irrigation, I rec-
ommend, in accordance with the suggestion of the State Engineer,
that all claimants to waters by reason of beneficial use, be in-
quired to file in the Slate Engineer's office a statement, or plat, of
both, showing the point of diversion accurately located and tied
to some natural or permanent object, showing the amount of
water appropriated and the purposes for, and locality in wliich the
same, is being used. This seems to be the only way in which accu-
rate information can be obtained, in regard to the water appro-
priated prior to March 19, 11)07. The time for filing these state-
ments should be limited to one year.
The State Engineer has submitted 4lio draft.of a bill to gov- -
ern the control and appropriation to be. made from interstate
streams. This bill probably will be presented to you in some form
and for this I ask your careful consideration. ,
CAREY ACT. . ' '"''A
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, under this head, I wish to call the attention of
your honorable body to the fact that tlve State Engineer's office
has become one of the most important in the state, and that the
work required of him has rapidly increased and' is now of "such
magnitude that nothing but a strong and capable man is able to
handle it at all satisfactorily. I recommend and urge, as a matter
of justice to the engineer and good policy for the state, that his
salary be increased to $3,000 per annum forthwith.
GAMBLING AND PRIZE FIGHTS.
These are, kindred subjects, so I have taken them together.
While we may properly spend thousands of dollars for advertising"
the resources of our state, we ought not to forget for one moment
that our conduct and laws are advertising us favorably or adverse-
ly all the time. If you can pass laws that will prohibit prize fight-
ing and blot out gambling, yon will give Xow Mexico the greatest
advertisement that.it has had for sometime. I am inclined to
think that my views are too well known on these subjects' to make
it necessary for nie to elaborate to any great extent.-
TRAVELING AUDITOR.
The situation in the ollice of the Traveling Auditor is such
that jt is impossible, with the force now 'provided, to do one-thir- d
of the work that is contemplated under our laws.. This was par-
ticularly mentioned last year, and a determined elfort was made
to get an appropriation for an increase of help for this office. Xo
one seemed to doubt that this was needed, though it was impossible
to get anything done to relieve the situation. The work to be
done bv the Traveling Auditor and his assistants, is of the greatest
dim in liu Jiivic limn tin: rAlirnrMw lu lilt; s il l 111 is UI1JLX 111 Wlltf Ui.
-
our first class counties. Conditions in New Mexico warrant and
demand an increase in this force for the protection of the legiti-
mate interests of the state. Crime must be checked and so far as
possible stamped out. It is time to make a more determined at-
tempt now to eliminate the assassin, the robber and every other
kind of a man who may be a violator of the law. i
ELECTIONS.
The Corrupt Practices Act passed by the last session would,
in my opinion, be greatly strengthened and made more efficient, to
prevent corrupt elections, by the enactment of a provision, making
it a crime to pay workers to influence voters at tlic polls or any
other place. The practice of having workers' inerely a subter-
fuge to buy votes and should not be tolerated.
In this connection I again call attention to the recommenda-
tions made in my first message for a personal registration law, and
that some provision to protect the right of the voter to settecy in
casting bis ballot be made.
Under the Carey Act there has been but little accomplished; importance to the people of the whole state, not only to protect
Two filings with request for segregation have been made, one at ,what they have, but, if possible, to force return of funds wrong-Fo- rt
Sumner on the Pecos Piver and one on the Lake CbaretteV- fully appropriated by county officers. A thorough knowledge of
project on the Oca to and Sweetwater Drainage. Neither one of the conditions existing in the various counties of the state, con- -
these projects has yet reached the stage where anything definite
can be reported in regard to it.
RIO GRANDE IMPROVEMENT.
There was appropriated by the last legislature $18,000.00 for
Kio Grande improvement in counties adjacent to the river, and a
PUBLICATION LAWS.
The publication laws passed at the last session should, in my
opinion, lie changed. It imposes much unnecessary expense upon
the people. For instance, it requires two publications of notice
that the state intends to proceed to collect delinquent taxes accord-
ing to law. One publication would seem to be sufficient. It re-
quires two publications of incorporation papers. More than one
can serve no useful purpose. The provision that publication of de-
linquent tax lists shall commence on January 2nd, raises questions
of the legality of such publication in weekly newspapers, published
at regular intervals, as that date must necessarily fall on different
days of the week each year.
In these and other particulars this law should be amended in
my ojiinion, and I therefore recommend such amendments.
SECRETARY OF STATE.
vinees me that an appropriation for the Traveling Auditor's office
should be' made sufficiently large, to enable him. .to bring all of the
workof the various county and state offiieals up to date, by- - the
first of next January.
Jt takes very little investigation to convince-anyone- , that the
work required of the Traveling Auditor; has about doubled during
tbe past year. The results of investigations made during the year
1913, have convinced me that there is the greatest need of investi-
gation throughout the state. Where there has been no criminal in-
tent, gross carelessness often results in losses that will not be found
except through the Traveling Auditor's office. The results of in-
vestigations in four counties are shown in the following statement
of shortages as given in report's of the Traveling Auditor's office:
Shortage
Socorro County $13,004.3;
Poosevelt County 4,000.07
special appropriation for protection at San Antonio bridge in So-
corro County, of $1,400.00. This amount is entirely inadequate
to perform the work that ought to be done for the protection of
the people on the Pio Grande. There were many applications for
assistance that had to bo rejected because only the most pressing
could be considered. The people on the river and the railroad
companies have assisted liberally in supplementing the work of
the Engineer in trying to take care of the waters of this treacher-
ous and uncertain stream.
Levees at Socorro, San Marcial, and Sile have been competed
those at Espanola. JJlaekmar, A.godones'and Albuquerque are
under construction. Pequests and proposals have been made for
work at Los Luiias, Helen, Garfield, Leasburg, Dona Ana, Mesquitc
and others are now under consideration. It is estimated that all
the present work planned will be completed before high water or
by April 15, 1913.
't
DRAINAGE.
At the last session of the legislature what was supposed to
Pepaid
$4,000.07
1,054.80
None
Duo
$13,004.37
None
1,200.00
23,439.80.
Pio Arriba-Count- y 2,914.80
Dona Ana County 23,439.80 does not
iTieludo
penalty of
$823.10
s.
The Secretary of State in his report, calls attention to the
facts that, by reason of the insufficiency of the appropriation to
print the laws and journals of the First State Legislature, he has
been compelled to leave imprinted the journals of that legislature
as well as the Governor's message thereto, and to the further fact, --
that no appropriation was made to pay for the cost of the publ-
ication of the proposed amendment to the constitution; and he
requests that immediate appropriations be made to cover these ex-
penses. I earnestly recommend that these appropriations be made
without unnecessary delay.--
Some dissatisfaction seems to exist in different parts of the
state with certain provisions of the automobile law passed at the
last session, as pointed out by the Secretary in his report, and I
respectfully invite your attention to the Secretary's suggestion on
this subject.- -
STATE SEAL.
No state seal was adopted by the legislature at its first session
$0,315.47 $37,704.17$44,079.04
"'If the legislature will make a sufficient appropriation to meet
the requirements of this office, as herein recommended, I think that
the investigations before January 1st, 1914, will be entirely con-
vincing of the wisdom of such a course.
' ' In examining accounts of county officers, cases have been found
wTiere money had been wrongfully withheld, and there is no law for
the adequate punishment of the guilty parties. I particularly
recommend that the laws covering the official conduct of county
officers, be carefully examined and amended, so as to make it ex-
tremely dangerous for all persons who misappropriate public funds.
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suggest that the matter be given prompt attention.
SALARIES OF COUNTY OFFICERS.
TREASURER.
The Treasurer's report shows fully the financial transactions
of the state during the past year. His recommendation that the
,
law requiring paid obligations of the state to be burned, should
be changed so as to provide that such obligations should be can-
celled and perforated, and preserved for the records, should re-
ceive special attention.
GAME WARDEN.
it message I used the' following language in regard toIn my lai
subject :this
The Game Warden in his report recommends the establish-
ment of a fish hatchery. 1 am of the opinion that the hatchery
shouldjie established if the revenue of. the office are sufficient to
pay for the expense thereof. I also approve his recommendations .
for an increase in salary of himself and clerk of the department
to be paid out of its revenues.
have been a comprehensive drainage law was enacted. This law
has not been in operation long enough to have obtained even ex-
perimental results up to date. There is no doubt as to the import-
ance of the proper drainage of our I!io Grande and Pecos Valley
lands. This subject is quite fully discussed by the Engineer in his
report, to which I invite your attention.
HIGHWAYS.
The public roads of New Mexico, like those of every other
state in the Union, are just now receiving unusual attention. At
the November election a bond issue of $500,000 was approved by
the voters, such bonds to be printed, and sold upon the order of
the governor, in such amounts as he may deem advisable. None of
these, bonds will probably be sold until July 1913, as no provision
lias been made for the payment of interest prior to July.
The State Highway Commission, provided for under an act of
the last legislature, has appointed road boards in the various coun-
ties as provided by law, and is making preparations to do thorough
and systematic work on the state highways, when the operations
shall have been thoroughly organized, so that the best results pos-
sible can be obtained for the cxpeditur.es that may be made.
All convicts that can be furnished by the state penitentiary
for road work, will be placed upon such roads amnay be designated
by-th- Highway Commission as state highways. This convict labor
has proven quite satisfactory during the past year, and in my
opinion can be made much more efficient than it is now.
' The poli-
cy will be to concentrate these camps, and keep the convicts stead-
ily employed without the necessity of moving them from place to
place, thus avoiding unnecessary delays and expenses.
The State Highway Commission proposes to work in conjunc-
tion with the county road boards, and keep thoroughly in touch
with all. the road operations throughout-tb- e whole stafe. hi this
manner we shall undoubtedly be able to accomplish more, and ob-
tain better results, than were ever obtained under the old methods
by the County Commissioners, working haphazard and pieee-me- al
wherever the local employees might see fit to have the work done.
Poad building has progressed well during the year directly
under the State Highway Commission, and in with
several counties. The work has been done on the following roads,
some of which have been completed and others are under construc-
tion at the present time, and some where work has been discon-
tinued to be taken up in the future: Alainogordo-TIighroll- s, Otero
''This will require as careful consideration and as patient
application as any subject of legislation that will come be-
fore you. You should make a fair adjustment, having due re-
gard to the rights of the officers as well as those of the tax
layers, providing' reasonable compensationfor services to be
performed and without imposing excessive.. burdens on the
people."
.
An effort should he made immediately W get a bill that will
be satisfactory, if possible, to all concerned'. On account of the
delays, and your failure to present any bill at all until you were
practically ready to adjourn, caused the salary bill to fail of be-
coming a law because of my disapproval, and there being no oppor-
tunity for further consideration by that legislature. This ought
not to "occur again. The county officers are entitled to their pay,
and at the present time this ought to be about the first thing to
ADDITIONAL JUDGE IN FIFTH DISTRICT.
tt.,.1.,,. uj-- 1;' i:..i f n... n t:j...i.:.. xi,. iiiiuci tzjuuLivn iu, xiiiil-il- i j ut im; v. uuiuiiuium, me .legisla-
ture may increase the number of district judges. I aininformed
from reliable sources that tlie business of the district court of the
5th Judicial District, composed of the counties of Chaves, Eddy,
Poosevelt and Curry, has reached such proportions that it is im- -
possible for one judge to perform the duties of the office. I there--
tore recommend that an additional judge be provided for that dis-
trict. '. ...
CORPORATION COMMISSION.
I call your attention to the several recommendations con-
tained in the corporation commissioner's report. One of these, a
change in the law which requires two publications of corporation
papers, I have already mentioned.- Another to which I (toll particu-
lar attention is that which recommends that the office of the In-
surance Commissioner be abolished and the Insurance Department
placed under the commission. -
Many things have been, suggested to me, but I may have al-
ready made too many recommendations.
" Xow, I wish to empha-
size the desirability of a thorough primary law. that will take the
he considered. In my judgment there is no reasonable, equitable
way of combining all county officers in the same classification.
They should lie paid like other people, according to the work that
they have to do. ,
In the first place;-the- office of District Clerk should be taken
up in a separate bill and its adjustment have no connection what-
ever with the remainder of the county officers. It will require a
separate, bill for sheriffs. The real first-cla- ss comities under such
a law would not necessarily be those that showed the greatest as-
sessed value. If will require another law for ?6unty clerks, as
the value of the services in the different counties can be deter-
mined only by the services performed. At your last session there
was ,a bill introduced covering the office of superintendent of
schools, which, in my opinion, was a very good one, and I would
suggest a similar bill providing for salaries for these officers. Then
the county commissioners.- probate judges, assessors, treasurers,
and possibly surveyors can fairly be classed together on the basis
of the assessed valuation, or some other method. which may possi-
bly be deeded more satisfactory.
-
1 have given 'this subject a great deal of thought. It was a
matter of much regret that I had to disapprove a bill pr6viding
for salaries of county officers, which I knew would-re's-ult in serious
hardship to those officers. I am very anxious to see prompt action
on this subject, to the end that a vexed question may.be settled,
and the officers receive their just dues. ; ..''.-'- --
- .
-
MOUNTED POLICE. -
j lower of nomination as far away from the politician and bosses
a possible. Reform in our eiectiiiii laws is of .the utmost import-
ance to flie welfare of the voter.
This is a progressive age. He i who lags may be lost. The
initiative and referendum are being demanded from tme end of
the country to the other. You should propose amendments to the
constitution improving the referendum provision, and providing"
for an initiative on a fair basis. The people .of our state have de- -
County; Agua Fria, Santa Fe County; Carlsbad Monument. Eddy
County; Chaina-E- l Pito, Pio Arriba County: Clayton-Folso-
Union County; Deming-Sout- b. Luna County; Magdalona-Spring-ervill- e,
Swunro County; The Mora, Lane, Mrn County: Poswell
Sands, Chaves County; Santa Posa-Puer- to de Luna, Guadalupe
County; Santa San Miguel and Santa Fe Counties;
Silver City-Pedrix- 'k Grant County ; ' Vilhinueva, San Miguel
County.
The following work has been done on the Camino Peal ;
Antonio, Socorro County; Pincon-La- s Cruces, Dona
Ana County; Dona y, Dona Ana County; and repairs
have been made upon the Camino Peal from Santa Fe to the Pecos
and South from Santa Fe to Algodoncs.
v There are now convict camps at, Albuquerque, near San An-
tonio, in Socorro County, and between Santa Rosa and Puerto de
Luna, in Guadalupe County. "Work has been legiui on the Camino
Peal between Algodones and Albuquerque. On such roads will be
concentrated the convict camps, and the work of constructing the
Camino Peal and the Ocean to Ocean Highway, will be pushed as
rapidly as possible, in accordance with the best methods and a
thoroughly organized system of up-to-d- highway construction.
cweu mat tney win rule. . tneir win must eventually tie controlling
in the laws they desire. . , '
You have sixty days within which to place on our statute
books laws that may be beneficial to the state and her people. The
interests of all the people are first to be considered, before party 1
advantage, factional strife or personal ambition and jealousy.
The record to be made will ' endure long after your session
ends. You will be judged by the results of your work, and I shall
be glad if you merit from the .people whom you represent, tie full
measure of "Well lone, good and faithful servants."
X In 1905, before any mounted police law had been passed.
Governor Otero in his message voiced what was then the general
impression: That such a law would be for the special benefit of
the livestock, interests. This impression has continued with some
people to the present time.
